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TRADING CLEATS FOR MILITARY BOOTS

When Football Went to War
TODD ANTON AND BILL NOWLIN 
FOREWORD BY DREW BREES

More than any other sport, professional football contributed fighting men to the battles of World 
War II, and the 22 or so players or former players that lost their lives are among the riveting stories 
told in this tribute to football’s war heroes that spans many decades and military conflicts. The 
National Football League counts three Congressional Medal of Honor recipients among its honors, 
along with numerous Silver Stars, Distinguished Flying Crosses, and Purple Hearts.

When Football Went to War offers a ground-breaking look at football—college and professional 
football alike—and many of the wartime heroes who came off the field of play to fight for their 
country. Detailed biographies of those who gave their lives are supplemented by many other stories 
of wartime heroism, from World War I through to Pat Tillman’s tragic death in the Global War on 
Terrorism.

Football has become the most popular sport in 
America and this heartfelt book honors the many 
sacrifices of NFL athletes over the years in service 
of their country.

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
81/8 5 91/8 • 240 pages • $25.95 (CAN $28.95) • cloth

Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-845-1
Available October 2013

•  Author interviews on national radio 
shows on NPR, ESPN Radio Network, 
FOX Sports Radio Network, Yahoo! 
Sports Radio Network, CBS Sports Radio 
Network, NBC Sports Radio Network, 
Premiere Radio Networks, Sirius XM and 
others

•  Features and/or reviews in The Wall 
Street Journal, Sports Illustrated, ESPN 
the Magazine, ESPN.com, Deadspin, The 
Big Lead, Grantland

•  Features and/or reviews in regional 
newspapers in NFL markets
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CELEBRATING A CENTURY OF CHICAGO BASEBALL

Wrigley Field: The Centennial
100 Years at the Friendly Confines
LES KRANTZ

Wrigley Field is one of the best known stadiums in professional sports and perhaps Chi-
cago’s most beloved landmark. Originally called Weeghman Park, it hosted its first game 
in 1914. The 2014 season marks the 100th anniversary of the opening of baseball’s second 
oldest ballpark.

In Wrigley Field: The Centennial, Les Krantz tells the story of Wrigley’s first 100 years—from 
the origins of the ivy on the outfield walls and ballpark traditions such as throwing back 
home run balls to Ruth’s called shot in the 1933 World Series and unforgettable moments 
featuring stars Ernie Banks, Ron Santo, Billy Williams, Ryne Sandberg, Greg Maddux, and 
more!

Featuring nearly 100 photographs,  
Wrigley Field: The Centennial will also 
include an originally produced DVD 
narrated by Lou Boudreau, Jr. and 
Ron Santo, Jr., featuring footage from 
throughout the stadium’s history and 
interviews with Jack Brickhouse, Ron 
Santo, Ernie Banks, and others.

•  Author interviews on Chicago sports 
and news talk radio stations such as 
WGN-AM, WSCR-AM and WMVP-AM 
as well as nationally syndicated radio 
shows on ESPN Radio Network, FOX 
Sports Radio Network, Yahoo! Sports 
Radio Network and others

•  Interviews on Chicago area television 
stations such as WGN-TV, Comcast 
Sports Net, WLS-TV and WFLD-TV

•  Reviews and/or features in such local 
newspapers, magazines and web sites 
such as Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-
Times, Daily Herald, MLB.com and 
ESPNChicago.com

SPORTS/BASEBALL
8 5 8 • 192 pages • $25.95 (CAN $28.95) • cloth

Full-color photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-834-5
Available November 2013
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ICONIC PATRIOT SHARES HIS LIFE STORY

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $26.95 (CAN $29.95) • cloth

Full-color photo insert
ISBN: 978-1-60078-860-4
Available October 2013

Offensive Conduct 
My Life on the Line
JOHN  “HOG” HANNAH WITH TOM HALE

This revealing, introspective look at an athlete’s intense drive to succeed in football also explores the adjustment 
to life after the final whistle. John “Hog” Hannah was a two-time All-American for the Crimson Tide under Bear 
Bryant. Hannah starred for the Patriots from 1973 to 1985 and was one of the most beloved New England Patriots 
players of all-time. 

In his autobiography, the greatest offensive lineman in the history of the sport candidly discusses the price of 
dominating the trenches—from playing through compound fractures, torn muscles, and broken fingers to giving 
and receiving gouged eyeballs and testicle kicks when the referees weren’t looking his way. He candidly discusses 
the rampant use of amphetamines, marijuana, and other substances amongst NFL players during his career. Han-
nah also recounts his battles with Patriots management. 

An introspective man who found religion later in life, Han-
nah describes the forces that shaped his drive to succeed and 
his addiction to control anything that threatened to separate 
him from perpetuating the “glory of greatness.” Reflecting 
on how this mindset proved detrimental beyond his playing 
days—leading to the breakup of his first marriage, his estrange-
ment from his children, and an egomaniacal approach in the 
business world, he shares how he ultimately found God. 

Offensive Conduct is both an inside look at the world of college 
and pro football in the 1970s and 1980s and a chronicle of the 
ups and downs of a driven, successful athlete.

•  Author interviews, reviews and/or 
features in national media outlets 
such as CBS, ABC, NBC, ESPN, Sports 
Illustrated, USA Today, ESPN the 
Magazine and others

•  Author interviews on high-profile 
Boston radio and TV programs as well 
as nationally syndicated radio programs 
on ESPN Radio Network, FOX Sports 
Radio Network and Yahoo! Sports Radio 
Network.

•  Features and/or reviews in local NFL 
market newspapers, magazines and 
web sites, especially The Boston Globe, 
Boston Magazine and Boston Herald
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Imus, Mike and the Mad Dog,  
& Doris from Rego Park 
The Groundbreaking History of WFAN
TIM SULLIVAN

On July 1, 1987, WFAN debuted in New York City. It was the nation’s first 24-hour, all sports radio station. In 
an era when the AM dial was just beginning to transition away from music, few gave this new type of station a 
chance. A quarter-century later, WFAN is the highest-rated station in New York, the onetime and current home 
to many unforgettable radio personalities, including Don Imus, Chris “Mad Dog” Russo, Mike Francesa, and 
Boomer Esiason. And several prominent names in sports broadcasting at one time worked behind The Fan’s mic, 
including Yankees broadcaster Suzyn Waldman, CBS’s Ian Eagle, ESPN’s Steve Levy, HBO’s Jim Lampley, Linda 
Cohn, Greg Gumbel, Mike Breen, John Sterling, and others. Round-the-clock sports radio has become part of 
the fabric of the fan experience in the United States, but The Fan was the first. In Imus, Mike and the Mad Dog, & 

Doris from Rego Park, author Tim Sullivan tells the behind-the-
scenes story of the most powerful voice on New York’s AM dial.

Imus, Mike and the Mad Dog, & Doris from Rego Park will soak 
itself in the history, the impact, the egos, the fans, the ups, the 
downs, the on-air individuals and all the controversies strung 
together across a quarter-century of WFAN. Sullivan details 
the station’s move down the AM dial to 660; the marriage and 
eventual bitter divorce of Russo and Francesa as afternoon hosts 
of what was known as “Mike and the Mad Dog”; Don Imus’ 
arrival as a morning-show icon and his eventual disgraceful 
dismissal; the trials and tribulations of a host gone chemically 
bad—the enigmatic, problematic Sid Rosenberg; the many 
memorable, championship game broadcasts of the Mets, Rangers 
and Giants, and all the hard-to-forget calls in between.

BEHIND THE SCENES AT A SPORTS PIONEER

•  Author interviews on New York sports 
and news talk radio stations such 
as WFAN Radio, ESPN NY 98.7, WOR 
Radio, Northeast Public Radio, WNYC 
Radio, other regional market shows 
and local TV such as FOX New York, 
SportsNet NY and YES Network

•  Features and/or reviews in local area 
newspapers such as The New York 
Times, New York Post, Daily News, 
Newsday and Star-Ledger

•  Features and/or reviews in local 
weekly papers and web sites such as 
NYMag.com and Village Voice

SPORTS/HISTORY
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $24.95 (CAN $27.95) • cloth

Full-color photo insert
ISBN: 978-1-60078-828-4
Available November 2013

[FALL 2013]
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Peyton Manning 
Leader of the Broncos
THE DENVER POST

Through the words and images of the Denver Post, this book captures the impact of Peyton Manning’s 
arrival in Denver, from his signing in March and his first game in a Broncos uniform through the 
team’s push to the top of the AFC standings and into the playoffs. 

Essential reading for Broncos fans heading into the team’s second season with Manning under center, 
this work celebrates the reemergence of a star quarterback in the aftermath of a career threatening 
injury. With stories and imagery from the award-winning staff at Colorado’s largest newspaper, this 
keepsake encapsulates the fever pitch surrounding the Broncos’ return to greatness.

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
8½ 5 107/8 • 128 pages • $15.95 (CAN $17.95) • paper

Full-color photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-863-5
Available September 2013

MANNING’S MILE HIGH ARRIVAL
[FALL 2013]
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I Did It My Way 
A Remarkable Journey to the Hall of Fame
BUD GRANT AND JIM BRUTON 
FOREWORD BY SID HARTMAN | INTRODUCTION BY FRAN TARKENTON

Mention the name “Bud” to football fans in Minnesota and they will immediately assume you are talking about 
Bud Grant. A sports legend in the state from his days at the University of Minnesota—where he earned nine  
letters in football, basketball, and baseball—Grant sealed his place in Twin Cities history by coaching the  
Vikings for a remarkable 18 seasons and leading the team to four Super Bowls. Years after his retirement he 
remains a revered figure, and fans have been eagerly awaiting this autobiography of a man they loved but did not 
always understand.

In I Did It My Way, Grant tells the story of his remarkable life for the first time, sharing several never-before-told 
stories. He recalls surviving polio as a child and becoming a successful multisport star in college before playing 

both basketball and baseball professionally. He recounts his 
early coaching career in Canada, where he led the Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers to four championships before heading south 
of the border to become the second head coach in Vikings 
history.

Grant recalls in vivid detail his 18 seasons on the Vikings 
sideline, including the Vikings’ four trips to the Super Bowl. 
He shares stories about legendary players, including quarter-
backs Fran Tarkenton and Joe Kapp and the defensive line of 
Alan Page, Carl Eller, Jim Marshall, and Gary Larsen—bet-
ter known as the Purple People Eaters. He shares the inside 
story of his controversial retirement in 1983 and return to 
the sideline in 1985. More than just a football book, I Did It 
My Way is the rich tale of a man who lives life to the fullest 
and in the process became a hero to many Minnesotans.

•  Author interviews, reviews and/or 
features in national media outlets 
such as CBS, ABC, NBC, ESPN, Sports 
Illustrated, USA Today, ESPN the 
Magazine and others

•  Features and/or reviews in national and 
regional media such as The Wall Street 
Journal, Sports Illustrated, ESPN the 
Magazine, ESPN.com, Deadspin, The 
Big Lead, Grantland, Minneapolis Star 
Tribune and the St. Paul Pioneer Press

•  Radio and television interviews on Twin 
Cities-area stations, such as KARE-TV 
(NBC), FOX Sports North, KSTP-AM 
(ESPN), and KMSP-TV (FOX)

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $27.95 (CAN $30.95) • cloth

Full-color photo inserts
ISBN: 978-1-60078-786-7
Available September 2013

LEGENDARY VIKINGS COACH TELLS ALL
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Packers Pride 
Green Bay Greats Share Their Favorite Memories
LEROY BUTLER WITH ROB REISCHEL 
FOREWORD BY WILLIE DAVIS

For more than 90 years, the Green Bay Packers have been the model of excellence across the National Football 
League. Now, LeRoy Butler—a 12-year veteran and one of the most popular Packers ever to don the uniform—
teams up with Rob Reischel to tell the stories of the Packers’ most memorable players and coaches, including Bart 
Starr, Paul Hornung, Forrest Gregg, Jim Taylor, Herb Adderly, Willie Wood, James Lofton, Sterling Sharpe, Brett 
Favre, Aaron Rodgers, and Donald Driver to name but a few. 

Packers Pride looks at the favorite games, favorite moments, and 
behind-the-scenes stories of the men who played and coached 
for the team with 13 World Championships—more than any 
other team in football.

•  Author interviews, reviews and/or 
features in national media outlets 
such as CBS, ABC, NBC, ESPN, Sports 
Illustrated, USA Today, ESPN the 
Magazine and others

•  Features and/or reviews in national and 
regional media such as The Wall Street 
Journal, Sports Illustrated, ESPN the 
Magazine, ESPN.com, Deadspin, The 
Big Lead, Grantland, Milwaukee Journal 
Sentinel, Wisconsin State Journal, and 
Green Bay Press-Gazette

•  Author radio interviews on sports 
and news talk shows in NFL markets, 
with an emphasis on Wisconsin, and 
national radio networks, such as Yahoo! 
Sports Radio Network, Fox Sports Radio 
Network, and ESPN Radio Network

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $25.95 (CAN $28.95) • cloth

Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-880-2
Available October 2013

[FALL 2013]

RECOLLECTIONS FROM PLAYERS WHO WORE GREEN AND GOLD
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If These Walls Could Talk 
Stories From the New York Giants’ Sidelines,  
Locker Room, and Press Box
ERNIE PALLADINO 
FOREWORD BY JOHN MARA

Chronicling what can arguably be called the most productive years in New York Giants football—with nine playoff 
appearances and two Super Bowl titles in three tries—this work is an insiders-account of the last 20 years of the 
team’s history. A behind-the-scenes look at the era from the players’ and coaches’ perspectives, this guide high-
lights coaches Dan Reeves, Jim Fassel, and Tom Coughlin as well as the team’s brightest stars, from Phil Simms, 
Lawrence Taylor, and Michael Strahan to Eli Manning and Victor Cruz. From the locker room to the press box, 
this book covers all of the successes and failures, elation and embarrassment of recent Giants history, making it 
essential reading for any fan.

•  Reviews and/or features in New York 
area print outlets such as The New York 
Times, New York Post, New York Daily 
News, Newsday and Star-Ledger

•  Reviews and/or features in national 
outlets such as Sports Illustrated, USA 
Today, ESPN the Magazine, Deadspin, 
The Big Lead and others

•  Author interviews on WFAN, WOR, 
WNYC, Northeast Public Radio and 
other regional stations and other 
regional market shows and local TV 
such as FOX New York, SportsNet NY 
and YES Network

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
6 5 9 • 224 pages • $16.95 (CAN $18.95) • paper

Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-877-2
Available October 2013

[FALL 2013]
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THE STORY OF THE RANGERS, IN THEIR OWN WORDS
[FALL 2013]

We Are The Rangers 
The Oral History of the New York Rangers
STAN FISCHLER 
FOREWORD BY ROD GILBERT

Featuring exclusive interviews with the greatest players in team history, this is the definitive story of this Origi-
nal Six franchise, told by the men who built it. Rangers legends—from Frank Boucher and Babe Pratt to Mark 
Messier, Henrik Lundqvist, and John Tortorella—tell of their experiences with the team to make a comprehen-
sive oral history of the New York Rangers. This collection of first-person accounts is a must-have, perfect for any 
hockey fan.

SPORTS/HOCKEY
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $14.95 (CAN $16.95) • paper

Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-867-3
Available November 2013

•  Reviews and/or features in New York area 
print outlets such as The New York Times, 
New York Post, New York Daily News, 
Newsday and Star-Ledger

•  Reviews and/or features in national print 
outlets such as Sports Illustrated, USA 
Today, ESPN the Magazine, The Hockey 
News and others

•  Author interviews on WFAN, ESPN 1050, 
WOR, WNYC and other regional stations



[FALL 2013]
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My Last Fight 
The True Story of a Hockey Rock Star
DARREN McCARTY WITH KEVIN ALLEN

Darren McCarty was one of the most visible and beloved members of the Detroit Red Wings, playing the role 
of enforcer from 1993 to 2004 and returning in 2008 and 2009. McCarty’s teams won four Stanley Cups. The 
Ontario, Canada, native paired with Kris Draper and Kirk Maltby on the Red Wings’ “Grind Line”—a group 
that physically overmatched some of the best offensive lines in the NHL.

Perhaps best known for his role in the March 1997 “Fight Night at the Joe”—when McCarty’s sparring with 
Colorado’s Claude Lemieux spurred a near-riot at Joe Lewis Arena—McCarty was more than just a brawler. 
His 127 career goals included several of the highlight variety, including an inside-outside move against Phila-
delphia in the Red Wings’ clinching Game 4 of the 1997 Stanley Cup Finals that earned him an ESPY for the 
NHL’s play of the year and clinched the Red Wings’ first Stanley Cup in 40 years.

But what may have endeared McCarty most to Michigan’s hockey faithful is the honest, open way he has 
dealt with struggles in life off the ice. McCarty’s father was diagnosed with terminal cancer at age 46 in 1995 

and died four years later. The son’s struggles with addic-
tion—including four trips to rehab—bankruptcy, and 
divorce are well documented. Yet the likable McCarty 
always seems to get right back up—whether working 
his way back onto the Red Wings roster from the minor 
leagues to earn his final championship in 2008 or rein-
venting himself as a television commentator after his 
playing days ended.

In My Last Fight, McCarty opens up about his struggles 
with substance abuse, his father’s illness, business fail-
ings, and the daily battle to overcome. Written with 
longtime NHL writer Kevin Allen, McCarty’s story is 
one every reader in Hockeytown will want to pick up.

[FALL 2013]

CONTROVERSIAL RED WING PULLS NO PUNCHES

SPORTS/HOCKEY
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $26.95 (CAN $29.95) • cloth

Full-color photo insert
ISBN: 978-1-60078-885-7
Available December 2013

•  Reviews and/or features in national and 
regional print and online outlets such as 
Sports Illustrated, USA Today, ESPN the 
Magazine, The Hockey News, Deadspin, 
The Big Lead, Detroit Free Press, Detroit 
News

•  Author interviews on NBC, NBC Sports 
Network, NHL Network, ESPN Radio 
Network, FOX Sports Radio Network, 
Yahoo! Sports Radio Network and others

•  Author interviews on regionally syndicated 
radio and TV programs in Detroit
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Slap Shot Original 
The Man, the Foil, and the Legend
DAVE HANSON WITH ROSS BERNSTEIN 
FOREWORDS BY BOB COSTAS AND GORDIE HOWE

Thirty years after its cinematic debut, Slap Shot remains one of the most popular sports movies of all time—in 
2007 GQ named it “the best sports movie of the past 50 years.” Starring the legendary Paul Newman, the movie 
was based on the hilarious and outrageous antics of the fictitious Charlestown Chiefs, a tough-as-nails minor 
league hockey team in the early 1970s. In financial trouble and due to fold at the end of the season, they bring 
in The Hanson Brothers—three of the toughest hockey players around—in a desperate bid to sell tickets. What 
ensues is pure comic genius. 

In Slap Shot Original, Dave Hanson—who played ringleader Jack Hanson in the film—not only opens the vault 
and dishes the dirt on the making of the movie, from bench-clearing brawls, to practical jokes on set, to the 
legendary partying that went on after the director yelled “Cut!,” but also how the movie changed his, and many 
of the cast and crew’s lives forever.

SPORTS/HOCKEY
6 5 9 • 240 pages • $14.95 (CAN $16.95) • paper

Full-color photo inserts
ISBN: 978-1-60078-875-8
Available November 2013

Original Hardcover
ISBN: 978-1-60078-115-5

NOW IN TRADE PAPERBACK!
[FALL 2013]
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Keith Magnuson 
The Inspiring Life and Times of a Beloved Blackhawk
DOUG FELDMANN 
FOREWORD BY CLIFF KOROLL

One of the most popular Chicago Blackhawks of all time, defenseman Keith Magnuson was raised on the raw, 
rough traditions of hockey in western Canada. Magnuson captained the University of Denver to its second 
straight NCAA championship in the spring of 1969; by autumn, he would take the ice in the storied Chicago 
Stadium as a rookie for the Blackhawks. Joining stars such as Bobby Hull, Stan Mikita, and Tony Esposito, 
Magnuson soon became the much-needed “policeman” for the team. In his rookie season (1969-70), he broke 
the Blackhawks’ team record for penalty minutes in a season with 213; the following year, he eclipsed the league 
mark with 291 as the Blackhawks made their way back to the Stanley Cup Finals.

Over the course of the next several seasons, Magnuson and the Blackhawks would, time and time again, fall 
painfully short of their Stanley Cup aspirations. Nonetheless, Magnuson’s leadership qualities led to his being 
named captain of the team. As veteran sportswriter Bob Verdi described Magnuson upon his retirement from 

the Blackhawks, “There have been many finer athletes in 
Chicago, but not one finer person.”

On December 15, 2003, Magnuson was in the Toronto area 
to attend the funeral of Keith McCreary. While riding in a 
car driven by another former player, Rob Ramage, Magnu-
son was killed when the car veered over the center line and 
struck an oncoming vehicle. Mourned by thousands at his 
visitation in suburban Chicago the following week, Magnu-
son’s number was retired by the Blackhawks in 2008.

Written with the full support of Magnuson’s wife and chil-
dren, Doug Feldmann’s biography of this Chicago icon is an 
insightful, thrilling, and poignant tribute to a true hockey 
legend.

A REVERED AND POPULAR CHICAGO ICON

SPORTS/HOCKEY
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $25.95 (CAN $28.95) • cloth

Full-color photo insert
ISBN: 978-1-60078-831-4
Available October 2013

•  Author interviews on high-profile 
Chicago radio and TV programs as well as 
nationally syndicated radio programs on 
ESPN Radio Network, FOX Sports Radio 
Network and Yahoo! Sports Radio Network

•  Reviews and/or features in national print 
outlets such as Sports Illustrated, USA 
Today, ESPN the Magazine, The Hockey 
News, Deadspin and The Big Lead

•  Reviews and/or features in local 
newspapers, magazines and web sites 
such as Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-
Times, Daily Herald, Crain’s Chicago 
Business and ESPNChicago.com
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The Good, the Bad & the Ugly:  
Philadelphia Flyers 
Heart-pounding, Jaw-dropping, and Gut-wrenching Moments  
from Philadelphia Flyers History
ADAM KIMELMAN 
FOREWORD BY KEITH PRIMEAU

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Philadelphia Flyers celebrates many of the famous and infamous players, coaches, 
and moments throughout the team’s history. One of six franchises launched during the NHL’s 1967 expansion, 
Philadelphia soon rose to the top of the league, earning back-to-back Stanley Cup titles in the early 1970s. The 
Bobby Clarke– and Bernie Parent–led Broad Street Bullies captured Philadelphians’ hearts and changed the face 
of the NHL with their aggressive style of play. Though subsequent championships have eluded the Flyers, they’ve 
remained a perennial contender and become one of the most colorful franchises in the league.

Learn how visionary founding owner Ed Snider created the Flyers and sold the city of Philadelphia on the sport of 
hockey. Get the inside story of how the franchise built a championship squad, then repeatedly rebuilt it over the 
next three decades to stay at the top of the NHL—in the process compiling the league’s second-best all-time win-
ning percentage. Enjoy classic tales about the great rivalries (especially with the Rangers, Devils, and Penguins), 
about the great coaches—including Fred Shero and Pat Quinn—and countless great players: Barber, Clarke, Par-
ent, Poulin, Hextall, Primeau, and many more.

But as the title suggests, The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Philadelphia Flyers also touches on some of the organiza-
tion’s low points: its ongoing string of five straight losses in the Stanley Cup Finals; the disastrous 2006-2007 season 
that saw the Flyers finish with the NHL’s lowest point total; and the embarrassing Eric Lindros saga, during which 
the gifted-but-oft-injured center carried on a public squabble with the team that finally saw him traded to the rival 
Rangers.

This updated edition takes readers through the 2012-13 season and features the Flyers’ trip to the 2010 Stanley 
Cup Finals as well as recent stars Claude Giroux, Scott Hartnell, Kimmo Timonen, and more.

SPORTS/HOCKEY
5½ 5 8½ • 256 pages • $14.95 (CAN $16.95) • paper

Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-876-5
Available November 2013

AN HONEST PORTRAIT FOR THE ALL-WEATHER FAN
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Gordie Howe’s Son 
A Hall of Fame Life in the Shadow of Mr. Hockey
MARK HOWE AND JAY GREENBERG 
FOREWORD BY WAYNE GRETZKY

Perhaps best known as the son of “Mr. Hockey,” Mark Howe managed to emerge from the shadow cast by his 
father to achieve greatness in his own right and in this book he vividly describes his unparalleled life in hockey. 

A U.S. Olympian at age 16 and a four-time NHL All-Star, Howe was elected to the Hockey Hall of Fame in 
2011. A year later, Mark Howe’s number was retired by the Philadelphia Flyers, where he starred for 10 seasons 
in the 1980s. After earning his 1972 silver medal for the U.S. Olympic team, Mark joined his father—who had 
just come out of retirement—and brother Marty with the Houston Aeros of the upstart World Hockey Associa-
tion; Mark shares memories of playing alongside his father and brother for seven seasons. 

Gordie Howe’s Son follows the rest of Mark’s career, 
through the injuries, trades to the Philadelphia Flyers 
and Detroit Red Wings, and experiences at the Stanley 
Cup Finals. A one-of-a-kind story, this autobiography 
shares never-before-told stories about hockey’s most 
beloved family.

•  Author interviews on high-profile Detroit 
radio and TV programs as well as nationally 
syndicated radio programs on ESPN Radio 
Network, FOX Sports Radio Network and 
Yahoo! Sports Radio Network

•  Reviews and/or features in national and 
regional print and online outlets such as 
Sports Illustrated, USA Today, ESPN the 
Magazine, The Hockey News, Deadspin, The 
Big Lead, Detroit Free Press, Detroit News

•  Reviews and/or features in local 
newspapers, magazines and web sites such 
as Detroit Free Press and Detroit News

SPORTS/HOCKEY
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $25.95 • cloth

Full-color photo insert
ISBN: 978-1-60078-847-5
Available October 2013

A HALL OF FAME HOCKEY FAMILY
[FALL 2013]
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“Then Russell Said to Bird...” 
The Greatest Celtics Stories Ever Told
DONALD HUBBARD

Here is your chance to be a fly on the wall for generations of Boston Celtics history—into the locker room and 
onto the court, your chance to join your favorite players on the team plane and at the team hotel. Go behind 
the scenes and peek into the private world of the players, coaches, broadcasters, and executives, eavesdropping 
on their personal conversations.

Author Donald Hubbard will take you inside the Celtics locker room in the 1980s—entertaining readers 
with tales of Larry Bird, Kevin McHale, and Robert Parish. Tommy Heinsohn shares stories about the Celtics 
dynasty of the 1950s and ’60s—readers will hear unforgettable speeches from legendary coach Red Auerbach 
and experience the greatness and dignity of Bill Russell. And 2008, when Kevin Garnett, Paul Pierce, and Ray 
Allen helped a new generation experience the ecstasy of a Celtics NBA title. You’ll have a front row seat for 
the times when the memories were made and hear some of the great stories from more than a half-century of 
Celtics history. 

“Then Russell Said to Bird…” is the book written for every 
fan who follows the Celtics. Don’t be left out of the loop. 
Get the first-hand accounts from true team insiders. No 
more rumors or second hand “he said, she said”. Relive the 
highlights. Be there for the celebrations. Find out just how 
it really happened in “Then Russell Said to Bird…”.

•  Author interviews on high-profile 
Boston radio and TV programs such 
as WEEI, 98.5 The Sports Hub, NESN, 
Comcast Sportsnet New England and 
others

•  Features and/or reviews in New 
England newspapers, magazines and 
web sites, especially The Boston Globe, 
Boston Magazine and Boston Herald

•  Reviews, features and excerpts on 
Boston Celtics blogs such as SB Nation 
Boston and others

SPORTS/BASKETBALL
5½ 5 8½ • 240 pages • $14.95 (CAN $16.95) • paper

Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-851-2
Available October 2013

LEGENDARY TALES FROM A LEGENDARY FRANCHISE
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THE KING OF INDIANA HOOPS SHOOTS AND SCORES

Boom, Baby! 
My Basketball Life in the Hoosier State
BOBBY “SLICK” LEONARD WITH LEW FREEDMAN

In a state with unequaled passion for the sport of basketball, Bobby “Slick” Leonard has made a name for himself 
at every level—etching his name forever on the Mount Rushmore of Indiana basketball. A high school star 
in Terre Haute, “Slick” earned his nickname with his brilliant ball-handling. He was a key member of Indiana 
University’s 1953 “Hurrying Hoosiers” championship team. After playing and coaching in the NBA, Leonard 
returned to Indiana in 1968 to coach the ABA’s Indianapolis Pacers. His teams won three ABA champion-
ships in his first five seasons. He coached the Pacers for 12 seasons, then returned to the team in 1985 as a radio 
analyst—a role he still fills on a part-time basis today, at age 80.

In Boom, Baby!, “Slick” shares memories from his storied career. He takes readers inside the Indiana locker room 
with legendary head coach Butch McCracken and onto the court when Leonard hit the deciding free throws 
as the “Hurrying Hoosiers” topped Phog Allen’s Kansas Jayhawks. Leonard recalls from the NBA’s early years, 
including being drafted by a Baltimore Bullets team that folded soon after selecting him.

Leonard was the winningest coach in the ABA’s nine-year 
history. Despite several memorable sideline outbursts from 
their coach—including once punting the red, white, and 
blue basketball into the stands in Salt Lake City—the  
Pacers reached five ABA Finals, taking home the  
championship three times. “Slick” describes in vivid detail  
Indianapolis’ first pro sports titles—including stars Mel 
Daniels, Roger Brown, and George McGinnis. 

In his third act, “Slick” endeared himself to new genera-
tions of Hoosier hoops fans as the longtime Pacers radio 
voice—his trademark call “Boom, Baby!” symbolized the 
Reggie Miller–led Pacers teams of the 1990s and 2000s. He 
remains in the Pacers’ radio booth, calling home games.

•  Reviews and/or features in national and 
regional print and online outlets such 
as Sports Illustrated, USA Today, ESPN 
the Magazine, Deadspin, The Big Lead, 
Indianapolis Star and others

•  Reviews and/or features in national print 
outlets such as Sports Illustrated, USA 
Today, ESPN the Magazine, Deadspin and 
The Big Lead

•  Author interviews on regionally syndicated 
radio and TV programs in Indianapolis and 
other markets in Indiana

SPORTS/BASKETBALL
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $25.95 (CAN $28.95) • cloth

Full-color photo insert
ISBN: 978-1-60078-859-8
Available November 2013
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HOCKEY BEST SELLERS . . . 

Crossing the Line 
The Outrageous Story of a Hockey Original
DEREK SANDERSON  
WITH KEVIN SHEA 
FOREWORD BY BOBBY ORR

The autobiography of one of hockey’s first rebels and a beloved member of the “Big Bad Bruins,” this book shares 
how Derek Sanderson’s ferocious style helped lead the team to two Stanley Cup victories in the early 1970s. 
Living life in the fast lane, Sanderson grew his hair long, developed a serious drinking problem, and eventually 
found himself out of the league and prowling the streets for his next drink. In this autobiography, Sanderson 
comes clean on his life in hockey, the demons that threatened to consume him, and the strength and courage 
it took to fight his way back. Today a successful entrepreneur and speaker, Sanderson’s incredible story is a must 
read for any fan of hockey.

SPORTS/HOCKEY
6 5 9 • 400 pages • $16.95 • paper

Full-color photo inserts
ISBN: 978-1-60078-924-3
Available October 2013

Original Hardcover
ISBN: 978-1-60078-680-8
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J.R. 
My Life as the Most Outspoken, Fearless, and Hard-Hitting Man in Hockey
JEREMY ROENICK  
WITH KEVIN ALLEN

Jeremy Roenick, one of the premier hockey players of his generation and one of the greatest American stars 
the NHL has ever known, shares his life story in this frank and unflinching autobiography. After making  
his debut as an 18-year-old with the Chicago Blackhawks, Roenick thrilled fans with his flashy style,  
take-no-prisoners approach, and jaw-dropping skills. A native of Boston, Roenick went on to play for four 
more franchises—including the Philadelphia Flyers and Los Angeles Kings—during his incredible 18-season 
career. By the time he was through, Roenick had racked up 513 goals—the second most of any American-
born player—and 703 assists. Now a tells-it-like-it-is commentator for NBC and the NHL, Roenick takes 
readers on a behind-the-scenes, warts-and-all tour through his illustrious career, both on and off the ice.

SPORTS/HOCKEY
6 5 9 • 320 pages • $16.95 • paper

Full-color photo inserts
ISBN: 978-1-60078-923-6
Available November 2013

Original Hardcover
ISBN: 978-1-60078-654-9
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Laker Girl
JEANIE BUSS WITH STEVE SPRINGER 
FOREWORD BY PHIL JACKSON

The life story of Jeanie Buss could only have been written in Hollywood. Her father, Jerry Buss, emerged from a 
childhood of financial struggle to improbably become one of California’s most successful real estate developers. 
Though her life was not without turmoil—her parents divorced when she was still a child—Jeanie’s world was 
forever changed for the better when her father bought the Los Angeles Lakers in 1979.

Laker Girl is the never-before-told story of the Buss family and of one woman’s rise to the top in a man’s world. 
It is also a behind-the-scenes journal of the 2009-10 Lakers season, a year in which the franchise captured its 
16th NBA championship.

By the time Jeanie was 19, she was already a high-ranking executive with World Team Tennis. Today, she is the 
Lakers’ executive vice president of business operations and one of the most influential women in professional 
sports. But Jeanie’s business accomplishments only begin to tell the tale of her incredible journey. In true Hol-
lywood fashion, Jeanie eventually found love where she least expected: with Phil Jackson, the Lakers’ former 
head coach and one of the most successful coaches in NBA history. Along the way, she’s rubbed elbows with 
everyone from Michael Jordan, John McEnroe, and Shaquille O’Neal to Ryan Seacrest, Khloe Kardashian, 
Hugh Hefner, and Jack Nicholson. And she’s done it all in her own unique, inimitable style.

From star-studded celebrity weddings, to meetings at the White House, to the STAPLES Center court after 
Game 7 of the NBA Finals, Laker Girl takes you behind the velvet ropes for an unprecedented glimpse into the 
glamorous world of the Los Angeles Lakers.

In this updated edition, Buss discusses her recent engagement to Jackson and looks back on the Lakers’ event-
ful past three seasons—an era that has included multiple coaching changes, changes in the front office, a new 
TV deal, and much more. 

SPORTS/BASKETBALL
6 5 9 • 304 pages • $16.95 (CAN $18.95) • paper

Full-color photo insert
ISBN: 978-1-60078-868-0
Available November 2013

Original Hardcover 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-511-5

THE QUEEN OF THE LAKERS ON KOBE, PHIL, AND MORE
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KNICKS STORIES FROM A PULITZER PRIZE–WINNING AUTHOR

Autumns in the Garden 
The Coach of Camelot and Other Knicks Stories
IRA BERKOW

Featuring 25 years’ worth of columns from one of New York’s most popular sportswriters, this collection is 
guaranteed to delight Knickerbockers fans of all ages. These unforgettable opinions, stories, and observations 
from New York Times columnist Ira Berkow capture the spirit of the Knicks, from memories of Red Holzman 
and Earl Monroe to reflections on Carmelo Anthony and Jeremy Lin. As the 2013 team celebrates the 40th 
anniversary of their 1973 NBA championship, this book enlightens fans on the entire colorful history of the 
franchise.

•  Author interviews on New York sports and 
news talk radio stations such as WFAN 
Radio, ESPN NY 98.7, WOR Radio, Northeast 
Public Radio, WNYC Radio, other regional 
market shows and local TV such as FOX 
New York, SportsNet NY and YES Network

•  Reviews and/or features in local area 
newspapers such as The New York Times, 
New York Post, Daily News, Newsday and 
Star-Ledger

•  Reviews and/or features on web sites such 
as Knicks.com and popular Knicks blogs 
and fan sites

SPORTS/BASKETBALL
6 5 9 • 288 pages • $14.95 (CAN $16.95) • paper

ISBN: 978-1-60078-866-6
Available October 2013
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THE ARCHITECT OF A RISING FOOTBALL POWER

Art Briles: Looking Up 
My Journey from Tragedy to Triumph
NICK EATMAN 
FOREWORD BY ROBERT GRIFFIN III

Looking Up is the biography of Baylor head football coach Art Briles, one of the most highly regarded young 
coaches in college football. With an introduction by Coach Briles, and a foreword by former Heisman Trophy 
winner and now star quarterback for the Washington Redskins Robert Griffin III, the book chronicles this ris-
ing star’s life and successful coaching career.

At the age of 20, Briles lost his parents in a tragic car accident as they were en route to one of his college 
games. Devastated by the loss of his role models, Briles had to find a way to pick himself up off the mat.

Was this tragedy to be used as an excuse and a crutch? Or would he use it as motivation to propel him on his 
journey to reach the destination he’d always dreamed of?

Briles chose the latter course. Before he joined the college coaching ranks, he wasn’t just a successful high 
school coach, he was more of a legend, winning four state 
titles in Stephenville, where they hadn’t even made the play-
offs in the previous 37 years.

He later became the head coach at Houston, which had 
considered shutting down its football program not long 
before Briles arrived. After four bowl appearances in a five-
year span, he left for Baylor, another struggling program that 
hadn’t won a bowl game in 15 years. 

Not only has Briles taken the Bears “bowling” the last three 
seasons, but his guidance led Robert Griffin III to a Heisman 
Trophy in 2011. Baylor football has never been more relevant 
than it is right now, a trend that certainly began when Briles 
and RGIII arrived on the Waco campus just five years ago. 

•  Reviews and/or features in national 
and regional print and online outlets 
such as Sports Illustrated, USA Today, 
ESPN the Magazine, Deadspin, The 
Big Lead, and daily newspapers 
throughout the state of Texas

•  Author interviews on NBC, NBC 
Sports Network, NHL Network, 
ESPN Radio Network, FOX Sports 
Radio Network, Yahoo! Sports Radio 
Network and others

•  Author interviews on Christian radio 
shows throughout the country

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $25.95 (CAN $28.95) • cloth

Full-color photo insert
ISBN: 978-1-60078-906-9
Available October 2013
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL’S WINNINGEST ACTIVE COACH TELLS HIS STORY

Let Me Be Frank 
My Life at Virginia Tech
FRANK BEAMER WITH JEFF SNOOK 
FOREWORD BY BOB KNIGHT

After 26 seasons as head football coach at Virginia Tech University, Frank Beamer is not only the longest 
tenured but also the winningest active coach of any major college program, and Let Me be Frank contains his 
personal reflections on more than a quarter-century leading the Virginia Tech program. Beamer has directed his 
alma mater to 20 consecutive bowl appearances, including six BCS bowls, five top-10 finishes, and a trip to the 
National Championship Game in 1999 led by a freshman quarterback named Michael Vick. 

But success didn’t come immediately: he started his career at VT with four losing seasons in his first six years, in-
cluding a 2-8-1 record in 1992 when many fans wanted him fired. He relates how he turned a mediocre program 
into a perennial power while sporting a clean NCAA record and a well-earned reputation as one of the most-

respected head coaches in the nation. However, Beamer is 
regarded as an even better man than a football coach: he 
created a state-wide program to help children read, and in 
the aftermath of the deadliest campus massacre in U.S. his-
tory, he met with the parents of the victims and visited with 
each wounded student. 

Beamer shares stories from his time spent both on and off 
the gridiron, including memories of generations of Hokies 
stars such as Vick, André Davis, Jim Druckenmiller, Corey 
Moore, and others.

•  Reviews and/or features in national 
and regional print and online outlets 
such as Sports Illustrated, USA Today, 
ESPN the Magazine, The New York 
Times, Deadspin, The Big Lead and daily 
newspapers throughout the state of 
Virginia and Washington, D.C.

•  Author interviews on NBC, NBC Sports 
Network, NHL Network, ESPN Radio 
Network, FOX Sports Radio Network, 
Yahoo! Sports Radio Network and others

•  Author interviews on regionally 
syndicated radio and TV programs in 
throughout the state of Virginia and 
Washington, D.C.

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $26.95 (CAN $29.95) • cloth

Full-color photo inserts
ISBN: 978-1-60078-846-8
Available September 2013
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AN INSIDER’S GUIDE TO THE REBIRTH OF IRISH FOOTBALL

Faith Restored 
The Resurgence of Notre Dame Football
JOHN HEISLER 
FOREWORD AND COMMENTARY BY BRIAN KELLY

A 35-year veteran of Notre Dame’s athletic department chronicles one of the most exciting seasons in 
Fighting Irish football history, providing details on the team’s rise to a number 1 ranking and offering 
insights and anecdotes on team stars like Everett Golson and Manti Te’o as well as AP Coach of the Year 
Brian Kelly. 

Taking readers inside the locker room, to the practice field, and on the sidelines for game days, this book 
covers all aspects of the historic season—from the season opening win over Navy in Dublin, Ireland and 
the thrilling overtime win over Stanford to the ousting of rival USC to complete a perfect, undefeated 
season and secure a spot in the national championship game. Providing unprecedented access to the 
Notre Dame football program, this guide includes interviews with Irish coaches and staff, making it the 
book no Domer will want to be without.

•  Author radio interviews in markets 
in Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, 
Pennsylvania and others including 
nationally syndicated shows on ESPN 
Radio Network, FOX Sports Radio 
Network and Yahoo! Sports Radio 
Network

•  Reviews and/or features in markets 
with a high population of Notre Dame 
alums and fans such as Chicago, New 
York, Pittsburgh, Indianapolis and 
others

•  Features in Notre Dame blogs such as 
NDNation.com and UHND.com

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
5 5 7 • 192 pages • $19.95 (CAN $21.95) • cloth

Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-861-1
Available September 2013
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We Are Penn State 
The Remarkable Journey of the 2012 Nittany Lions
LOU PRATO 
FOREWORD BY BILL O’BRIEN

No college football program has ever had to deal with the obstacles, hostility, and challenges encountered by 
the players and coaches of the 2012 Penn State Nittany Lions, and this book is an account of that unforget-
table season in which the team rebounded from a disillusioning 0-2 start to surprise everyone and finish with 
an 8-4 record, third best in the Big Ten Conference. 

The turmoil at Penn State began in early November 2011 with the shocking arrest of retired assistant coach 
Jerry Sandusky for multiple charges of sexual child abuse, and within days legendary head coach Joe Paterno 
was fired in what would be termed the biggest scandal in college football history. By the end of January, 
Paterno was dead from lung cancer and a new head coach without any Penn State connections, Bill O’Brien, 
began putting together his staff while finishing up his job as offensive coordinator of the Super Bowl bound 
New England Patriots. 

We Are Penn State tells the story of how this team over-
came unprecedented NCAA sanctions, including a 
four-year bowl ban and the loss of 45 scholarships over the 
same period, the transfer of several of its star players, and 
overwhelming predictions that the 2012 season would be 
a disaster to put together a successful season and restore 
some dignity to what was once considered one of the elite 
programs in college football. SPORTS/FOOTBALL

5 5 7 • 192 pages • $19.95 (CAN $21.95) • cloth
Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-862-8
Available September 2013

•  Author radio interviews on news and 
sports talk shows in markets such as 
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Scranton, 
Wilkes-Barre, State Collage and others

•  Reviews and/or features in publications 
such as the Philadelphia Inquirer, 
Philadelphia Daily News, Pittsburgh 
Post-Gazette, Pittsburgh Tribune-Herald 
and others

•  Reviews and/or features in Penn State 
blogs and web sites
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A BEST OF THE BEST OF HUSKY FOOTBALL HISTORY

Go Huskies! 
Celebrating the Washington Football Tradition
W. THOMAS PORTER 
FOREWORD BY DON JAMES

This comprehensive history of the University of Washington football program focuses on the 
major eras in Husky football history, featuring the best teams, the greatest games, the biggest 
comebacks, and the most exciting and unexpected moments such as when Washington forged 
its first national championship by defeating Minnesota in the 1961 Rose Bowl. 

Paying homage to iconic coaches, including Gil Dobie, Jim Phelan, Jim Owens, and Don 
James, this keepsake also details the greatest players and fan favorites in Husky history, 
including NFL Hall of Fame running back Hugh McElhenny and quarterback Warren Moon, 
and Super Bowl winners and NFL Pro Bowlers Corey Dillon and Lawyer Milloy. The book 
concludes with game day events, the many pregame activities that every Husky should  
experience, and a “Husky Timeline,” making it a well-rounded and must-read for fans both 
old and new. 

•  Author radio interviews on news and 
sports talk shows in markets such as 
Seattle, Tacoma, Bellingham, Spokane 
and Walla Walla

•  Reviews and/or features in publications 
such as the Seattle Times, Seattle Post-
Intelligencer Online, News-Tribune, 
Spokesman-Review, Bellingham Herald 
and others

•  Reviews and/or features in Washington 
Huskies blogs and web sites

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
9 5 10 • 240 pages • $29.95 (CAN $32.95) • cloth

Full-color photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-827-7
Available September 2013
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Buckeye Rebirth 
Urban Meyer, an Inspired Team, and a New Era at Ohio State
BILL RABINOWITZ

Urban Meyer was thrown a curveball on December 20, 2011. The two-time national champion as Florida’s 
head coach had accepted the job at Ohio State just weeks earlier. Most believed that the university’s self-
imposed sanctions for rules violations that led to former head coach Jim Tressel’s resignation before the 2011 
season would be enough to ward off harsher penalties. Instead, the NCAA banned the Buckeyes from post-
season play in 2012. Meyer’s first team was ineligible for the Big Ten Championship Game and would not be 
competing in a bowl game. 

Meyer faced the challenge of convincing recruits and seniors to commit to the program despite the ban, then 
motivating a group of players who knew there was no goal to reach beyond the Nov. 24 season finale against 
Michigan. What followed was one of the most remarkable seasons in Ohio State’s 123-year history. Behind 
sophomore quarterback Braxton Miller and a defense anchored by seniors John Simon and Travis Howard, 
Ohio State dominated the Big Ten and finished a perfect 12-0. Following the season, the Buckeyes were 
ranked third in the country by the Associated Press and stood as the nation’s only undefeated team. 

In Buckeye Rebirth, Bill Rabinowitz of the Columbus Dispatch takes readers inside this historic season and the 
beginning of a new era at Ohio State. Rabinowitz reveals 
the debate within Meyer’s family that preceded his  
acceptance of the job and the conversation that convinced 
Meyer to retain 2011 interim head coach Luke Fickell as 
an assistant. He takes readers into recruits’ living rooms 
and inside the grueling spring practices that put a stop to 
any divisions and immaturity within the team. Fans will go 
inside the locker room and learn secrets from this  
unforgettable season—from a star senior’s unreported 
surgical procedure to the head coach’s impassioned speech 
before the Michigan Game.

•  Author radio interviews on news and 
sports talk shows in markets such as 
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo 
and Dayton

•  Reviews and/or features in publications 
such as the Cincinnati Enquirer, 
Cleveland Plain Dealer, Columbus Post-
Dispatch and others

•  Reviews and/or features in Ohio State 
Buckeyes blogs and web sites

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $24.95 (CAN $27.95) • cloth

Full-color photo inserts
ISBN: 978-1-60078-905-2
Available November 2013
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THE LEGENDARY VOICE OF THE GEORGIA BULLDOGS

From Herschel to a Hobnail Boot 
The Life and Times of Larry Munson
LARRY MUNSON WITH TONY BARNHART

In From Herschel to a Hobnail Boot Larry Munson holds nothing back and gives the inside story of the love 
affair between a broadcaster and his loyal followers. Providing a behind-the-scenes look into the life and 
career of a legend, this autobiography includes details on Munson’s youth in Minneapolis and his love for 
the outdoors and musical talents, his broadcasting journey around the country before finally landing in 
Georgia, and the ups and downs of his four decades as part of the Georgia program. Munson passed away 
on November 20, 2011, at the age of 89. 

In this tribute edition, coauthor Tony Barnhart adds a new section that includes several memories and 
tributes to the legendary Georgia broadcaster. A must-have for fans of the University of Georgia, Larry 
Munson’s story is a remarkable look at an era where the radio voice of college football was king.

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $14.95 (CAN $16.95) • paper

Archival photo insert
ISBN: 978-1-60078-869-7
Available September 2013

Original Hardcover 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-288-6
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AN INSIDE TAKE ON THE WOLVERINES’ FOOTBALL PROGRAM

Go Blue! 
Michigan’s Greatest Football Stories
STEVE KORNACKI 
FOREWORD AND COMMENTARY BY LLOYD CARR

What would you give to have been in the Michigan locker room after Bo Schembechler’s last game in the Big 
House, hearing his rousing speech and leading the team in “The Victors” as they punctuated each verse by 
thrusting red roses toward the ceiling?

Or what about riding in a limousine through New York on the eve of the Heisman Trophy presentation with 
Desmond Howard en route to a meeting at NBC Studios with Tom Brokaw and a night in the green room at 
Late Night with David Letterman?

Would you like to go on a recruiting trip with Lloyd Carr to meet Jerome Bettis and eavesdrop on Notre Dame 
coach Lou Holtz offering the defensive coordinator post in South Bend to Carr?

Go Blue! takes you back to those special places in time as well as sharing the heartwarming “American Dream” 
tale of quarterback Elvis Grbac’s Croatian family and the story of center Steve Everitt’s family surviving Hurri-
cane Andrew in a bath tub with the family dog and his 1990 Gator Bowl MVP trophy.

It will share stories never told before about the 1997 national 
championship, and reminisces about the 1969 upset of Ohio 
State with Dan Dierdorf, Barry Pierson, Glenn Doughty, and 
others. Dierdorf called it the greatest day of his life, bar none.

Author Steve Kornacki has covered the Wolverines in each of 
the last five decades. Schembechler, Carr, and Gary Moeller 
all opened their doors to him, allowing for the behind- 
the-scenes look that makes Go Blue!: Michigan’s Greatest  
Football Stories a book no Michigan football fan will want to 
be without.

•  Author radio interviews on news and 
sports talk shows in markets such 
as Detroit, Ann Arbor, Grand Rapids, 
Traverse City and Battle Creek

•  Reviews and/or features in publications 
such as the Detroit News, Detroit Free 
Press, MLive.com, AnnArbor.com, 
Oakland Press and others

•  Reviews and/or features in Michigan 
Wolverines blogs and web sites

SPORTS/FOOTBALL
6 5 9 • 256 pages • $16.95 (CAN $18.95) • paper

Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-848-2
Available September 2013
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See page 59 for other titles in the 100 Things series
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5½ × 8½ • 256 pages • $14.95 paper • Archival photos throughout

100
Die

SHOULD KNOW & DO BEFORE THEY
SPORTS FANS

Things

All sports fans want to see their team win the championship. But being a fan 
is about more than watching your team win the big game. This best-selling 
series helps sports lovers get the most out of being a fan. It takes years of fran-
chise history and distills it to the absolute best. Each book identifies—in an 
informative, lively, and illuminating way—the personalities, events, and facts 
every fan should know. 100 Things also includes things fans should see and 
do before they join their heroes at the Pearly Gates. Get ready to enjoy your 
favorite team on a new, more involved, level.

A BEST-SELLING SERIES . . .

49ers
ISBN: 978-1-60078-791-1

COLTS
ISBN: 978-1-60078-840-6

PANTHERS
ISBN: 978-1-60078-824-6

BEARS
ISBN: 978-1-60078-412-5

PACKERS
ISBN: 978-1-60078-870-3
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. . . MORE THAN 200,000 SOLD

STEELERS
ISBN: 978-1-60078-871-0

MICHIGAN STATE
ISBN: 978-1-60078-789-8

NOTRE DAME
ISBN: 978-1-60078-872-7

TEXAS A&M
ISBN: 978-1-60078-839-0

76ers
ISBN: 978-1-60078-825-3

KANSAS
ISBN: 978-1-60078-817-8

RAVENS
ISBN: 978-1-60078-903-8

FLORIDA
ISBN: 978-1-60078-849-9

NEBRASKA
ISBN: 978-1-60078-835-2

OREGON
ISBN: 978-1-60078-858-1

SOUTH CAROLINA
ISBN: 978-1-60078-850-5

BLUES
ISBN: 978-1-60078-818-5
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Muscle & Fitness 360 
Build Muscle, Burn Fat, and  
Get in the Best Shape of Your Life
Packed with cutting-edge training programs that are backed by scientific research and proven by profes-
sional trainers and athletes, Muscle & Fitness 360 provides a complete guide for those looking to get in the 
best shape of their lives. Containing numerous fitness regimens, this book provides the step-by-step instruc-
tions necessary to effectively shed fat and build muscle. In addition, this collection buttresses the workouts 
with comprehensive meal plans that ensure readers maximize fat loss while also increasing body mass and 
maintaining overall health.

SPORTS/WEIGHT TRAINING
7½ 5 9¼ • 176 pages • $15.95 (CAN $17.95) • paper

Full-color images throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-856-7
Available December 2013

COMPLETELY PHOTO-ILLUSTRATED WORKOUTS . . .

m a g a z i n e

978-1-60078-338-8
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-205-3
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-024-0
$14.95 paper

978-1-57243-974-0
$22.95 paper

Build size and achieve all 
of your physique goals 
with these proven effective 
programs and meal plans

101
MUSCLE 
BUILDING
Workouts  

                Nutrition
Plans

&

The 200 
best foods 
for muscle

+ 

By the  Editors of  MusclE & FiTnEss

®

presents

MORE  
TRIUMPH BOOKS  
FITNESS TITLES:

978-1-60078-586-3
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-513-9
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-736-2
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-736-2
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Muscle & Fitness hers 360 
Lose Weight, Gain Strength, and  
Get in the Best Shape of Your Life
In Muscle & Fitness hers 360, expert trainers, scientists, and the Muscle & Fitness hers’ staff of editors  
provide the very best fat-burning and muscle-shaping advice they have to offer. The programs are clearly  
explained, easy to follow, and, best of all, proven to be effective at burning the most calories and bodyfat 
to help you achieve a firm, healthy, strong body. You’ll be introduce to many different styles of working 
out so that you’ll never get bored with your routine. The book also includes meal plans—designed by 
some of the country’s best nutritionists—that are both healthy and delicious. 

SPORTS/WEIGHT LIFTING
7½ 5 9¼ • 176 pages • $15.95 (CAN $17.95) • paper

Full-color images throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-857-4
Available December 2013

. . . FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN

978-1-57243-971-9
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-031-8
$22.95 paper

978-1-60078-206-0
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-023-3
$14.95 paper

from the editors of

after baby
get your body back

weight loss | nutrition | exercise | relationships | sex | breastfeeding

978-1-60078-737-9
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-585-6
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-514-6
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-364-7
$14.95 paper

978-1-60078-737-9
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• Stats and Sabermetrics—more than 
three dozen categories, including batter 
skills ratings, runner speed, and more

• Performance Trends spanning each 
player’s last five minor league stops, com-
plete with leading indicators

• Scouting Reports for all players, 
including expected major league debuts, 
potential major league roles, and more

• Prospect Potential Ratings—Deric’s exclusive system that measures skill and prob-
ability of success

• Major League Equivalents—five-year scans for every player

• Mega-Lists—The Top 100 of 2014, retrospective looks at the Top 10’s of 2002–2013, 
top prospects by position, top power and speed prospects, and more

• Essays on the scouting and player evaluation process

ESSENTIAL RESOURCES FOR FANTASY LEAGUERS

2014 Baseball  
Forecaster
An Encyclopedia of Fanalytics
RON SHANDLER

Welcome to the Baseball Forecaster, 
the industry’s longest-running 
publication for baseball analysts 
and fantasy leaguers since 1986. 
The Baseball Forecaster was the 
first book to approach prognostica-
tion by breaking performance down 
into its component parts. Rather 
than predicting batting average, for 
instance, we look at the elements of 
skill that make up that stat—a bat-
ter’s ability to distinguish between 
balls and strikes, his propensity to 
make contact with the ball, what 
happens when he makes contact—
and reverse engineer those skills 
back into batting average.

SPORTS/BASEBALL
83/8 5 107/8 • 304 pages 

$25.95 (CAN $28.95) • paper
ISBN: 978-1-60078-841-3
Available December 2013

• 14 national experts league titles, plus five second-place and eight third-place  
finishes since 1997

• The first to develop sabermetrics applications for fantasy league play

• Free projections update on-line

SPORTS/BASEBALL
83/8 5 107/8 • 144 pages  

$19.95 (CAN $21.95) • paper
ISBN: 978-1-60078-842-0

Available March 2014

2014 Minor League 
Baseball Analyst
ROB GORDON AND JEREMY DELONEY 
EDITED BY BRENT HERSHEY

2013 Minor League Baseball Analyst is 
the first book to fully integrate saber-
metrics and scouting.  A long-term 
Bill James disciple and graduate of 
Major League Baseball’s scout school, 
Deric provides his unique brand of 
analysis for more than 1,000 minor 
leaguers:
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THE ONLY OFFICIALLY SANCTIONED RULES BOOKS

2013-2014 
Official Rules  
of the NHL
The National Hockey 
League official rules  
contains rink diagrams and 
signals/penalties used by 
referees and linesmen for 
regular season and Stanley 
Cup playoffs.

41/4 5 81/2 • 224 pages
$9.95 paper
ISBN: 978-1-60078-855-0
Available October 2013

2013 Official 
Rules of Major 
League  
Baseball
The official rules used by 
professional baseball um-
pires. Contains the case-
book of the Playing Rules 
Committee, providing 
insight into rules intent.

41/8 5 63/8 • 240 pages
$9.95 (CAN $10.95)  
paper
ISBN: 978-1-60078-797-3
Available Now

Official Rules  
of Soccer 
The official rules as deter-
mined by the international 
ruling body of soccer. Help-
ful diagrams illustrate the 
field of play, offside points, 
and signals by the referee 
and linesmen.
41/8 5 63/8 • 160 pages
$9.95 (CAN $10.95) paper
ISBN: 978-1-60078-710-2
Available Now

Official Rules  
of Tennis
An essential resource for 
players, coaches, parents, 
and fans. It includes the 
playing rules and their 
official interpretations put 
forth by the sport’s govern-
ing body, the United States 
Tennis Association.

41/8 5 63/8 • 128 pages
$9.95 (CAN $10.95) paper
ISBN: 978-1-60078-552-8
Available Now

Official Soccer Rules  
Illustrated
• FIFA Official Soccer Rules
• 100 easy-to-follow instructions
• Illustrations throughout

5½ x 8½ • 144 pages • $12.95 paper
ISBN: 978-1-60078-282-4
Available Now
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THE HOCKEY “BIBLE”

NHL Official Guide & Record Book 2014
Interest in the National Hockey League is bigger than ever, and so is the NHL Official Guide & Record 
Book. This edition, revised and updated for the 2014 season, features an easy-to-understand expanded 
format, new statistics, an index of every retired player since 1917, a detailed breakdown of all the hot 
prospects, and information on every current player.

With over 600 pages of information, this is the only book you’ll need to enjoy an exciting season. 
You’ll learn about historic game-winning goals, team captains and award winners, finally understand 
the NHL draft, and settle any disagreements with your friends over who had the longest winning 
streak.

Researched and compiled by the National Hockey League, this is the one-and-only official reference 
on hockey, used by sports media throughout the world, and featuring hundreds of brand new photos.

SPORTS/HOCKEY
83/8 5 107/8  • 688 pages • $32.95 paper

Archival photos throughout
ISBN: 978-1-60078-916-8
Available October 2013
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THE JUMBLES® SERIES . . . MORE THAN 1,000,000 SOLD

Lunar  
Jumble®

A Total Eclipse of 
Puzzles

Lunar Jumble® is a clever and 
humorous puzzle collection that 
is out of this world.

©2013 Tribune Media Services

Jumble®  
Explorer
Charting a 
Course for  
Puzzle Paradise!

Jumble® Explorer is a great 
way to give your brain a 
workout and have fun at the 
same time.

©2013 Tribune Media Services

GAMES/PUZZLES
8½ 5 11 • 192 pages • $9.95 paper (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 978-1-60078-853-6
Available September 2013

GAMES/PUZZLES
8½ 5 11 • 192 pages • $9.95 paper (CAN $10.95)

ISBN: 978-1-60078-854-3
Available October 2013
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Jumble®  

Celebration
ISBN: 978-1-60078-134-6

$9.95 paper

Jumble®  Circus
ISBN: 978-1-60078-739-3

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Explosion
ISBN: 978-1-60078-078-3

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Fever
ISBN: 978-1-57243-593-3

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Fun
ISBN: 978-1-57243-379-3

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Galaxy
ISBN: 978-1-57243-583-2

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Genius
ISBN: 978-1-57243-896-5

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Getaway
ISBN: 978-1-60078-547-4

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Grab Bag
ISBN: 978-1-57243-273-4

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Jackpot
ISBN: 978-1-57243-897-2

$9.95 paper

Jumble®  
Jambalaya

ISBN: 978-1-60078-294-7
$9.95 paper

Jumble® Jamboree
ISBN: 978-1-57243-696-1

$9.95 paper

Jammin’ Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-57243-844-6

$9.95 paper

Java Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-60078-415-6

$9.95 paper

Jazzy Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-57243-962-7

$9.95 paper

Jet Set Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-60078-353-1

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Jitterbug
ISBN: 978-1-60078-584-9

$9.95 paper

Jolly Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-60078-214-5

$9.95 paper

Joyful Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-60078-079-0

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Jubilee
ISBN: 978-1-57243-231-4

$9.95 paper

Jumble®  
Juggernaut

ISBN: 978-1-60078-026-4
$9.95 paper

Juke Joint Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-60078-295-4

$9.95 paper.

Jump, Jive, and 
Jumble®

ISBN: 978-1-60078-215-2
$9.95 paper

Jumpin’ Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-60078-027-1

$9.95 paper
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Jumble® Junction
ISBN: 978-1-57243-380-9

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Jungle
ISBN: 978-1-57243-961-0

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Madness
ISBN: 978-1-892049-24-7

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Magic
ISBN: 978-1-60078-795-9

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Mania
ISBN: 978-1-57243-697-8

$9.95 paper

Outer Space 
Jumble®

ISBN: 978-1-60078-416-3
$9.95 paper

Rainy Day 
Jumble®

ISBN: 978-1-60078-352-4
$9.95 paper

Ready, Set, 
Jumble®

ISBN: 978-1-60078-133-9
$9.95 paper

Rock ‘n’ Roll 
Jumble®

ISBN: 978-1-60078-674-7
$9.95 paper

Romance Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-57243-146-1

$9.95 paper

Royal Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-60078-738-6

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Safari
ISBN: 978-1-60078-675-4

$9.95 paper

Jumble®  
Sensation

ISBN: 978-1-60078-548-1
$9.95 paper

Sports Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-57243-113-3

$9.95 paper

Summer Fun 
Jumble®

ISBN: 978-1-57243-114-0
$9.95 paper

Jumble® Surprise
ISBN: 978-1-57243-320-5

$9.95 paper

Rock ‘n’ Roll 

Travel Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-57243-198-0

$9.95 paper

TV Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-57243-461-5

$9.95 paper

Jumble® Vacation
ISBN: 978-1-60078-796-6

$9.95 paper

Jumble®  
See & Search™ 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-549-0
$9.95 paper

Jumble®  
See & Search™ 2 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-734-0
$9.95 paper

Colossal Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-57243-490-5

$19.95 paper 

Generous Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-57243-385-4

$19.95 paper

Gigantic Jumble®
ISBN: 978-1-57243-426-4

$19.95 paper
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More Jumble®   
Crosswords™ 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-386-1
$9.95 paper

Jumble® Crosswords™ 
Jackpot

ISBN: 978-1-57243-615-2
$9.95 paper

Jumble® Crosswords™ 
Jamboree

ISBN: 978-1-57243-787-6
$9.95 paper

Boggle™  
BrainBusters™

ISBN: 978-1-57243-592-6
$9.95 paper

Boggle™  
BrainBusters™ 2

ISBN: 978-1-57243-788-3
$9.95 paper

The Very Best of 
Jumble® BrainBusters™

528 pages 
ISBN: 978-1-57243-845-3

$19.95 paper

Jumble®  
BrainBusters™

ISBN: 978-1-892049-28-5
$9.95 paper

Jumble® 
BrainBusters™ II

ISBN: 978-1-57243-424-0
$9.95 paper

Jumble®  
BrainBusters™ III

ISBN: 978-1-57243-463-9
$9.95 paper

Jumble® 
BrainBusters™ IV

ISBN: 978-1-57243-489-9
$9.95 paper

Jumble® 
BrainBusters™ 5

ISBN: 978-1-57243-548-3
$9.95 paper

Jumble®  
BrainBusters™ 

Bonanza
ISBN: 978-1-57243-616-9 

$9.95 paper

Fun in the Sun 
with Jumble® 
BrainBusters™

ISBN: 978-1-57243-733-3
$9.95 paper

Pat Sajak’s Code Letter™  
Crosswords 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-923-8
$9.95 paper

Pat Sajak’s Code Letter™  
Mixed-Up Madness
ISBN: 978-1-57243-986-3

$9.95 paper

Pat Sajak’s Code Letter™  
Puzzles & Games 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-987-0
$9.95 paper

Pat Sajak’s  
Trivia Challenge 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-924-5
$9.95 paper
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L I F E  

T I M E S 

A M E R I C A N 
O R I G I N A L

The
&

of an

C A R L O  D E V I T OYogi

A nd so began one of the most remarkable 

and successful careers in the history 

of American sports. Born Lawrence 

Peter Berra in 1920s St. Louis, but known around 

the neighborhood as Yogi, the son of two Italian 

immigrants would go on to become arguably the 

most accomplished man in the history of baseball, 

as well as a global icon and one of the game’s greatest 

ambassadors.  

Acclaimed biographer Carlo DeVito has compiled 

the most comprehensive biography to date of this 

most unlikely superstar and greatest living Yankee. 

The short, unorthodox-looking Berra overcame 

long odds and vicious taunting from teammates, 

opponents, and the media to post a staggering 

playing career: three MVP awards, 10 World Series 

championships, and a host of catching records, all 

the while serving as the backbone of some of the 

greatest Yankees teams in history.

Had Berra’s story ended with his retirement, his life 

would still be one for the ages. But Yogi was far from 

done. He became one of the only men in history to 

manage a team from each league to the World Series. 

Along the way he rubbed elbows with everyone from 

DiMaggio and Mantle to Hemingway and Sinatra, 

turned a family-owned chocolate-beverage company 

into a household name, served as the inspiration 

for one of the most popular cartoon characters of 

all time, and contributed countless malapropisms to 

the American lexicon. 

Whether you’re a lifelong Yankees fan or familiar only 

with his cuddly public image, prepare to be surprised 

by the real story behind the man they call Yogi.

C A R L O  D E V I T O
is a writer and publishing executive. He is the author 

of Wellington: The Maras, The Giants, and the City of 
New York; D. Wayne: The High-Rolling and Fast Times 
of America’s Premier Horse Trainer; and The Ultimate 
Dictionary of Sports Quotations. He was a feature writer 

for Mirror magazine and has written cover stories on 

John Daly, Shaquille O’Neal, the Dallas Cowboys, 

and many others. He and his wife, Dominique, along 

with their two sons and two dalmatians, split time 

between Freehold, New Jersey, and their farm, the 

Hudson-Chatham Winery, in Ghent, New York.

www.yogino8.blogspot.com

Front and back cover photos courtesy of 

AP/Wide World Photos.

Author photo courtesy of Gilbert King.

Jacket design by Paul Petrowsky

“Well, what’s it going to be, Larry?”
  pressed Causino.

“Baseball,” answered young Berra. 

“That’s what it’s got to be. Baseball.”

$25.95

(continued on back flap)

(continued from front flap)

Yogi

L I F E  

T I M E S 

A M E R I CA N 
O R IG IN AL

The

&

of an

D E V I T O

ISBN 978-1-57243-945-0

$25.95  SPORTS/BASEBALL

F ew men in sports history have accomplished more than Yogi Berra: 
three MVP Awards, 21 World Series appearances as a player, coach, and 
manager, and a plaque in Cooperstown honoring him as arguably the 
greatest catcher to ever play the position. Off the field, the man often 

derided for his appearance has become one of the most beloved and enduring sports 
figures of all time, as well as a successful pitchman and the source of some of the most-
repeated expressions in the English language.  Now get ready to read the true story of 
how it all happened.

Carlo DeVito’s Yogi is the first comprehensive biography of the greatest living Yankee 
and sheds new light on all aspects of Berra’s life, from his humble beginnings in 
Depression-era St. Louis to his naval service during World War II; from his early days 
with DiMaggio and the Yankees to his later success with Mantle and Maris; and from 
his coaching and managing career in the Bronx Zoo to the astute business moves that 
capitalized on his celebrity status and cemented him as an American icon.

For the first time, get the complete truth behind this famous and often misunderstood 
baseball great. After separating fact from fiction, one truth remains: there’s only one Yogi. 

Yogi Berra may have been the greatest catcher of them all. 
Carlo DeVito has written the most complete and nuanced biography 
of the Yankee star to date. And when it’s over, you’ll wish it wasn’t.”

—Peter Golenbock

“
A  B I O G R A P H Y

®

Scooter
ISBN: 978-1-60078-165-0

$24.95 cloth

Yogi
ISBN: 978-1-57243-945-0

$25.95 cloth

An American  
Journey

ISBN: 978-1-60078-064-6
$24.95 cloth

Donnie Baseball
ISBN: 978-1-60078-536-8

$24.95 cloth

Girardi
ISBN: 978-1-60078-582-5

$25.95 cloth

Summers in  
the Bronx

ISBN: 978-1-60078-392-0
$15.95 paper

Damned Yankees
ISBN: 978-1-60078-704-1

$14.95 paper

Core Four
ISBN: 978-1-60078-811-6

$24.95 cloth

All You Can Be:  
Curtis Granderson
ISBN: 978-1-60078-626-6

$16.95 cloth

Magic Moments 
Yankees

ISBN: 978-1-57243-863-7
$27.95 cloth

1961*
ISBN: 978-1-60078-390-6

$20.00 cloth 

Our Mickey
ISBN: 978-1-57243-967-2

$12.95 paper

The Truth About 
Ruth and More 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-192-6
$16.95 paper

Memories of  
Yankee Stadium

ISBN: 978-1-60078-056-1
$19.95 cloth

Ultimate Yankees 
Record Book

ISBN: 978-1-60078-520-7
$14.95 paper

Still a Kid at Heart
ISBN: 978-1-60078-054-7

$24.95 cloth

So Long Shea
ISBN: 978-1-60078-243-5

$14.95 paper

Shea Good-Bye
ISBN: 978-1-60078-170-4

$19.95 cloth

Total Mets
ISBN: 978-1-60078-661-7

$29.95 cloth

Put It In the Book
ISBN: 978-1-60078-688-4

$24.95 cloth

Summers at Shea
ISBN: 978-1-60078-775-1

$14.95 paper

The Amazins
ISBN: 978-1-60078-611-2

$24.95 paper
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        Separate
  Red sox
 FaCts 
        Fiction
Johnny Pesky never hit a ball off the 
foul pole named for him. Bill Mueller—not 
Dave Roberts—was the key to Boston’s 
ninth-inning rally against the Yankees in 
Game 4 of the 2004 ALCS. Bill Buckner 
is hardly to blame for Boston’s Game 6 
loss in the 1986 World Series. And, yes, 
Ted Williams almost certainly did hit a 
ball off the head of someone sitting 37 
rows deep in the right-field bleachers. 

Few baseball franchises boast the 
complex mixture of myths, legends, and 
lore that characterize the storied history 
of the Boston Red Sox. In Behind the 
Green Monster, veteran newspaperman 
Bill Ballou sets the stories straight and 
separates the unforgettable facts from 
colorful fiction. 

“It’s all here: the great seasons, the 
great games, the great moments, and 
the great players. And even if some of 
the above weren’t so great, they sure 
were memorable.… That’s the fun of 
Behind the Green Monster. Bill Ballou is 
a contrarian—he is a puncturer of myths, 
the naysayer of conventional wisdom.”

—Peter Golenbock, from the foreword

Cove r  p h o t o s  c o u r t e sy  o f  A P  Image s .
Cove r  d e s i g n  by  P r e s t o n  P i s e l l i n i

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Bi l l  Bal lou wrote his f i rst  spor ts story 
for  a newspaper in 1969 and has been a 
working newspaperman ever s ince.  He has 
been cover ing the Boston Red Sox for  the 
Worcester Telegram since 1987.  Bal lou has 
been the chairman of the Boston chapter of 
the Basebal l  Wr iters Associat ion of  America 
s ince 2006.  He is a l i fe long resident of 
Whit insvi l le ,  Massachuset ts,  and publ ished 
his f i rst  book ,  F i rst  and 100,  in 1996.
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AND

D E B U N K I N G  T H E  M O S T  P O P U L A R  M Y T H S  I N  R E D  S O X  B A S E B A L L  H I S T O R Y

B I L L  B A L L O U

TheB  E  H  I  N  D

BehindTheGreenMonster COVER ƒ.indd   1 1/15/09   12:41:01 PM

Red Sox Fans 
 Are from Mars, 
Yankees Fans 
Are fromUranus

A n d y  W A S i F

Why Red Sox Fans Are Smarter, 
Funnier, and Better Looking

(In LAnguAge even YAnkeeS FAnS CAn undeRStAnd)

Learn to Love thy enemies 

(Or At Least tolerate them)

Once upon a time, Red Sox fans and Yankees fans were baseball brethren, thick as 
thieves, closer than close. They shared everything with one another, including their 
beer, their hot dogs, and the hopes and dreams they held for their respective teams.

Then one club traded Babe Ruth to the other, and each side suddenly realized they 
were from two different planets.

Red Sox Fans Are from Mars, Yankees Fans Are from Uranus is an irreverent and 
invaluable guide to improving communication and relationships between these two 
die-hard fan bases. Author and “interfanatical relationship counselor” Andy Wasif 
explains how an innocent phrase in New York—for example, “Bucky Dent”—can be a 
call to arms in Boston; details why Red Sox fans see no similarities between David 
Ortiz and Alex Rodriguez; and shares several can’t-miss strategies for dealing with 
obnoxious fans from the opposing planet (hint: alcohol is heavily involved).

AndY WASiF, a lifelong Red Sox fan, first focused on sports journalism before turning his 
attention to stand-up comedy. Fully recovered from that profession, the Syracuse University 
graduate has spent the last few years enjoying the teams’ renewed rivalry as he studied the two 
fan bases and their relationship with each other. This is the third in his series of humorous Red 
Sox books, following How to Talk to a Yankee Fan and Red Sox University. Visit thewasif.com for 
his past works and new projects, and follow him on Twitter @thewasif.

®

$14.95    SPORTS/ESSAYS

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM

Wasif
}

Red Sox Fans Are from Mars, Y
ankees F

ans A
re from

 U
ranus

Why Fenway
e x p l o r i n g  t h e  R E D  S O X  m y s t i q u e

john ferguson

Can You Believe It?
ISBN: 978-1-60078-667-9

$24.95 cloth

They Call Me  
Oil Can

ISBN: 978-1-60078-682-2
$25.95 cloth

Red Sox Fans Are 
from Mars...

ISBN: 978-1-60078-347-0
$14.95 paper

Red Sox University
ISBN: 978-1-60078-218-3

$14.95 paper

Behind the Green 
Monster

ISBN: 978-1-60078-191-9
$16.95 paper

How the Red Sox  
Explain New England
ISBN: 978-1-60078-802-4

$14.95 paper

Why Fenway
ISBN: 978-1-60078-533-7

$19.95 paper

Field of Our Fathers
Includes poster and keepsakes
ISBN: 978-1-60078-423-1

$35.00 cloth

The Mouth That 
Roared

ISBN: 978-1-60078-805-5
$26.95 cloth

Remembering 
Harry Kalas

ISBN: 978-1-60078-812-3
$14.95 paper

Phillies  
Confidential

ISBN: 978-1-60078-202-2
$19.95 cloth

Shane Victorino
ISBN: 978-1-60078-542-9

$24.95 cloth

Worth the Wait
ISBN: 978-1-60078-655-6

$12.95 paper

Straight Talk 
from Wild Thing
ISBN: 978-1-60078-306-7

$19.95 cloth

Mike Schmidt
ISBN: 978-1-60078-318-0

$24.95 cloth

Little Red  
(Sox) Book

ISBN: 978-1-57243-731-9
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It was an amazing season and a great year for the city of Philadelphia. 
Jayson has been such a big part of covering Philadelphia sports for so many 
years. It seems appropriate that he wrote this book and put the memories of 
2008 on paper for baseball fans everywhere to enjoy.” 

   —Jamie Moyer, Phillies pitcher

Jayson has always been just what Philadelphia needed: attention to detail 
with a lighthearted twist. If you want to understand everything that led 
to Philadelphia’s triumphant return to baseball’s crown and why it is a full 
reversal of fate, not just a good team on a good year, look no further.”

   —Doug Glanville, former Phillie and 
            New York Times columnist
 
I’m the guy who once taught Jayson Stark his most important lesson in 
life: ‘Make the stats work for you.’ But this book proves that what he really 
learned was to make the words work for him. If anybody was the write person 
to do this book on the 2008 Phillies, it was Jayson.”

   —Larry Andersen, Phillies broadcaster

It is no exaggeration to say that of all the sports journalists in America, only 
Jayson Stark could capture what the 2008 Phillies accomplished and put it 
in its fullest context.”
   —Ray Didinger, longtime Philadelphia 
             sportswriter and broadcaster
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“Stark truly is in a class all his own.” 
  —PHILLIESNATION.COM
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STRAIGHT TALK
 from

 WILD THING

“The longer you live the dream, 
the harder it is to wake up.”
   —Mitch Williams

Former big-league pitcher Mitch “Wild Thing” 
Williams tells it like it is, whether he’s answering 
questions about hurling the pitch that lost the  
1993 World Series for the Philadelphia Phillies, 
sharing his distaste for pitch counts, or announcing 
ballgames from the broadcast booth.

Straight Talk from Wild Thing is more than just the 
story of one fireballing lefty’s career; it chronicles 
a life in baseball as seen from many perspectives—
dusty minor-league bus rides, the pitcher’s mound, 
the clubhouse, the view from the dugout, and a 
Texas ranch where a competitor who retired at age 
32 struggled to find his next challenge.

The memories of Williams’ career and his 
application of the lessons he learned to the 
changing world of baseball today are raw, honest, 
and penetrating. With compelling commentary, 
he takes readers from his high school team in 
Portland, Oregon, to the minor leagues, then to 
major-league stops in Texas, Chicago, Philadelphia, 
Houston, California, and Kansas City. Along the 
way, he shares valuable insights about pitching 
with the game on the line, the mysteries of team 
chemistry, what happens when the big money rolls 
in, and what happens when it stops.

Informative and entertaining, Straight Talk from 
Wild Thing is a unique look at baseball through the 
eyes of one of its most candid talents.

Mitch Williams is a former All-Star 
closer who is now a well-regarded baseball  
commentator in Philadelphia and also with  
the MLB Network. He lives in suburban  
Philadelphia with his wife and five children.  
This is his first book.

Darrell Berger grew up outside Toledo, 
Ohio, and attended Vanderbilt University. He is 
a Unitarian Universalist minister in Orange, New 
Jersey, and a tour guide at the Yogi Berra Museum 
and Learning Center in Little Falls, New Jersey. 
He is the author, with former Yankees outfielder 
Roy White, of “Then Roy Said to Mickey…,” also 
published by Triumph Books.

Front and back cover photos courtesy of Getty Images
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Pitcher Mitch “Wild Thing” Williams has led a fascinating life in baseball, from the 
diamond to the broadcast booth, with a few notable stops in between. Here he presents 
more than just the story of his journey. The accumulated wisdom Williams has gained 
along the way offers a unique perspective on the game that you’ll enjoy through his 
sincere recollections and candid commentaries.

M I T C H  o n  P I T C H I n g

This game is all about adjustments. Whether it is your mechanics or your 
thought processes, your approach to hitters, whatever it may be, if you 
can’t make adjustments you are not going to stay.”

I never made any excuses.”

The pitch count is the most overblown waste of time in baseball.” 

I did not get people out by throwing strikes. I got outs by people swinging  
at balls.”
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The Phillies’ 
Legendary Slugger
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I can still see him. Soaring through the electrified night on a magical October 

evening in 1980. Landing in the arms of his friend, Tug McGraw, as fireworks 

erupted behind them and 97 years of title-free misery melted away in that 

indelible instant. The photograph of that moment still hangs on many a wall in 

the city where it all went down. And the man floating through that sky is still 

one of the most memorable figures in the history of Philadelphia sports.”

      —JAYSON STARK,
                    from his foreword

“

and only the support of his faith, family, and 
teammates like Pete Rose, Dick Allen, and Bob 
Boone saw him through his toughest days.

Eventually, Schmidt acknowledged his faults, 
embraced the city’s demanding fans, and came 
to peace with his legacy. Mike Schmidt is the 
story of how the Phillies’ greatest player finally 
became one of Philadelphia’s own.

ROB MAADDI has covered 
Philadelphia sports for the Associated Press 
since 2000. He’s covered the World Series, 
Super Bowl, NBA Finals, Stanley Cup Playoffs, 
and numerous major sporting events in the 
past decade. Maaddi graduated from Rutgers-
Camden in 1996 and Temple University in 2002. 
He played college baseball, has coauthored three 
children’s sports books, and hosted a weekly 
sports talk show on an ESPN radio affiliate. 
A lifelong Philadelphia-area resident, Maaddi 
currently resides in Sewell, New Jersey.

Jacket photos courtesy Getty Images

Cover design by Paul Petrowsky

(continued from front flap)

Few sports legends have as combustible 
and complicated a relationship with their 

hometown fans as Mike Schmidt has with the 
people of Philadelphia. Born in Dayton, Ohio, 
Schmidt was a phenom when he was drafted 
by the Phillies in 1971 and quickly advanced 
through the team’s minor league system. 
Despite some early difficulties at the plate 
and an ongoing struggle to produce in clutch 
situations, Schmidt developed into arguably 
the greatest third baseman of all time, winning 
three NL MVP Awards, 10 Gold Gloves, and 
eight NL home-run titles on his way to the Hall 
of Fame.

Yet what should have been a storybook career 
in the City of Brotherly Love was anything but 
for the player who remains the Phillies’ all-time 
leader in games played, runs, hits, home runs, 
and RBIs. A quietly driven and spiritual man, 
Schmidt was seen as aloof, dispassionate, and 
standoffish by scores of fans, referred to by some 
as “Mr. Cool.” In Mike Schmidt: The Phillies’ 
Legendary Slugger, Associated Press reporter 
and Philadelphia native Rob Maaddi reveals 
the man behind the myth and paints a portrait 
of a player as hardworking and committed to 
winning as any figure in baseball history.

Mike Schmidt is more than a fascinating 
account of one of the game’s most celebrated 
players; it is a detailed and insightful look at 
a private and misunderstood athlete who was 
thrust onto one of the sport’s most demanding 
stages: Philadelphia. Indeed, the challenge of 
performing under the city’s unrelenting glare 
often drove Schmidt to his breaking point, 

(continued on back flap)
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Tony La Russa: Man on a Mission is Rob 
Rains’ 25th book. He is a former beat writer 
for USA Today Baseball Weekly and is now 
a freelance writer based in St. Louis.

On August 3, 1979, Tony La Russa 
stepped into the dugout as the new 
manager of Bill Veeck’s Chicago 
White Sox. He was 34 years old, 
unproven, and, to some critics, only 
there because he would work for 
cheap.
Thirty years later, La Russa is still a major-
league manager, beginning his 14th season 
with the St. Louis Cardinals in 2009. He 
has won more games than any manager 
in history except Connie Mack and John 
McGraw. In 2006 he became just the second 
manager to win a World Series in both the 
American and National Leagues.

Despite that success and longevity, La Russa 
has not quieted all of his critics. There is 
a reason frequent polls of major-league 
players rank him first as both the manager 
they would most like to play for and the 
manager they would least like to play for.

In Tony La Russa: Man on a Mission, fans 
and detractors alike will come to learn more 
about La Russa’s life, from his days growing 
up in Tampa, to his bonus-baby status as 
an 18-year-old shortstop with the Kansas 
City Athletics, to his turbulent beginning 
as a major-league manager with the White 
Sox, and on to his successful years with the 
Oakland A’s and St. Louis Cardinals.

In interviews with more than 50 relatives, 
childhood friends, former players, coaches, 

“You don’t know Tony La Russa. You think you do, but you don’t. 
I guarantee you that what you think you know about this man is not accurate. I have never 
met a man in sports or life who is more misunderstood.”

—Joe Buck, from his foreword

“What tells you how good a manager is, is length of time. Owners don’t keep you around 
if you don’t have a lot of good things going for you.”

—Sparky Anderson

“Tony has a knack that is rare in managers. He can be friendly with his players and he can 
be a disciplinarian. He can talk with a player about a mistake and not make it seem like 
he’s jumping on him.”

—Jerry Koosman

“As a manager he was always three innings ahead. A lot of 
times he would make a move in a game that I didn’t 
understand and which I thought was pretty dumb. 
Later, I would ask him about it, and after our 
discussion I thought I was the idiot.”

—Jerry Reinsdorf

“He loves the game, he respects it. He 
loves the players. He is relentless in 
competing. He won’t let up, no 
matter what.”

—Jim Leyland

TONY LA RUSSA
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fellow managers, and baseball executives 
veteran sportswriter Rob Rains paints a 
portrait of La Russa  that reveals why he 
truly is a man on a mission.

What drives La Russa? Why is he such a 
polarizing figure? Why is he so intense? 
The answers to those questions reveal the 
reasons why La Russa has not only been 
such a successful manager, but also why he 
has attracted such controversy.

$24.95

(continued on back flap)
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“I want to be the BEST player that ever plays baseball.”

      —Albert Pujols
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JAY McGWIRE

Mark McGwire 
and the truth 

Behind BaseBall’s 

worst-kept secret

Mark McGwire

MarkandMe

M
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TWO BROTHERS, 
ONE ROAD TO REDEMPTION
In Mark and Me, Jay McGwire provides an 
inside look at his enigmatic older brother, 
onetime home-run king and now hitting 
coach for the St. Louis Cardinals, Mark 
McGwire. It begins as a tale of an All-
American sports-loving family and becomes 
a detailed foray into the world of steroids.

For years, many wondered what fueled the 
man who broke Roger Maris’ single-season 
home-run mark, one of the most hallowed 
records in sports. Now Mark McGwire has 
publicly admitted that he used performance-
enhancing drugs during his playing career. 
But did he tell the whole story? Jay dispels 
the rumors, including Jose Canseco’s well-
worn tales about “juicing” with Mark, and   
answers the unanswered questions. 

Why did Mark start using? What did 
he use? And for how long? How did Jay, 
a competitive bodybuilder, set him on a 
program that got results? He answers all 
these questions and more. But Mark and Me 
is about more than just steroids. Jay offers 
insight into Mark McGwire the person, 
not the superstar fans have come to know. 

Mark’s temper, partying, and his guarded 
nature are all brought to light here.

After hitting rock bottom—having suffered 
from severe depression due to steroid 
use—Jay found redemption through his 
Christian faith. Now, as a personal trainer 
and gym owner, he teaches young athletes 
about the perils of steroid use and shows 
them how they can excel naturally and 
safely through hard work, good nutrition, 
and healthy, legal supplements.

Mark and Me is a cautionary and redemptive 
tale that not only helps set the record 
straight on one of baseball’s greatest home-
run hitters, but will also inspire others to 
compete on the level and without the use 
of performance-enhancing drugs.

 
A former bodybuilder, JAY McGWIRE is 
now a personal trainer and gym owner. He 
lives in Corona, California, with his wife, 
Francine, and family.

Front (bottom), flap, and back (bottom) photos courtesy of  
Getty Images; all other photos courtesy of the author
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When Mark McGwire admitted to  

using steroids during his playing career, 

the revelation sent shockwaves through the 

baseball world. His admission answered 

one important question—Did he or didn’t 

he?—but left dozens more unanswered. In 

Mark and Me, Jay McGwire comes clean 

about his brother, one of the key figures in 

baseball’s so-called steroids era. Part testimony and part cautionary tale, this book tells 

a fascinating story, shedding light on the mystery surrounding Mark McGwire, the 

man who broke baseball’s most unbreakable record.

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM

“I wish I had never touched steroids.     
  It was foolish, and it was a mistake.”

            —Mark McGwire, January 11, 2010
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O
ne of the most popular Chicago 
Cubs of all time, and now an 
executive adviser for the team, 
Billy Williams reminisces about 

his early years, his Hall of Fame career, and 
his five decades in the game in this engaging 
autobiography. He remembers the sturdy 
values and selfless devotion of the people  
from his hometown—Whistler, Alabama—
who helped shape his character: Lilly Dixon, 
his grade school principal; Virgil Rhodes, his 
high school coach; and his father, who passed 
away at the age of 92, but lived long enough 
to see his son play in the big leagues.

Just before he was inducted into the National 
Baseball Hall of Fame in 1987, Williams 
revisited Whistler. The boarded-up shanties, 
desolate dirt roads, and abandoned shelters 
converted into churches were a poignant 
reminder of how far he had come. They also 
brought to mind the inner strength, purpose, 
and faith of the humble congregations that 
belied the frailty of the makeshift structures.

Williams tells not only how he beat some 
long odds to make it to the Hall of Fame, 
but also how, remarkably, three others from 
his home state did the same: Hank Aaron, 
Willie McCovey, and Satchel Paige. All had 
the same hardscrabble youth growing up, all 

26

with Fred Mitchell  Foreword by  ron Santo

BILLY WILLIAMS
M y  S w e e t - S w i n g i n g  l i F e t i M e  w i t h  t h e  c u b S

$24.95

(continued on back flap)

overcame similar obstacles, and each in his 
own way rewrote baseball history. 

From his early roots in the Negro Leagues to 
his brilliant career in the majors, Williams, 
with the Chicago Tribune’s Fred Mitchell, 
gives the reader a behind-the-scenes look into 
one of the most beloved eras in baseball. In 
this thoughtful and entertaining memoir, 
Williams provides stories and anecdotes about 
the colorful characters he played with and 
against, comments on baseball itself and how 
it has changed, and discusses his efforts to give 
something back to the game and the people 
that made him the man he is today.

Fred Mitchell 

has chronicled the athletic 
feats of the Chicago Cubs, 
Bears, and Bulls for the 
Chicago Tribune for more 
than 33 years. Now the 
author of the “Around 

Town” column in the Tribune’s sports section, 
Mitchell has written eight other books, 
including the nationally acclaimed Playing 
Through with Earl and Tiger Woods. Mitchell 
lives in Chicago with his wife, Kim, and son, 
Cameron.

Front cover photo courtesy of Billy Williams

Back cover photos courtesy of Getty Images.
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reliable, quiet, and often 
overshadowed  in the media by the showier 
players of the era, Billy Williams steadily 

created a Hall of Fame career with the Chicago 
Cubs and Oakland A’s. Now Williams, with the 
Chicago Tribune’s Fred Mitchell, reflects on his 
life and career in this thoughtful autobiography. 
Williams revisits the social conditions and racial 
tensions that influenced his early years, and tells 
how growing up in Whistler, Alabama, shaped the 
rest of his life. Williams celebrates his playing days 
with the 1969 Cubs and speaks honestly about 
baseball, the players of today and yesteryear, and 
the changes he has witnessed over the years. 

Everybody in the media thought that Billy 
was extremely shy when he was a young man. 
But in the clubhouse with his teammates, he 
was a leader. Billy spoke his mind, and I loved 
him for that.”

       —from the foreword by ron Santo
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 1940–2010

Ronnie loved the game, he loved the people  
in the game, and he loved fans of the game.”

   —Billy Williams
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AUTHOR:  Brian Murphy
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It was the moment generations of San Francisco Giants fans had longed for since the 
team moved west in 1958. When the 2010 Giants defeated the Texas Rangers to win 
the City’s first ever World Series, decades of pent-up frustration erupted into pure 
elation—and the afterglow is still shining bright. The road to that singular achievement 
is captured in all its glory in Worth the Wait, the Giants one and only official 2010 
season and World Series commemorative book. 

All-Star closer Brian Wilson provides his truly unique perspective in the Foreword, and 
fan favorite broadcasters Mike Krukow and Duane Kuiper contribute the Introduction. 
With a narrative written by popular KNBR sports radio personality Brian 
Murphy, author of San Francisco Giants: 50 Years, and images by acclaimed Major 
League Baseball and Sports Illustrated photographer Brad Mangin, along with 
contributions from Giants team and other Bay Area photographers, Worth the Wait 
chronicles a season that was as magical as it was unexpected.

From Spring Training to the stretch run through the playoffs and the World Series, all 
capped off by the epic ticker-tape parade, this treasury of exclusive photos and stories 
transports Giants fans inside the action and behind the scenes, including on the team 
plane with the World Series champions and their coveted trophy on the jubilant flight 
home. 

Worth the Wait is the ultimate keepsake and a must-have collectible for fans of 
all ages wishing to relive the greatest and most surprising, satisfying and unforgettable 
season in Giants history.

Key Selling Points
The only official commemorative book authorized and supported by the Giants

Exclusive photos that have not been published anywhere

Writer Brian Murphy has a tremendous platform as morning host on KNBR sports 
radio, the Giants flagship station

Giants to deliver extensive consumer marketing

l

l

l

l

Promotions
E-mail blasts to Giants database of fans and season ticket holders

Prominent placement on the team’s official Web site sfgiants.com

On-air promotion during radio and TV broadcasts

Game day promotion at AT&T Park

Sports radio promotion on the writer Brian Murphy’s weekday 
drive time morning show

Extensive social media support via Facebook (807,000+ fans) and 
Twitter (81,400+ followers)

Book signing event opportunities with writer/radio personality 
Brian Murphy, as well as former and current Giants players

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

WORTH THE WAIT
The 2010 World Champion San Francisco Giants

Written by Brian Murphy | Photography by Brad Mangin
Foreword by Brian Wilson 

Introduction by Mike Krukow & Duane Kuiper

The Official San Francisco Giants Commemorative Book
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ANDREW BAGGARLY is the 
Giants beat reporter for the San Jose Mercury 
News and has covered the team for the past 
seven seasons. Prior to that, he covered the 
Dodgers and Angels beats for newspapers 
in Southern California beginning in 1996. He 
writes the popular Extra Baggs blog for Bay 
Area News Group and can be followed on 
Twitter @extrabaggs. He has covered a four–
home run game, a no-hitter, and multiple World 
Series and All-Star Games. He is a proud 
Hall of Fame voter and served as an official 
scorer for the 2007 All-Star Game at AT&T 
Park. Baggarly was born in Illinois, graduated 
from the Medill School of Journalism at 
Northwestern University, and lives in Eugene, 
Oregon, during the off-season.
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The 2010 San Francisco Giants were the 
most unlikely World Series champions of 

all time. Sure, they had some quality pitchers, 
but the Giants’ roster consisted of a rag-tag 
group of castoffs, oddballs, rookies, and old-
timers who seemed a lot more entertaining off 
the field than on it. After 53 years of futility, 
San Francisco was hungry for a baseball 
championship…but the 2010 Giants? Then, 
as the season waned, some type of magic 
descended on the Bay Area and enveloped 
the club, leading them to the most miraculous 
of championships. How the Giants came 
together as a team and shocked the country—
all the while, doing things in their own offbeat 
fashion—is one of baseball’s all-time great 
stories.

In Band of Misfits, Andrew Baggarly—longtime 
Giants beat writer for the San Jose Mercury 
News—shines a light on the colorful characters 
(lovingly labeled the “Dirty Dozen” by manager 
Bruce Bochy) who became stars during San 
Francisco’s crazy ride to the top, including 
Aubrey Huff and his now-legendary Rally 
Thong; clean-cut rookie extraordinaire Buster 
Posey; and laissez-faire Tim Lincecum, 
whose laid-back personality is a perfect fit 
for the City by the Bay. Behind every madcap 
misadventure there was also an unquenchable 
drive to succeed and reward the long-suffering 
fans of San Francisco. Too young, too old, not 
good enough? This team never bought into 
those excuses. Every baseball fan will love 
Baggarly’s inside stories of “The Misfits’” run 
to the title.
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Mays, McCovey, Cepeda, and Marichal—Hall of Famers all—couldn’t do it. Nor could The 
Thrill, Matty, and Mitchell. Not even Bonds, Kent, and Nen. No, in 52 seasons in the City 
by the Bay, the Giants had never won a World Series. And then, suddenly, the 2010 Giants 
won it…emphatically, against all odds, despite being labeled a band of misfits. What a 
story! And it’s all recounted here, in vivid, behind-the-scenes detail. Every Giants fan must 
have this book!”
    —Jon Miller, Giants play-by-play broadcaster

After being a part of the Giants organization for so many years, it was an honor—and 
excruciatingly fun—to watch this team in 2010. I was as happy for them as if I’d won the 
World Series myself, and there’s no better writer to cover this great season than Andy 
Baggarly. He is one of the few members of the media who is there day in and day out and 
who truly understands the game of baseball.”
    
    —Rich Aurilia, former Giants infielder

  
Andy Baggarly was the must-read beat writer for the 2010 Giants. Now that the team 
has achieved immortality, Andy has become the must-read author to etch these indelible 
players and moments into lore. Anecdotes, insights, context, humor, ball knowledge, and—
yes—goose bumps are the result. In Giants-speak, let’s just say Baggs NAILED IT.”

    —Brian Murphy, host of KNBR Murph and 
         Mac morning show

 
There are still millions of Americans wondering how Barry Bonds, Willie McCovey, and 
Juan Marichal could have avoided winning a World Series in San Francisco—but a team 
that called itself “The Misfits” did. Well, thank heaven Andy Baggarly came along to explain 
it all so eloquently in this amazing book. It took a great writer and reporter to unearth 
the mysteries behind Aubrey Huff’s thong, Brian Wilson’s beard, and this team’s magical 
journey. And reading these riveting tales reminded me again why Andy Baggarly is one of 
the best baseball writers in America.”

    —Jayson Stark, ESPN
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Tigers  
Confidential
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$19.95 cloth

Sparky Anderson
ISBN: 978-1-60078-593-1

$14.95 paper

Al Kaline
ISBN: 978-1-60078-823-9

$14.95 paper

Ernie Harwell
ISBN: 978-1-57243-717-3

$15.95 paper

Hank Greenberg
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$22.95 cloth
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Perfect

ISBN: 978-1-57243-957-3
$24.95 cloth

Wire to Wire
ISBN: 978-1-57243-504-9

$24.95 cloth

Days of Roar
ISBN: 978-1-60078-899-4

$14.95 paper

Cubs Fan’s Guide 
to Happiness
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$12.95 paper

Living the Dream
ISBN: 978-1-60078-158-2

$19.95 cloth

Sweet Lou
ISBN: 978-1-60078-201-5

$24.95 cloth

Worth the Wait
ISBN: 978-1-60078-656-3

$25.00 cloth

A Band of Misfits
ISBN: 978-1-60078-598-6

$19.95 cloth

Comeback Kings
ISBN: 978-1-60078-750-8

$14.95 paper
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Pops
ISBN: 978-1-60078-800-0

$24.95 cloth

A Pirate For Life
ISBN: 978-1-60078-819-2

$14.95 paper

Said in Stone
ISBN: 978-1-60078-820-8

$14.95 paper

Total White Sox
ISBN: 978-1-57243-919-1

$29.95 cloth

Bob Feller’s Little 
Blue Book

ISBN: 978-1-60078-219-0
$22.95 cloth

The Greatest Game 
Ever Pitched

ISBN: 978-1-60078-341-8
$24.95 cloth

The Corporal  
Was a Pitcher

ISBN: 978-1-60078-104-9
$24.95 cloth

Baseball Forever
ISBN: 978-1-57243-825-5

$16.95 paper

Miracle Men
ISBN: 978-1-60078-806-2

$24.95 cloth

Beltway Boys
ISBN: 978-1-60078-803-1

$24.95 cloth

Of Mikes and Men
ISBN: 978-1-60078-822-2

$14.95 paper

Willie Mays Aikens
ISBN: 978-1-60078-696-9

$25.95 cloth

Ballgame!
ISBN: 978-1-60078-659-4

$24.95 cloth

Harmon Killebrew
ISBN: 978-1-60078-702-7

$25.95 cloth

Behind the Plate
ISBN: 978-1-60078-653-2

$25.95 cloth
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at a Time

ISBN: 978-1-60078-256-5
$14.95 paper
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Professional Wiffle ball players 

provide foolproof tips on 

delivering the most 

unhittable pitches.

SPORTS  $12.95

THROW KILLER CURVEBALLS

BALL

LEARN MONSTER 
HITTING TECHNIQUES
Taping, stuffing, corking, 

and all of the tricks to give 

the bat a little more pop.

 

YOUR SECRET WEAPON

OFFICIAL RULES, SCOREKEEPING GUIDELINES, 
LEAGUE DIRECTORY, FIELD PROFILES, 

HISTORY, AND THE SCIENCE BEHIND THE CURVE

ALSO FEATURES

  
Wiffle Ball: The Ultimate Guide provides a comprehensive look at all things 
Wiffle. The story begins in 1953, when a down-on-his-luck auto-polish sales-
man and his 13-year-old son concocted the first Wiffle ball, turning spare 
perfume packaging into an American icon. Featuring accounts from the most 
dyed-in-the-wool Wiffle devotees, this book is a people’s history of the 
beloved brand. 

Michael Hermann, a lifelong Wiffle ball fanatic, is president of Wicked Cow 
Entertainment, where he now oversees brand management for The Wiffle Ball, Inc. This 
is his first book.

A LOOK INSIDE 
THE WIFFLE VAULT

     Learn how to throw a sinker, a riser, and a screwball. And discover 
      the hard science behind how the Wiffle ball does its swervy, curvy thing. 

     Uncover the history behind the Wiffle ball, including never-before-
     seen photos and illustrations from the Mullany family archives. 

     Filled with fond Wiffle memories from Bob Costas, Julius Erving, 
     Jim Bouton, Nick Jonas, Grady Sizemore, and many more.

BECOME YOUR OWN 
LEAGUE OPERATOR
Find out how you can start 

organized Wiffle ball in your 

own hometown.

 

The Ultimate Guide
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Baseball Stuff You Never Needed to Know and Can Certainly Live Without
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SPORTS/BASEBALL  $14.95

Baseball history is full of unforgettable athletic achievements, heroic performers, 
and exhilarating moments that remind fans of everything they love about sports 
and honest competition.

The Underground Baseball Encyclopedia is not about any of those things.

Instead, prepare yourself for a decidedly snarky trip through the game’s rich 
history of buffoonery, thuggery, fashion missteps, ballpark promotions gone 
awry, batboys with metal claws for hands, Afros, mustaches, mistresses, 
overzealous mascots, existence-of-dinosaurs deniers, inedible baseball-
themed candy bars, and hundreds of other unbelievable-but-true aspects of 
America’s national pastime. And did we mention the wife swapping?

For the casual fan, hard-core stat geek, pop culture junkie, or lover of trivia and 
miscellany, The Underground Baseball Encyclopedia provides a welcome kick to 
baseball history’s baggy flannel pants.

robert schnakenberg is a member of the Society for American Baseball 

Research and the author of numerous books of irreverent nonfiction, including Distory: 
A Treasury of Historical Insults, The Encyclopedia Shatnerica, and Secret Lives of Great 
Filmmakers. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
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Birdie
ISBN: 978-1-57243-455-4

$19.95 cloth

The Stark Truth
ISBN: 978-1-57243-959-7

$24.95 cloth

The Psycho 100
ISBN: 978-1-60078-167-4

$14.95 paper

Wiffle Ball
ISBN: 978-1-60078-361-6

$12.95 paper

Asterisk
ISBN: 978-1-60078-062-2

$24.95 cloth

World Series 
Winners

ISBN: 978-1-60078-671-6
$22.95 cloth

Perfect
ISBN: 978-1-60078-676-1

$16.95 paper

The Underground 
Baseball  

Encyclopedia
ISBN: 978-1-60078-331-9

$14.95 paper

IT MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE. GAMES ARE 

WON OR LOST 90 FEET AT A TIME. BUT WHETHER 

YOU TAKE THAT 90 FEET OR GIVE UP THAT 90 

FEET, THAT’S WHAT WINS GAMES.”

“

— S T E V E  S T O N E

$22.95  SPORTS/BASEBALL

SA
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 STONE

SAID IN 
STONE

Your Game, My Way

“Entertaining, funny, and erudite, Steve Stone is one of the 

very best analysts in baseball today.”—Jerry Reinsdorf 

STEVE 
STONE

Your Game, 
My Way

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM

STEVE STONE KNOWS BASEBALL, 
AND NOW HE’S GOING TO SHARE 
THAT KNOWLEDGE WITH YOU.

During his 40 years in pro ball Steve has 
seen it all, from the great to the absurd. He’s 
learned how championship teams are built, 
how last-place teams come about, and what 
it really takes to succeed in this complex and 
crazy game.

In Said in Stone, Steve shares the memories 
of his career and applies the lessons he’s 
learned to unlock the secrets of the game we 
all love. In a position-by-position breakdown, 
Steve explains strategy, technique, training, 
and overall baseball philosophy with fresh and 
entertaining insights.

Whether you’re a player, a parent, or a fan, 
this book is an invaluable asset. Steve is not 
only known for his amazing baseball acumen 
(fans know how often Steve predicts the next 
pitch, decision, or outcome with remarkable 
accuracy), he’s also known for his ability to 
communicate the intricacies of the game as 
well as anyone.

Said in Stone is a master’s course in baseball. 
What you need to excel at each position, how 
to improve day by day, it’s all in here, along 
with Steve’s one-of-a-kind take on the national 
pastime. The secrets of the great players and 
managers of the past are presented along 
with Steve’s takes on baseball’s future: labor 
issues, advanced scouting, maybe even a true 
“World” Series someday.

Entertaining and informative, Said in Stone is 
a unique look at baseball through the eyes of 
one of the game’s true scholars.

STEVE STONE is a Cy Young Award 
winner who currently broadcasts for the 
Chicago White Sox. In his 10-year playing 
career he pitched for both the Cubs and 
White Sox, as well as the Baltimore Orioles, 
for whom he pitched in the 1979 World 
Series and won the 1980 Cy Young Award. 
He spent 20 seasons in the Cubs broadcast 
booth, most of it in his famous pairing with 
Hall of Famer Harry Caray. He’s the winner 
of three Emmys and can currently be heard 
on multiple television and radio sports talk 
shows. He also shares his home with three 
dogs: Tex, a three-legged greyhound, and 
Rhodesian ridgebacks Larry and Layla.

PORTRAIT PHOTOS: RON VESELY/CHICAGO WHITE SOX

BACK COVER LEFT PHOTO: CHICAGO WHITE SOX ARCHIVES

BACK COVER RIGHT/SPINE/FRONT COVER PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES

JACKET DESIGN: PAUL PETROWSKY

$22.95

S T E V E  S T O N E
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FIREMAN

The Evolution 
of the Closer 
in Baseball

Fran Zimniuch
Foreword by Lee Smith
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A terrific book about the changes that have occurred in the most important part 
of the game—pitching.”

    —Tim McCarver, All-Star catcher, author, and 

          television analyst 

Fireman is an extremely revealing work about the evolution of the major-league 
pitching staff. For more than 100 years, managers and coaches were almost 
exclusively non-pitchers. But once true pitching coaches who were former pitchers 
gained credibility, refinements began to happen and roles began to change. If 
pitching is 70 percent of winning or losing, that’s why the starters and closers 
make the most money. Fireman explains it all.”

    —Carl Erskine, former Dodgers pitcher

Fireman takes you to the pitcher’s mound in the ninth inning of a one-run game 
and lets you know how it feels. I was in that situation many times in my 14-year 
big-league career, and this book really captures the emotion of getting those last 
outs. I found that Fireman offers a real understanding of how relief pitching got 
to where it is today. It’s a great read.”

    —Jim Gott, former Blue Jays, Giants, Pirates, 
          and Dodgers reliever

$16.95  SPORTS/BASEBALL

®

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM

Packed with insight from the men who helped change the reliever’s role—
Goose Gossage, Dennis Eckersley, Fergie Jenkins, Lee Smith, and 
many others—Fireman is a must-read for every baseball fan.

Fran Zimniuch is an award-winning sports journalist, columnist, and author who has 
written for various newspapers and magazines for more than 25 years.
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Evolution 
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GOINGY ARD
The	Everything	HOM

E	RUN	Book
 Foreword 

& Commentary by
Lew

 Freedm
an

SPORTS/BASEBALL  $16.95

THE	HOME	RUN	IS	BASEBALL’S	NUCLEAR	WEAPON, the long 
swat that transforms games instantly and ruins pitchers’ nights in the process. It’s a thrill 
that brings thousands of fans to their feet and sends teammates rushing out of the dugout.
 
Going Yard: The Everything Home Run Book is a COMPREHENSIVE	HISTORY	OF	THE	HOME	
RUN—from baseball’s beginnings, to the rise of BABE	RUTH, whose prodigious power 
revolutionized the sport, to the modern era of longball heroes such as ALBERT	PUJOLS 
and JOSH	HAMILTON. Also included are the most famous All-Star Game and World 
Series round-trippers, profiles of the 500–home run club—the men who have crashed the 
most homers in major league history—and more. 

 
Author Lew Freedman brings baseball’s most 
famous home-run memories back to life: the 
ROGER	MARIS∫MICKEY	MANTLE pursuit of 
Ruth’s single-season record in 1961, the MARK	
MCGWIRE∫SAMMY	SOSA duel in 1998, BILL	
MAZEROSKI’s blast to beat the Yankees in the 
1960 Series, JOE	CARTER’s World Series winner 
against the Phillies, and many more. Plus, slugger  
FRANK	THOMAS—who hit 521 career homers—
provides his own analysis and insight into the 
home run and its role in baseball.

Front cover (Frank Thomas) and back cover (Babe Ruth) 
photos courtesy of Getty Images
Back cover (Kirk Gibson) photo courtesy of AP Images
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Fireman
ISBN: 978-1-60078-312-8

$16.95 paper

“Yogi Was Up with a 
Guy on Third...”

ISBN: 978-1-60078-162-9
$19.95 cloth

The Code
ISBN: 978-1-60078-010-3

$22.95 cloth

Baseball Eccentrics
ISBN: 978-1-57243-953-5

$22.95 cloth

Bury My Heart  
at Cooperstown

ISBN: 978-1-57243-822-4
$14.95 paper

Sleeper Cars and  
Flannel Uniforms

ISBN: 978-1-57243-824-8
$14.95 paper

Going Yard
ISBN: 978-1-60078-535-1

$16.95 paper
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SPORTS/BASEBALL  $16.95

Do you believe in perfection?

162–0 is every Boston Red Sox fan’s dream come to life: 
an entire virtual season in which the Red Sox never lose. No blowouts, 
no midseason slumps, and no heartbreaking losses to division rivals. 
Chronicling 162 of the greatest victories in Red Sox history, veteran 
baseball writer Mark Cofman takes you on an exhilarating ride through 
a real baseball calendar, starting with the team’s most memorable 
Opening Day victory and ending with its most unforgettable season 
finale. Along the way, the franchise’s greatest players—from Williams, 
Yastrzemski, and Fisk to Ortiz, Pedroia, and Papelbon—combine to 
mount Boston’s perfect season. 

If you love long winning streaks, thrilling comebacks, dominating 
pitching performances, and legendary home runs, 162–0 is an 
irresistible, must-have addition to any Red Sox fan’s baseball library.

Mark Cofman is currently a freelance writer and an adjunct professor at 
Endicott College in Beverly, Massachusetts. A 1979 graduate of Emerson College in Boston, 
he began his newspaper career at the Marlboro Enterprise and was the sports editor of the 
Fitchburg Sentinel before joining the sports staff of the Boston Herald in 1985. He worked 
at the Herald as a beat writer and editor for 18 years and in subsequent years continued to 
contribute to that newspaper on a freelance basis. Cofman also served as editor of OT, the 
Globe’s weekly sports publication. He lives in Hull, Massachusetts, with his wife Paula, their 
11-year-old daughter Giana, and the family’s four-year-old dog Homer.   

I M A G I N E  A  R E D  S O X  P E R F E C t  S E A S O N

Statistics • Unforgettable Players • Trivia 
Stunning Photographs • Memorable Quotes 
and More…. Chronicling the 162 greatest 
victories in Red Sox history. | PAGE 5

IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS East   W L PCT    

 Boston    162  0 1.000     

 Baltimore   90  72  .556              

 Toronto   88  74  .543         

 Tampa Bay 81  81  .500                 

 New York  77  85 .475           

MARK COFMAN • ForEWord by TONY MASSAROTTI

I M A G I N E  A  T W I N S  P E R F E C T  S E A S O N

162-0
MINNESOTA

Statistics •  Unforgettable Players • Trivia 

Stunning Photographs • Memorable Quotes 

and More… Chronicling the 162 greatest 

victories in Twins history. | PAGE 5

IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS Central   W L PCT    

 Minnesota   162  0 1.000     

 Chicago    90  72  .556              

 Cleveland  88  74  .543         

 Kansas City  81  81  .500                 

 Detroit   77  85 .475           

» DAVE WRIGHT

162-0

®

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM

SPORTS/BASEBALL  $16.95 Wright
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Do you believe in perfection?

162–0 is every Minnesota Twins fan’s dream come 
to life: an entire virtual season in which the Twins never lose. 
No blowouts, no midseason slumps, and no heartbreaking 
losses to division rivals. Chronicling the 162 greatest victories in 
Twins history, author Dave Wright takes you on an exhilarating 
ride through a real baseball calendar, starting with the team’s 
most memorable Opening Day victory and ending with its most 
unforgettable season finale. Along the way, the franchise’s greatest 
players—from Killebrew, Carew, and Kaat to Viola, Puckett, and 
Mauer—combine to mount the Twins’ perfect season.

If you love long winning streaks, thrilling comebacks, dominating 
pitching performances, and legendary home runs, 162–0 is an 
irresistible, must-have addition to any Twins fan’s baseball library.

Dave Wright is a Detroit native who moved to Minnesota in 1972 to 
attend college (on the recommendation of ex-Twin Reno Bertoia) and has been 
there almost nonstop ever since. He has covered professional and college sports for 
the Associated Press and UPI and works about 100 high school and college games 
a year as a public address announcer. When he is not writing (or talking), he lives 
in St. Paul with his wife Lynne and dog Pete.
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I M A G I N E  A  Y A N K E E S  P E R F E C t  S E A S O N

162-0
NEW YORK

Statistics • Unforgettable Players • Trivia 
Stunning Photographs • Memorable Quotes 
and More…. Chronicling the 162 greatest 
victories in Yankees history. | PAGE 5

IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS East   W L PCT    

 New York   162  0 1.000     

 Baltimore   90  72  .556              

 Toronto   88  74  .543         

 Tampa Bay 81  81  .500                 

 Boston   77  85 .475           

MARTY APPEL • ForEWord by BUCKY DENT
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Do you believe in perfection?

162–0 is every New York Yankees fan’s dream come to 
life: an entire virtual season in which the Yankees never lose. No 
blowouts, no midseason slumps, and no heartbreaking losses to 
division rivals. Chronicling 162 of the greatest victories in Yankees 
history, legendary baseball author Marty Appel takes you on an 
exhilarating ride through a real baseball calendar, starting with 
the team’s most memorable Opening Day victory and ending with 
its most unforgettable season finale. Along the way, the franchise’s 
greatest players—from Ruth, DiMaggio, and Mantle to Jeter, Rivera, 
and A-Rod—combine to mount the Yankees’ perfect season.

If you love long winning streaks, thrilling comebacks, dominating 
pitching performances, and legendary home runs, 162-0 is an 
irresistible, must-have addition to any Yankees fan’s baseball library.

Marty Appel is the author of 18 books including the New York Times 
best seller Munson: The Life and Death of a Yankee Captain, the classic Yankees 
memoir Now Pitching for the Yankees, and collaborations with Tom Seaver, Bowie 
Kuhn, Larry King, and umpire Eric Gregg. Formerly the New York Yankees’ public 
relations director and their Emmy Award–winning TV producer, he now runs 
Marty Appel Public Relations (www.AppelPR.com) out of New York City.

162–0: Red Sox
ISBN: 978-1-60078-345-6

$16.95 paper

162–0: Twins
ISBN: 978-1-60078-326-5

$16.95 paper

162–0: Yankees
ISBN: 978-1-60078-325-8

$16.95 paper

162–0: Mets
ISBN: 978-1-60078-532-0

$16.95 paper

162–0: Cubs
ISBN: 978-1-60078-362-3

$16.95 paper

162–0: Phillies
ISBN: 978-1-60078-534-4

$16.95 paper

Unhittable
Includes DVD

ISBN: 978-1-57243-829-3
$19.95 paper

For the Love of the Cubs
ISBN: 978-1-60078-085-1

$16.95 cloth

For the Love of the Yankees
ISBN: 978-1-60078-086-8

$16.95 cloth

For the Love of the Red Sox
ISBN: 978-1-60078-087-5

$16.95 cloth

For the Love of the Mets
ISBN: 978-1-60078-204-6

$16.95 cloth

For the Love of the Tigers
ISBN: 978-1-60078-212-1

$16.95 cloth

For the Love of  the Tigers

ISBN 978-1-60078-212-1

TRIUMPH

$16.95  SPORTS/BASEBALL

Mark Anderson’s illustrations have   
appeared on the back cover of Time magazine,  
The NewYorker, and National Geographic and  

inside The Atlantic Monthly, BusinessWeek, Outside magazine, 
Harvard Business Review, and many more.  He can be reached at 
mark@markandersonillustration.com

 Frederick C. Klein is a longtime   
 writer and editor at The Wall Street Journal,  
 where he originated the “On Sports” column. 

He’s the author of six previous books, including two compilations 
of his columns. He’s now a freelance writer living in Scottsdale, 
Arizona.

For the  Love of the 

Tigers
Foreword by Sparky Anderson      Written by Frederick C. Klein      Illustrated and designed by Mark Anderson

An A-to-Z Primer for Tigers Fans of All Ages

The Detroit Tigers  
were one of the eight  
original American League  
teams that started play in 1901. 
Since that time, the Tigers have accumulated 
10 AL pennants and four World Series titles 
and can boast a memorable collection of 
characters who have graced the playing 
field, dugout, and announcing booth— 
Ty Cobb, Hank Greenberg,  
Ernie Harwell, Denny McClain, 
Sparky Anderson, and Magglio 
Ordonez, to name just a few. In For the 
Love of the Tigers, many of these stars  
are lovingly represented by the colorful  
illustrations of Mark Anderson and the lyrical 
text of Frederick C. Klein. The book offers  
    the ideal way for  
    different generations 
     of  Tigers faithful to  
       share their passion  
    for one of America’s  
            great baseball 
                franchises.

Flipping through these pages will 
remind you of some of your favorite 
Tigers players and will also teach you 
and your kids some things you 
probably didn’t know.

 —Sparky Anderson
 
        
       

“Hammerin’ Hank” Greenberg
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The best book on this topic 
that I have ever read.”

      —Phil Jackson

The Road to a Successful Shooting Technique

ADAM FILIPPI  •  Foreword by Jerry West
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I think Adam Filippi’s book Shoot like the Pros is the best on this topic that I have ever read. He 
refines the technique into basic movements from the feet to the final release at the fingers in 
very basic terms.”
      —Phil Jackson, Los Angeles Lakers 
          head coach and Basketball Hall of Famer

Adam Filippi has produced a solid book on how to become a better shooter. You will improve 
your shooting with the fundamental skills and drills found in Shoot Like the Pros.” 

      —Jim Boeheim, Syracuse University    
              head coach and Basketball Hall of Famer
    
Adam Filippi has written an excellent book that contains very helpful and important advice 
regarding the fundamentals of shooting the ball.” 
       —Bill Sharman, Basketball Hall of Fame 
             player and coach

“If you are serious about becoming a 
better shooter, this book is an excellent 
tool to get you there.”

 —Mike D’Antoni, New York Knicks  
     head coach

Despite being basketball’s most important fundamental 
skill, shooting technique is perhaps the game’s least-taught 
fundamental. Los Angeles Lakers director of international 
scouting Adam Filippi addresses this deficiency, drawing 
on years of experience as a player, scout, and skills coach 
in Shoot Like the Pros: The Road to a Successful Shooting 
Technique, perhaps the most comprehensive analysis of 
shooting mechanics ever published.

Filippi covers shooting mechanics, the mental aspects 
of shooting, free throws, game situations, strength and 
conditioning, teaching methods, and workout drills for 
advanced levels. 

Shoot Like the Pros features dozens of instructional photo-
graphs, diagrams, and tips from many of the top shooters ever 
to play the game, including Jerry West, Kiki Vandeweghe, 
Chauncey Billups, Glen Rice, Ray Allen, and more. This book 
is an essential resource for both players and coaches looking 
to perfect shooting techniques.

Coaches Recommend Shoot Like the Pros

Rockin’ Steady
ISBN: 978-1-60078-816-1

$15.00 paper

Chick
Includes Audio CD 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-618-3
$27.95 cloth

Madmen’s Ball
ISBN: 978-1-60078-198-8

$24.95 cloth

Kobe and the  
New Lakers Dynasty
ISBN: 978-1-60078-350-0

$14.95 paper

Mavericks Stampede
ISBN: 978-1-60078-685-3

$14.95 paper

All You Can Be:  
Dwight Howard

ISBN: 978-1-60078-414-9
$16.95 cloth

Unbreakable
ISBN: 978-1-60078-887-1

$14.95 paper

Color Him Orange
ISBN: 978-1-60078-784-3

$14.95 paper

Chaney
ISBN: 978-1-57243-913-9

$14.95 paper

Wilt
ISBN: 978-1-57243-915-3

$16.95 paper

KOBE 
A N D  T H E  N E W 
L A K E R S  D Y N A S T Y

$14.95   SPORTS/BASKETBALL
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MEET THE NEW 
LAKERS DYNASTY

After the outstanding 2009 championship season, Kobe Bryant, Pau Gasol, Derek Fisher, Lamar Odom, Andrew 
Bynum, and a host of fresh talent in Los Angeles have the Lakers faithful asking, “Shaq who?”

In Kobe and the New Lakers Dynasty, veteran Los Angeles Times sportswriter Mark Heisler goes behind the 
scenes of the team’s resurgence. He traces the tumultuous evolution of the Lakers’ most famous personality 
and introduces the new faces of a young team poised to be the NBA’s dominant franchise for years to come.

www.triumphbooks.com

Cover photos courtesy of Getty Images

>> Mark Heisler

®

Elite Eighth
ISBN: 978-1-60078-778-2

$14.95 paper

Echoes of Kentucky  
Basketball

ISBN: 978-1-57243-887-3
$19.95 cloth

Echoes of  
Kansas Basketball
ISBN: 978-1-57243-868-2

$19.95 cloth

Lessons from the  
Legends: Basketball  
Offense Sourcebook
ISBN: 978-1-57243-718-0

$29.95 paper

Lessons from the 
Legends: Basketball 
Defense Sourcebook
ISBN: 978-1-57243-719-7

29.95 paper

Lessons from the  
Legends: Beyond the 

X’s and O’s
ISBN: 978-1-57243-726-5

$29.95 paper

Shoot Like the Pros
ISBN: 978-1-60078-546-7

$16.95 paper

A Ring for the King
ISBN: 978-1-60078-327-2

$14.95 paper

Garden Glory
ISBN: 978-1-57243-765-4

$16.95 paper

Big Men Who  
Shook the NBA

ISBN: 978-1-57243-766-1
$16.95 paper
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A fascinating and inspiring new 

autobiography from one of the 

greatest quarterbacks of all time

“He was an extremely smart player and I had very 
high regard for him both as a person and as a player. 
I believe he understood the passing game better 
than any quarterback that I ever worked with. He 
was one of the very best of the best.”

  —Allie Sherman, former head  
      coach, New York Giants

“He always wanted to make something special happen [on the field], 
and he is the same in business today.”

    —Grady Alderman, former  
          tackle, Minnesota Vikings

“Fran Tarkenton was one of the greatest players of all time…. He could 
literally do anything.”
    —Roger Staubach, former  
          quarterback, Dallas Cowboys

Fran Tarkenton played quarterback 
for the University of Georgia Bulldogs 
during his college career and played for 18 
years in the National Football League as 
quarterback for the Minnesota Vikings and 
the New York Giants. He is a member of the 
Pro Football Hall of Fame and the College 
Football Hall of Fame and is recognized as 
one of the greatest players of all time. He 
lives in Atlanta, Georgia.

Coauthor Jim Bruton is the author 
of The Big House and A Tradition of Purple. 
He was a member of the Minnesota Golden 
Gophers football team in 1965 and 1966 and 
signed professional football contracts with 
the Minnesota Vikings in 1967 and 1971 
and with the Dallas Cowboys in 1968.

Front jacket photo courtesy of Getty Images

Back jacket photo courtesy of the author

Fran Tarkenton was perhaps the most 
exciting and dynamic football player 

who has ever played the game. Filled 
with never-before-heard stories and 
dozens of personal photographs, Every 
Day Is Game Day is the entertaining and 
uplifting memoir of the legendary sports 
figure and business entrepreneur.

From the alleys of Washington, D.C., to 
Athens, Georgia, the NFL, and beyond, 
Tarkenton takes the reader inside the 
huddles of his world, both on and off the 
field. He shares his highest of highs—
playing as a Georgia Bulldog, those glory 
years in purple, business triumphs, and 
the deep and abiding love of family and 
friends. He also reveals his lowest of 
lows, including the day of the infamous 
Cowboys “Hail Mary” pass that spelled 
playoff defeat for the greatest Vikings 
team ever and compounded with a 
personal tragedy to make it the worst  
day of his life.

This is not just the story of an incredible 
athlete but also a portrait of a genuine 
and inspirational leader who has touched 
the hearts and souls of so many who 
have crossed his path.

$24.95

$24.95  SPORTS/FOOTBALL
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Deja Blue
ISBN: 978-1-60078-744-7

$14.95 paper

Controlled  
Violence

ISBN: 978-1-60078-518-4
$24.95 cloth

Nothing  
Comes Easy

ISBN: 978-1-60078-210-7
$24.95 cloth

Every Day Is  
Game Day

ISBN: 978-1-60078-253-4
$24.95 cloth

When the  
Cheering Stops

ISBN: 978-1-60078-382-1
$24.95 cloth

What Giants  
They Were

ISBN: 978-1-57243-438-7
$16.95 paper

Illustrated History of 
the New York Giants
ISBN: 978-1-57243-641-1

$29.95 cloth

50 Greatest Plays: 
New York Giants

ISBN: 978-1-57243-438-7
$16.95 paper

FROM BALTIMORE
TO BROADWAY

E D  G R u v E R
F O R E W O R D  B Y  D O n  M A Y n A R D

Joe, the Jets, AND the super Bowl III GuArANtee 

FROM
 BALTIM

ORE
TO BROADW

AY

JOE,

 THE JETS, 

AND 

THE SUPER 

BOWL III 

GUARANTEE

ED GRuvER

ThE sTunnInG vIcTORY of the 
upstart New York Jets over the stalwart  
Baltimore Colts in Super Bowl III trans-
formed the NFL and established the Super 
Bowl as America’s premier sporting event.

While attending a banquet at the Miami 
Touchdown Club honoring his selection 
as the AFL’s MVP, the brash Joe Namath 
guaranteed a Jets victory in the forthcoming 
Super Bowl III and invoked a maelstrom 
of media attention. His bold personality, 
confidence, and strategic passing and play-
calling during the game made good on his 
guarantee and gave the rebellious AFL its 
historic first Super Bowl victory over the rival 
NFL.

The game had no shortage of heroes. Jets 
fullback Matt Snell rushed for a then–Super 
Bowl record 121 yards and scored the Jets’ 
lone touchdown. Ranked No. 1 in the AFL, 
New York’s defense forced five turnovers 
and held a Colts offense averaging 30 points 
per game against NFL opponents scoreless 
through three quarters.

Baltimore called forth its share of heroics, 
as well. League MVP Earl Morrall turned 
over quarterback duties to Johnny Unitas 
in the third quarter. The injured legend still 
possessed a touch of magic in his passing 
arm, and teammates hoped his leadership 
could save the Colts and the NFL from a 
humiliating defeat.

Johnny U vs. Broadway Joe turned Super Bowl 
III into a classic matchup that still defines the 
football careers of the men who took the field 
in the Orange Bowl that fateful day. From 
Baltimore to Broadway is their story—told 
for the first time from the perspectives of the 
players who graced both sidelines.

$24.95

If all you know about Super Bowl III is “Broadway” Joe Namath’s famous 
victory guarantee, then you’re missing the complete story of the epic game 
that transformed the NFL. From Baltimore to Broadway is the first book that 
presents the contest from the perspectives of the Jets and Colts players.

It was a 60-minute battle in which professional football’s past, present, and 
future met in historic intersection. To the men who lived it and played a role 
in its dramatic outcome, Super Bowl III is more than just the game that 
changed the sport. It was a pivotal event that defined their football careers 
and impacts their lives to this day.

“We’re going to win sunday. I guarantee it.”
                 —JOE nAMATh

ED GRuvER is an award-winning writer  
in his 28th year covering sports. A native of 
North Jersey, he is a sportswriter for the 
Intelligencer Journal, in Lancaster,Pennsylvania, 
and has covered the Baltimore Ravens, 
Philadelphia Phillies, and Philadelphia 76ers.

Gruver has reported on virtually every 
major sporting event, including the World 
Series, MLB All-Star Games, NFL playoffs, 
NBA playoffs, Stanley Cup playoffs, world 
heavyweight championship boxing, and Big 
East men’s basketball. He is the author of 
four other books—The Ice Bowl; The History 
of the American Football League; Nitschke; 
and Koufax—and was a contributing writer 
to Total Football I and Total Football II. His 
articles have appeared in national magazines, 
and he is a member of the Pro Football 
Researchers Association.

A graduate of York College of Pennsylvania 
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in English/
Journalism, Gruver lives in Lancaster with his 
wife, Michelle, and their daughters, Patty and 
Katherine.

Jacket photos courtesy of Getty Images
Jacket design by Paul Petrowsky
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Jets Underground
ISBN: 978-1-60078-607-5

$14.95 paper

From Baltimore to 
Broadway

ISBN: 978-1-60078-261-9
$24.95 cloth

You Can’t Catch 
Sunshine

ISBN: 978-1-60078-375-3
$24.95 cloth

Wellington
ISBN: 978-1-57243-872-9

$24.95 cloth

Black and 
Honolulu Blue

ISBN: 978-1-57243-912-2
$14.95 paper

The Impossible 
Team 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-494-3
$24.95 cloth

Total Patriots
ISBN: 978-1-60078-099-8

$29.95 cloth

Tom Brady  
vs. the NFL 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-636-5
$14.95 paper

Lombardi and Me
ISBN: 978-1-60078-039-4

$14.95 paper

Aaron Rodgers
ISBN: 978-1-60078-645-7

$22.95 cloth

The Fire Within
ISBN: 978-1-60078-344-9

$24.95 cloth

Closing the Gap
ISBN: 978-1-60078-726-3

$24.95 cloth

Return to Titletown
ISBN: 978-1-60078-646-4

$24.95 cloth

Magnificent Seven
ISBN: 978-1-57243-670-1

$17.95 paper

For the Love of  
the Packers

ISBN: 978-1-60078-136-0
$16.95 cloth
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Walter & Me
ISBN: 978-1-60078-763-8

$24.95 cloth

The Rise and Self- 
Destruction of The Greatest 

Football Team in History
ISBN: 978-1-57243-790-6

$22.95 cloth

Da Coach
ISBN: 978-1-57243-439-4

$14.95 paper

Bear with Me
ISBN: 978-1-60078-128-5

$24.95 cloth

Sayers
ISBN: 978-1-57243-995-5

$24.95 cloth

The 85 Bears
Includes audio CD

ISBN: 978-1-60078-508-5
$26.95 cloth

50 Greatest Plays:  
Chicago Bears

ISBN: 978-1-60078-122-3
$24.95 cloth

All Rise
ISBN: 978-1-60078-504-7

$24.95 cloth

I’ve Got Things to 
Do with My Life

ISBN: 978-1-57243-708-1
$19.95 cloth

Cowboys  
Chronicles

ISBN: 978-1-60078-349-4
$27.95 cloth

Staubach
ISBN: 978-1-60078-389-0

$24.95 cloth

Playing to Win
ISBN: 978-1-60078-124-7

$24.95 cloth

A Cowboy’s Life
ISBN: 978-1-60078-101-8

$24.95 cloth

Vikings 50
ISBN: 978-1-60078-691-4

$29.95 cloth

Rush to Greatness
ISBN: 978-1-60078-900-7

$14.95 paper

Whistle in His Mouth, 
 Heart on His Sleeve

Gordon Forbes
        Foreword by ron Jaworski
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Whistle in His Mouth, 

 
VermeilDick

G o r d o n

F o r b e s$24.95  SPORTS/FOOTBALL

After guiding his UCLA Bruins to an upset    
 victory over Ohio State in the 1976 Rose 

Bowl, Dick Vermeil accepted the challenge 
of a lifetime: turning around the moribund 
Philadelphia Eagles, an NFL franchise that 
hadn’t reached the playoffs since 1960. He was 
determined to succeed the only way he knew 
how: by working longer and harder than any of 
his competitors.

In Vermeil’s fifth season, the Eagles reached 
the Super Bowl. Two years later he was out of 
football, overcome by a grueling self-imposed 
work schedule that wreaked havoc on his 
emotions.

Had Dick Vermeil’s career ended there, his life 
would still be remarkable. The fact that it was 
only just beginning has made him a legend to 
millions of football fans across the country.

In Dick Vermeil: Whistle in His Mouth, Heart 
on His Sleeve, longtime sports columnist and 
reporter Gordon Forbes has written the first 
comprehensive biography of this coaching 
legend. From his days as a star athlete at 
Calistoga High School in California, Vermeil 
was driven to succeed, a trait that helped him 
turn around the Eagles, inspired him to win his 
first elusive Super Bowl years later with the St. 
Louis Rams, and compelled him to come out of 
retirement for a second time to lead the Kansas 

City Chiefs. All the accolades and success came 
at a price, however, as the 20-hour workdays 
often left Vermeil exhausted both physically 
and mentally. 

Dick Vermeil is an inspiring, enlightening, and 
often poignant look back at the life of one of 
the game’s greatest coaches.

Gordon Forbes was the pro 
football columnist at the USA Today for 20 years 
and has covered more than 900 games, including 
39 Super Bowls, in his journalistic career. He 
covered the Philadelphia Eagles for 16 seasons 
before leaving the Philadelphia Inquirer during 
the middle of the 1982 NFL players’ strike. In 
1988 he received the prestigious Dick McCann 
Memorial Award from the Pro Football Hall of 
Fame for his years of service and distinguished 
coverage of the game. He lives in Lakewood, 
New Jersey, with his partner, Marie, and their 
11-year-old cockapoo, Morgan. This is his 
second book.

jacket photos courtesy of getty images 

 jacket design by paul petrowsky

A  B I O G R A P H Y 

$24.95

®

I can say unequivocally that any success  

I’ve had as a father, as a player, as a husband,  

and as a businessperson is directly attributable  

to Dick Vermeil.”

           —ron Jaworski, ESPN  

                      analyst and former NFL quarterback 

“

(continued on back flap)

(continued from front flap)

Cowher Power
ISBN: 978-1-57243-921-4

$27.95 cloth

Steel Dynasty
ISBN: 978-1-57243-738-8

$24.95 cloth

Dick Vermeil
ISBN: 978-1-60078-241-1

$24.95 cloth

Paul Brown
ISBN: 978-1-57243-725-8

$24.95 cloth

Driving Home
Includes DVD 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-040-0
$19.95 paper

Redemption
ISBN: 978-1-60078-883-3

$14.95 paper

Just Win, Baby
ISBN: 978-1-60078-764-5

$24.95 cloth

Promises to Keep
ISBN: 978-1-60078-753-9

$24.95 cloth
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LEAGUE

The Official Treasures of the

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE
The Official Treasures of the

Whatever your age or favorite NFL team, this highly collectible, 
interactive book lets you experience the thrill of football’s heritage 
through authentic replicas of rare football memorabilia, all found at 
the Pro Football Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio.

The Official Treasures of the National Football League tells the long 
and storied history of football through hundreds of photographs and 
a lively and authoritative text.

★ Find out how football and the NFL were born.
★ Meet the game’s greatest players, coaches, and heroes.
★ Relive its most famous games and most memorable plays.
★ Explore the amazing phenomenon that is the Super Bowl!

But where this book really scores is through its awe-inspiring 
collection of 20 removable facsimiles of historic football artifacts 
and memorabilia that are inserted between the pages of the book. 
Hold the 1933 NFL Rulebook! Examine in detail the contracts of Hall 
of Famers Bill Willis and Marion Motley! Imagine Paul Brown holding 
his scouting reports! Don’t just read the book … live the history!

The Official Treasures of the National Football League offers an 
exciting new perspective on this much-loved sport. It is something 
football fans will treasure forever.

James Buckley Jr. and Jim Gigliotti  
are former senior editors at NFL Publishing. 
Both have worked on numerous NFL 
projects, including the Super Bowl Program, 
GameDay Magazine, superbowl.com, and 
NFL.com. Each is also the author of many 
books on sports and sports history for 
adults and young readers.

LIvE tHE HIstORy, CELEBRatE tHE HEROEs, aND OWN tHE tREasuREs OF tHE NatIONaL FOOtBaLL LEaGuE.

a special edition, collectible book containing over twenty  

replicas of football memorabilia. including playsheets, letters,  

contracts, tickets and trading cards

Jim Buckley & Jim Gigliotti
with a foreword by NFL Commissioner Roger Goodall

www.carltonbooks.co.uk
printed in china

sport  30.00

The Official Treasures  
of the National Football League

ISBN: 978-1-60078-316-6
$19.95 cloth

Lamar Hunt
ISBN: 978-1-60078-374-6

$24.95 cloth

The Code
ISBN: 978-1-60078-175-9

$22.95 cloth

Raising Lombardi
ISBN: 978-1-60078-616-7

$22.95 cloth

Underground Football  
Encyclopedia

ISBN: 978-1-60078-516-0
$14.95 paper

How Football  
Explains America

ISBN: 978-1-60078-046-2
$24.95 cloth

Take Your Eye  
Off the Ball

ISBN: 978-1-60078-617-4
$24.95 paper

Hail Redskins
ISBN: 978-1-57243-688-6

$17.95 paper

They’re Playing  
My Game

ISBN: 978-1-57243-889-7
$24.95 cloth

Dan Marino: 
My Life in Football
ISBN: 978-1-60078-041-7

$16.95 paper

Competitive 
Leadership

ISBN: 978-1-892049-50-6
$24.95 cloth

Tennesse Titans
ISBN: 978-1-60078-200-8

$19.95 paper

Parcells
ISBN: 978-1-60078-370-8

$24.95 cloth

Madden
ISBN: 978-1-60078-379-1

$24.95 cloth

The Instigator
ISBN: 978-1-60078-379-1

$24.95 cloth
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Pride and  
Perseverance

ISBN: 978-1-60078-298-5
$24.95 cloth

Welcome to the 
Jungle

ISBN: 978-1-57243-934-4
$14.95 paper

Field of Valor
ISBN: 978-1-57243-764-7

$14.95 paper

Quarterback  
Abstract

ISBN: 978-1-60078-268-8
$19.95 paper

The Paolantonio 
Report

ISBN: 978-1-60078-025-7
$24.95 cloth

Standing Tall
ISBN: 978-1-60078-141-4

$15.95 paper

Sunday’s Heroes
ISBN: 978-1-57243-669-5

$19.95 paper

NFL Dads
ISBN: 978-1-60078-499-6

$24.95 cloth

D E D I C A T E D  T O

D A U G H T E R S

» Inspiring Personal Accounts of Fatherhood «

NFL  DADS

from the Men of the NFL
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The courageous men of the NFL, inspired by their daughters, volunteered to share their 

thoughts about being real men and preventing domestic violence. The result is NFL 

Dads Dedicated to Daughters, which will show fans a different side of their favorite 

players. This book is a heartwarming mix of personal accounts of fatherhood, moving 

photographs of NFL dads spending time with their daughters, and thoughtful discussion 

about making the world a safer place for all women.

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM

$24.95  SportS /Football

They might be tough on the football field, 

but NFL players clearly have a soft spot 

for their little girls. Despite their athletic 

prowess and success, these gridiron heroes 

realize that protecting their daughters can 

be difficult in a world that sometimes treats 

women harshly. As a result, these men 

have decided it is time to stand up and be 

heard. The result is NFL Dads Dedicated to 

Daughters.

With the help of heartfelt words and fun 

photographs, more than 70 NFL greats 

share what it means to be the father of a 

daughter and explain what men must do to 

stop violence against women. Thanks to this 

special book, fans will discover an entirely 

different side of their favorite players: they 

will be introduced to men who are playful, 

loving, and nurturing fathers who would do 

anything to help their daughters succeed.

$24.95

The National Football League Players 

Association is the union for professional 

football players in the National Football 

League. Established in 1956, the NFLPA has 

a long history of assuring proper recognition 

and representation of players’ interests. In 

addition to labor negotiations, the NFLPA 

enhances and defends the image of players 

and their profession on and off the field.

In particular, NFLPA Player Development is 

organized and committed to developing past, 

present, and future NFL players off the field. 

It partners with companies, consultants, and 

NFL representatives to provide transitional 

assistance to active and former players 

through a variety of programs designed to 

improve the quality of life for players and 

their families.

®
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Dooley
ISBN: 978-1-57243-755-5

$24.95 cloth 

Echoes of Georgia 
Football

ISBN: 978-1-57243-875-0
$19.95 cloth

Echoes of Notre 
Dame Football

ISBN: 978-1-57243-745-6
$19.95 cloth

Bear
Includes Audio CD 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-888-0
$24.95 cloth

Playing for  
Paterno

ISBN: 978-1-60078-000-4
$24.95 cloth

Pride of the Lions
ISBN: 978-1-60078-615-0

$24.95 cloth

Echoes of  
Texas Football

ISBN: 978-1-57243-763-0
$19.95 cloth

Echoes of Oklahoma 
Sooners Football

ISBN: 978-1-57243-874-3
$19.95 cloth

Southern Fried Football
ISBN: 978-1-60078-093-6

$25.95 cloth

For the Love of the  
Bulldogs

ISBN: 978-1-60078-135-3
$16.95 cloth

50 Greatest Plays:  
Georgia Bulldogs

ISBN: 978-1-60078-119-3
$24.95 cloth

50 Greatest Plays:  
Iowa Hawkeyes  

ISBN: 978-1-60078-127-8
$24.95 cloth

Michigan Football
ISBN: 978-1-60078-765-2

$24.95 paper

If These Walls 
CouldTalk

ISBN: 978-1-60078-657-0
$14.95 paper

I Remember Bo
Includes DVD 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-007-3
$22.95 cloth

Awakening
ISBN: 978-1-60078-843-7

$29.95 cloth

Greatest Moments in 
Notre Dame Football 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-102-5

$29.95 cloth

More Than a Coach
ISBN: 978-1-60078-238-1

$24.95 cloth

Diary of an 
Unforgettable Season
ISBN: 978-1-57243-978-8

$19.95 cloth

Greatest Moments in 
Ohio State Football

ISBN: 978-1-57243-899-6
$19.95 paper

I Remember 
Woody

ISBN: 978-1-57243-674-9
$19.95 cloth

For the Love of the  
Buckeyes

ISBN: 978-1-60078-137-7
$16.95 cloth

Why Not Wisconsin?
ISBN: 978-1-60078-705-8

$24.95 cloth
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Photos and text by howdy giles  Introduction by james dodson

Foreword by arnold Palmer

An Unlikely Journey 
          from Fan to Friend
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howdy 
giles

howdy giles 
was born in bryn mawr, Pennsylvania. after 
graduating from the University of delaware, 
he continued on to dental school at Temple 
University. he then served in the navy, first 
as an intern in the san diego naval hospital 
and finally as a dentist aboard the Uss Fulton. 
along with his love for photography, howdy 
is an avid golfer. he is the proud father of 
two daughters, robin and julie, and has four 
grandchildren, Cameron, giles, luke, and 
lindsay, and his sons-in-law are david elliott 
and matt Kelly. he and his wife Carolyn live 

in wilmington, delaware.

Front and back jacket photo courtesy of getty images

author photo and inset photos courtesy of the author

jacket design by Paul Petrowsky

golf is a game that lends itself 
to enduring friendships, 

but the remarkable bond between Pga 
Tour legend arnold Palmer and his well-
known dentist and photographer, dr. 
howdy giles, is perhaps one for the ages.

it began nearly 50 years ago when giles, 
fresh from dental school and a new recruit 
to “arnie’s army,” took a snapshot of 
his hero passing by in a parade (Palmer 
was serving as grand marshal in the miss 
america Pageant). This was six years after 
Palmer captured the 1960 masters and 
ignited what has been called the greatest 
expansion of golf’s popularity in the game’s 
history.

From that brief and rather ordinary 
encounter grew a remarkable friendship 
between an american legend and his 
most ardent fan. since that time, giles 
has conservatively snapped more than 
a quarter of a million pictures of his pal 
arnold Palmer at every stage of his public 
career and private life.

in this collection of lavish photographs, 
Palmer fans will enjoy never-before-seen 
images of their hero on and off the course. 
with more than 200 candid photos and 
behind-the-camera commentary from 
giles himself, The King and I is more than 
an intimate and revealing pictorial history 
of the most charismatic figure in the 
history of the game. it is also a testament 
to a singular friendship between an athlete 
and a fan, the likes of which we may never 
see again.

$27.95

howdy and arnold’s relationship strikes me as 

being really unique in sports…. it has evolved from 

honest admiration into a deep friendship, the kind of 

wonderful thing we could all imagine happening with 

arnold Palmer.”

    —jim nanTz

because [howdy’s] boundless enthusiasm struck a 

special chord with me, i encouraged him to be a friend 

as well as a fan.”
    —arnold Palmer

“

“

$27.95  sPorTs/golF

®

The Monterey Peninsula, unique for its beauty and history, was first declared the “Golf Capital 

of the World” in 1947 when it hosted the PGA and the USGA in the same year. Its tradition 

of great golf began 50 years earlier. It is home to Pebble Beach Resorts, still the top-ranked golf  

resort in the world, and four of the top 100 golf courses in America. Here is the official golf  

history of the golfer’s paradise known throughout the world as Pebble Beach.

®

Neal Hotelling
    Pebble Beach® is internationally renowned as the 
No. 1 golf resort in the world. Built amid the 5,000-acre 
Del Monte Forest on California’s Monterey Peninsula, 
Pebble Beach is home to eight golf courses—four of 
which are ranked among the top 100 in America. 
These courses have hosted hundreds of top amateur 
championships; more than 70 PGA, LPGA, and 
Champions Tour professional tournaments; 15 USGA 
events; and an interesting array of exhibitions.
    In his first book, Pebble Beach Company historian 
Neal Hotelling recounted the history of Pebble 
Beach Golf Links, the only public-access course to be 
perennially ranked among the top 10 golf courses in 
the world. Here, Hotelling opens up the company’s 
immense photographic archive to illustrate the 
development of the Pebble Beach sports empire, 
from the arrival of the railroad barons in 1880 
through the latest efforts leading into the 2010 U.S. 
Open. Supplementing the historic images, top golf 
photographer Joann Dost captures the current drama 
and beauty of these courses.
    For the first time anywhere, Hotelling compiles 
a record of the winners and near winners of more 
than 400 top tournaments played since golf came to 
the area in 1897 along with entertaining histories 
of these championships. From 1899 U.S. Open 
Champion Willie Smith to Tiger Woods, nearly every 
great champion—male and female—of the sport’s 
last century has competed at Pebble Beach. Many of 
the championships have utilized more than one of 
the resort area’s courses in their competitions, and a 
history of each sets the stage for this chronicle.
    The impressive list of winners and record-holders 
at Pebble Beach reads like a who’s who of golf’s 
legendary champions and includes Amy Alcott, 
Patty Berg, Harry Cooper, Abe Espinosa, Walter 
Hagen, Lawson Little, Marion Hollins, Ben Hogan, 
Juli Inkster, Hale Irwin, Tom Kite, Phil Mickelson, 
Johnny Miller, Mark O’Meara, Byron Nelson, Jack 
Neville, Jack Nicklaus, George Smith, Ken Venturi, 
Tom Watson, Mickey Wright, Tiger Woods, and  
Babe Zaharias, among many others.
    Their stories embody the unique heritage of golf at 
Pebble Beach.

A Michigan native and a business professional with a 
passion for history, Neal Hotelling felt he hit the trifecta—
great golf, great company, great tradition—in 1991 when he 
landed the job as Pebble Beach Company’s Golf Operations 
Manager. While rising through the ranks as Director of 
Corporate Affairs and then Director of Licensing and Special 
Projects, he continued to piece together historic records to 
broaden the understanding of the role Pebble Beach has 
played in the development of the Monterey Peninsula and 
as an international golf icon. Hotelling has authored many 
articles on golf and history and serves as Executive Editor 
of Pebble Beach: The Magazine. The International Network 
of Golf honored him with the 1999 Golf Book of the Year 
award for Pebble Beach Golf Links: The Official History. He 
has additionally authored Titleist’s 100th U.S. Open Viewers 

Guide to the 2000 U.S. Open and coauthored Pebble Beach 

Heritage Collection.

Born in Washington, D.C., and raised in Vienna, Virginia, 
Joann Dost took up golf at the age of 15 and spent five 
years as an LPGA professional. In 1977, Dost moved to  
Pebble Beach and discovered her passion for photography, 
studying under the legendary Ansel Adams. For nearly 30 
years, she has photographed Pebble Beach and its courses 
and now travels internationally to capture the essence of 
golf course architecture and the spirit of the game with her 
camera. Dost has received many awards for her photography, 
which can be seen in national and international magazines. 
Her fine art is available through better galleries worldwide.
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Hotelling

Dost

Joann Dost

$45.00

Jacket photos by Joann Dost

Jacket design by Paul Petrowsky
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Golf’s Red Zone 
Challenge

ISBN: 978-1-60078-213-8
$24.95 paper

Search for the 
Perfect Swing

ISBN: 978-1-57243-729-6
$24.95 paper

Golfing  
New England

ISBN: 978-1-57243-979-5
$27.95 cloth

Great Golf
ISBN: 978-1-60078-672-3

$14.95 paper

Pebble Beach: The  
Official Golf History
ISBN: 978-1-60078-300-5

$45.00 cloth

Play Golf the Pebble 
Beach Way

ISBN: 978-1-60078-329-6
$24.95 paper

The King and I
ISBN: 978-1-60078-285-5

$27.95 cloth

Total Golf
ISBN: 978-1-57243-826-2

$19.95 paper

A Lifetime of Lessons
ISBN: 978-1-57243-810-1

$19.95 paper

Getting Up & Down
ISBN: 978-1-57243-823-1

$16.95 paper 

The Front Nine
ISBN: 978-1-60078-071-4

$22.95 cloth

Teeing Off
ISBN: 978-1-60078-075-2

$22.95 cloth

Caddie  
Confidential

ISBN: 978-1-60078-190-2
$24.95 cloth

Byron Nelson
ISBN: 978-1-57243-813-2

$24.95 cloth

Everything Casino 
Poker

ISBN: 978-1-60078-708-9
$16.95 paper

Casino Conquest
ISBN: 978-1-60078-708-9

$16.95 paper

Slots Conquest 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-355-7

$16.95 paper

Casino Craps 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-332-6

$19.95 paper

Cutting Edge Craps 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-334-0

$16.95 paper

Beat Blackjack 
Now! 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-333-3
$19.95 paper

Farha on Omaha 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-020-2

$19.95 cloth

Ultimate Guide to 
Poker Tells

ISBN: 978-1-57243-807-1
$14.95 paper
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Playing with Fire
ISBN: 978-1-60078-637-2

$14.95 paper

Messier
ISBN: 978-1-57243-768-5

$14.95 paper

Thunder and 
Lightning

ISBN: 978-1-57243-769-2
$14.95 paper

Brett:  
His Own Story

ISBN: 978-1-57243-596-4
$16.95 paper

The Code
ISBN: 978-1-57243-756-2

$22.95 cloth

Crossing the Line
ISBN: 978-1-60078-680-8

$24.95 cloth

J.R.
ISBN: 978-1-60078-654-9

$24.95 cloth

Battle on the 
Hudson

ISBN: 978-1-60078-727-0
$24.95 cloth

Raising Stanley
ISBN: 978-1-60078-393-7

$22.95 cloth

A Passion to Win
ISBN: 978-1-60078-368-5

$24.95 cloth

Tough Guy
ISBN: 978-1-60078-638-9

$14.95 paper

The Golden Jet
Includes DVD 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-405-7
$29.95 cloth

Forever a Blackhawk
Includes DVD 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-614-3
$26.95 cloth

Total Penguins
ISBN: 978-1-60078-397-5

$29.95 cloth

Star-Spangled 
Hockey

ISBN: 978-1-60078-613-6
$24.95 paper

Killer B’s
ISBN: 978-1-60078-701-0

$29.95 cloth

Crowning Glory
ISBN: 978-1-60078-748-5

$14.95 paper

Unmasked
ISBN: 978-1-60078-405-7

$29.95 cloth

Without Fear
ISBN: 978-1-60078-612-9

$29.95 cloth

How Hockey Explains 
Canada

ISBN: 978-1-60078-772-0
$21.95 paper

Hockeytown Doc
ISBN: 978-1-60078-771-3

$24.95 cloth

Wearing the C
ISBN: 978-1-60078-757-7

$22.95 cloth

Flyer Lives
ISBN: 978-1-60078-756-0

$19.95 cloth
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MMA
Behind The SceneS of  AmericA’S hoTTeST SporT

U N S C R I P T E D

MMA Worldwide is proud to deliver this insider’s look into the exciting world of mixed martial arts. Within 
these pages you’ll find everything you loved about Season Two of the popular MMA Worldwide television 
series and so much more:

®

$14.95   SPORTS/MARTIAL ARTS

MMA
Behind The SceneS of  AmericA’S hoTTeST SporT

U N S C R I P T E D
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» Visit the training camps of some of the best fighters in the world, including Erik Paulson’s Catch  
      Submission Wrestling, Wanderlei Silva’s home gym in Las Vegas, and Cung Le’s facilities in San Jose.

» Get a rare personal look at some of the most intriguing personalities in the MMA world—play poker  
   with UFC cage announcer Bruce Buffer; hang out and play video games with former light heavy- 
     weight champion Forrest Griffin; and take in a moving tribute to TapouT founder Charles “Mask” Lewis.

» Enjoy behind-the-scenes peeks at some of the best fight promotions in the U.S.A. See everything you  
       can’t see on TV at events run by Strikeforce, Bellator, and Call to Arms.

This book is the best way to get exclusive access to the best on- and off-camera moments of the hot HDNet  
television series. Climb aboard the MMA Worldwide tour bus for a wild ride you won’t soon forget!

BASEBALL
TrAining

FOR THE ATHLETE
BY THE ATHLETE

THE PROS '  GUIDE TO BECOMING

BIGGER  FASTER  STRONGER

FEATURES: 
 David Wright
 Justin Verlander
 Jimmy Rollins
 Derrek Lee
 Justin Morneau 
 Dustin Pedroia
 Johan Santana
 and more...

BASEBALL TrAining
For ThE AThLETE By ThE AThLETE

TRIUMPH

$16.95   HEALTH & FITNESS

Ten of Major League Baseball’s biggest names and their expert trainers share the proven 

techniques they have used to hone their bodies. Step-by-step instructions—generously illustrated 

with photographs of the stars in action—outline dozens of exercises proven to increase speed, 

strength, agility, flexibility, and stamina. Athletes of all ages will enjoy the player profiles, workout 

programs, and training tips compiled by the experts at STACK Magazine, the leading provider of 

safe, drug-free training information for high school and college athletes. Whether you want the 

strength of Derrek Lee, the stamina of Jimmy Rollins, the flexibility of Johan Santana, or are just 

looking for ways to enhance your workout routine, Baseball Training is the perfect resource.

TRAIN lIkE AN MlB STAR.

www.triumphbooks.com
www.stack.com

BaseballTrainingCover.indd   1 1/15/10   12:09:04 PM

FOOTBALL 
TrAining

FOR THE ATHLETE
BY THE ATHLETE

THE PROS '  GUIDE TO BECOMING 

BIGGER  FASTER  STRONGER

 Adrian Peterson
 Terrell Owens 
 Reggie Bush 
 Dwight Freeney 
 LaDainian Tomlinson 
 Julius Peppers 
 Peyton Manning 
 James Harrison 
 Darren Sharper 
 Brian Urlacher

FOOTBALL TrAining
FOr The AThLeTe, By The AThLeTe

$16.95   HEALTH & FITNESS

Ten of pro football’s biggest names and their expert trainers share the proven techniques 

they have used to hone their bodies. Step-by-step instructions—generously illustrated with 

photographs of the stars in action—outline dozens of exercises proven to increase speed, 

strength, agility, flexibility, and stamina. Athletes of all ages will enjoy the player profiles, 

workout programs, and training tips compiled by the experts at STACK Magazine, the leading 

provider of safe, drug-free training information for high school and college athletes. Whether 

you want the strength of Terrell Owens, the agility of Peyton Manning, or the endurance of 

Brian Urlacher, or are just looking for ways to enhance your workout routine, Football Training 

is the perfect resource.

TRAIN lIkE AN NFl STAR.

www.triumphbooks.com
www.stacktv.stack.com

Practical Kung Fu
ISBN: 978-1-60078-082-0

$19.95 paper

Brock Lesnar
ISBN: 978-1-60078-381-4

$19.95 cloth

MMA Unscripted
ISBN: 978-1-60078-317-3

$14.95 paper

The Best of 
Mixed Martial Arts
ISBN: 978-1-60078-088-2

$14.95 paper

No Holds Barred
ISBN: 978-1-60078-545-0

$16.95 paper

Fighting Words
ISBN: 978-1-60078-563-4

$16.95 paper

The Bite Fight
ISBN: 978-1-60078-790-4

$24.95 cloth

MMA Training Manual
ISBN: 978-1-60078-505-4

$19.95 paper

MMA Lessons
ISBN: 978-1-60078-408-8

$19.95 paper

Bobby the Brain
ISBN: 978-1-57243-668-8

$14.95 paper

The Sheikh of 
Baghdad

ISBN: 978-1-57243-730-2
$16.95 cloth

Hacksaw
ISBN: 978-1-60078-686-0

$22.95 cloth

Superfly
ISBN: 978-1-60078-758-4

$24.95 cloth

Animal
ISBN: 978-1-60078-798-0

$24.95 cloth

Travels with Stanley
ISBN: 978-1-60078-048-6

$24.95 cloth

Go to the Net
ISBN: 978-1-57243-898-9

$24.95 cloth

Rinkside
ISBN: 978-1-892049-09-4

$14.95 cloth

Gretzky’s Tears
ISBN: 978-1-60078-304-3

$24.95 cloth

Baseball Training
ISBN: 978-1-60078-366-1

$16.95 paper

Basketball Training
ISBN: 978-1-60078-281-7

$16.95 paper

Football Training
ISBN: 978-1-60078-280-0

$16.95 paper

Travels w
ith Stanley

� e Keepers of the Cup

StanleyTravels with

by � e Keepers of the Cup

$24.95

$24.95

� e Hockey Hall of Fame houses the greatest 
collection of hockey history in the world. It is 
home to more than 300 enshrined Honoured 
Members – Players, Builders, and Offi  cials 
who have contributed to the game, from 
the pioneers and innovators of the late 19th 
century to the present and most recently 
retired superstars of the modern era. Within 
its walls, fans of the game can marvel at the 
unprecedented collection of artifacts and 
memorabilia and admire fi rst hand the most 
treasured of all sporting trophies – Lord 
Stanley’s Cup. � e Hockey Hall of Fame is 
located in Toronto, Canada.

Traveling all around the world, celebrating 
hockey excellence, Lord Stanley’s legacy 
looms large as sport’s greatest trophy. Kids 
and adults alike dream of earning the right to 
hoist the Stanley Cup high into the air. When 
you’re a Stanley Cup champion, the trophy’s 
15.5 kilogram weight (34.5 pounds) is as 
eff ortless to lift as the down of a feather. 
Earning that right is one of the greatest 
challenges known to sports.

“� e Stanley Cup represents what hockey 
players work for all their lives,” stated Mark 
Messier, a six-time Stanley Cup champion. 
“And while the greatest hockey players in 
the world dream of raising the Cup over 
their head, there is also real magic when true 
hockey fans get to experience the Cup.”

In Travels with Stanley, the Keepers of the 
Cup chronicle some of their extraordinary 
adventures encountered with hockey’s great-
est trophy, the Stanley Cup, using never seen 
before photography along with stories that 
inform as well as entertain.

� e Keepers of the Cup carry hockey’s greatest prize onto the ice, ready for presentation.

NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman awards the Stanley Cup to playoff  hero Mark Messier.

A lifetime of dreams fulfi lled – Rod Brind’Amour 

celebrates victory with his Hurricanes.

A young fan dreams of one day seeing his name on the Stanley Cup.

TravelsStanleyJacketTRIUMPH.indd1   1 4/13/07   5:56:38 PMDJ 27152-4 TRIUMPH   1 4/18/07   10:19:39 AM
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ready to lift hockey to new heights in the 
American imagination. Thanks in part to his
popularity in the United States, the league’s 
governors approved an ambitious expansion plan
about which many observers are now saying,
“what were they thinking?” And McNall, the true
architect of the new NHL, wound up in prison.

With Gretzky’s Tears, Stephen Brunt has written
his best book. As usual, he paints a portrait of a man
in context, and of the day everything changed.

Canada’s most renowned sportswriter,
Stephen Brunt, reveals how “the Great
One,” who as a player was twice bought and
sold, decided that the comfortable Canadian
city where hockey ruled couldn’t compete
with the bright lights of Hollywood.

In Searching for Bobby Orr, Stephen Brunt
told the story of #4’s brilliant career, which
ended prematurely in 1978 when Orr

announced his retirement with tears of pain and
disappointment. Within days of Orr’s farewell
press conference, a teenaged Wayne Gretzky—
who seemed impossibly small and slight in spite
of his obvious potential—arrived in Edmonton
after a short stay in Indianapolis to begin his
career with the Oilers. 

Thanks in large part to Gretzky’s enormous
talent, the Edmonton Oilers won four Stanley
Cups. He became hugely popular at home and
abroad, a star bigger than the game itself, and put
the Alberta capital on the global map. Then, in
1988, he married Janet Jones, an actress based in
Los Angeles, and suddenly #99 may have had
new priorities.

Beginning with his dad, Walter, who presided
over the famous backyard rink, and continuing
through Nelson Skalbania, Peter Pocklington,
and Bruce McNall—and with Peter Gzowski as
chronicler for the eager masses—Gretzky’s
celebrity and commercial possibilities attracted
an assortment of colourful characters, not all of
them wholesome. 

Gretzky shed tears at the press conference
held to announce his trade from the Oilers to the
Kings. But he arrived in California all smiles,

stephen brunt has been the lead sports
columnist at the Globe and Mail since 1989.
In addition to Searching for Bobby Orr,
Brunt is the author of, to name but one,
Facing Ali: The Opposition Weighs In, which
was made into a feature-length documen-
tary by Peter McCormack. Brunt lives in
Hamilton, Ontario, and Winterhouse
Brook, Newfoundland. 

praise for Searching for Bobby Orr

“Searching for Bobby Orr [is] not only one of the best hockey books ever,
but a book that transcends hockey.” Edmonton Journal

“Brunt gives readers an impressive look into the life of a legend, 
and that’s enough to satisfy any hockey fan.” Calgary Herald

“One of those seminal sports books that, like Peter Gzowski’s 
The Game of Our Lives, defines the game at a critical point in its 

history. . . . Brunt has written a classic of hockey literature.” 
The Sun Times (Owen Sound)
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Jacket images: (front) J Leary / Getty Images, 
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L ong before Jimmie Johnson and Jeff 
Gordon ruled the NASCAR standings, 
the man they call Cale dominated 

the racetracks like no driver has before 
or since. Born William Caleb Yarborough 
in Timmonsville, South Carolina, Cale 
emerged from the grief of losing his father at a young age to become arguably the greatest stock-car driver of all time, 
blazing a trail through the sports landscape that helped turn auto racing into a multibillion dollar industry.

The story of Cale’s life, told for the first time ever in this authorized biography, is a tale of adventure, perseverance, and, 
above all, desire. After 43 years as a NASCAR driver and owner, Cale amassed a career record that remains staggering to this 
day: 560 races, 319 top-10 finishes, 83 victories, three NASCAR championships, and four Daytona 500 victories. Along the way, 
Cale would find himself rubbing fenders—and sometimes trading punches—with some of the biggest names in racing, 
including Dale Earnhardt, Richard Petty, Darrell Waltrip, and the Allison brothers.

Written by lifelong NASCAR enthusiast Joe McGinnis, They Call Him Cale is the incredible true story behind one of the racing 
world’s biggest stars and fiercest competitors, as well as the tale of a quintessential American who lives by one creed: 

       
“You can’t work yourself to death, but you can work yourself to live.”

$24.95

F ew men in auto racing history can go by just one name: 
Earnhardt. Petty. Waltrip. Fewer still are known to millions of 
NASCAR fans by just their first names—one of those few is 

the man they call Cale.

The remarkable tale of Cale Yarborough is the story of a man who 
overcame tremendous odds to achieve his version of the American 
dream. The son of a tobacco farmer in 1940s South Carolina, Cale’s 
spirit of adventure took him from high school football star to 
daredevil skydiver and eventually to the wild and dangerous world 
of stock-car racing, where his hard-charging ways created a new 
style of driving that helped turn NASCAR into a global phenomenon. 
By the time he was through, Cale would rewrite the record books, 
winning 83 races, three NASCAR championships, and four Daytona 
500s. And at his side throughout the years has been his wife, 
Betty Jo, one of the few people in the world who can match her 
husband’s zest for life.

They Call Him Cale is the first authorized biography of arguably the 
greatest driver in stock-car racing history, as well as a colorful 
journey through the evolution of auto racing, from the days of “run 
what you brung” dirt tracks to the spectacular superspeedways 
of today.

Joe McGinnis attended his first stock-car race at 
the Charlotte Motor Speedway while growing up in his hometown 
of Charlotte, North Carolina, and as a teenager made frequent 
pilgrimages to the famed Holman-Moody factory shop nearby. A 
boomer influenced by both the Bible and the Beatles, he still resides 
in Charlotte with his loving wife, Mary, and teenage daughter, Carly. 
Sons David and Joseph help complete his happiness.

Front and back cover photos courtesy of AP/Wide World Photos

Jacket design by Paul Petrowsky

S P o R T S / A u T o  R A C i N G

ISBN 978-1-60078-051-6

$ 24 . 9 5

CALE

T h e  L i f e  a n d  C a r e e r  o f  n a s C a r  L e G e n d

C a L e  YarB oroUGh

>> Joe McGinnis  

>> foreword BY hUMpY wheeLer

TheY CaLL hiM CALE
THE LiFE AND CAREER oF NASCAR LEGEND CaLe YarBoroUGh

McGiNNiS

H. A.  B R A N H A M
is NASCAR’s director of written communications 
and has been with the sanctioning body since 
2001. Prior to that, he was an assistant sports 
editor at the Tampa (Florida) Tribune where he 
worked for 21 years. Branham has authored three 
previous books, including two NASCAR history 
works: The NASCAR Vault and The NASCAR 
Family Album. A 1979 graduate of the University 
of South Florida, Branham resides in Ormond 
Beach, Florida. He and his wife, Catherine, have 
four children.

Front jacket photo courtesy of  Getty Images
Back jacket photo courtesy of ISC Archives

Back flap photo courtesy of the author
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BILL FRANCE JR.
The Man Who Made NASCAR

BILL FRANCE JR.

H. A.  B R A N H A M  

foreword by 
ToM BRoKaW

®

BRANHAM

$24.95    SPORTS/BIOGRAPHY

$24.95

Former NASCAR president, chairman, and 
CEO William Clifton France—known to 

most people as Bill France Jr.—is remembered 
and revered as the man who followed his visionary 
father at the helm of NASCAR, in the process 
becoming a visionary himself as he guided 
NASCAR to unprecedented levels of popularity.

Bill Jr. grew up during the formative years of 
stock-car racing, living and learning every detail 
of the sport from his own experiences and those 
of his father, NASCAR founder William Henry 
Getty France, who was known as Bill Sr. or “Big 
Bill.” Bill France Jr.: The Man Who Made NASCAR 
examines an extraordinary life including Bill Jr.’s 
role in NASCAR’s early years; his assumption of 
the NASCAR presidency; the sport’s explosion in 
popularity; his courageous battle with cancer; and 
his final role as vice chairman and main advisor 
to NASCAR’s third-generation leader—his son, 
chairman/CEO Brian France.

Bill France Jr. combined pragmatism with 
optimism, an approach that resulted in a calculated 
and adventurous road to success for NASCAR. He 
was a character with character—a tough-as-nails 
leader with a heart of gold that he liked to hide, 
lest it lessen his imposing public image. 

Bill France Jr. was all about honoring the old 
while also exploring the new. He always had one 
foot in the past and the other in the future—a 
combination that always benefited the present.
 
“Keep moving or else you’ll get passed up.”  That 
was his philosophy, but it ran concurrent with the 
old axiom that you can’t really know where you’re 
going unless you know where you’ve been.
 
Bill France Jr. never forgot where NASCAR had 
been.

This book will help to ensure that no one ever 
forgets Bill France Jr.

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM

BILL FRANCE JR.

He was very committed to the responsibility for what his father created and what 
he had built and grown for the next generation. He wanted to be sure that 10 
generations from now, everything was still right with NASCAR.”

   —MiKe helTon, NASCAR president

People were thinking he was gonna be ‘behind’ his father [as a leader]. He was so 
far ahead of his father, in terms of technology, reaching out to everyone. It was 
amazing to see him take the sport to the next level, just amazing.”

   —JunioR Johnson, NASCAR driving legend

We had our father-son moments. But in the end he was my greatest champion. 
And there’s not a day goes by that I don’t miss his guidance.”

   —BRian FRance, chairman and CEO of NASCAR
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They Call Him Cale
ISBN: 978-1-60078-051-6

$24.95 cloth

Bill France Jr.
ISBN: 978-1-60078-340-1

$24.95 cloth

The Blount Report
ISBN: 978-1-60078-089-9

$24.95 cloth

Legends of NASCAR
ISBN: 978-1-57243-557-5

$17.95 cloth

Jeff Gordon
ISBN: 978-1-57243-552-0

$9.95 cloth

Tony Stewart
ISBN: 978-1-57243-553-7

$9.95 cloth

Young Guns
ISBN: 978-1-57243-522-3

$17.95 cloth

Portraits of NASCAR
ISBN: 978-1-60078-081-3

$27.95 cloth 

A Week in the Life of 
 NASCAR

ISBN: 978-1-57243-794-4
$29.95 cloth

Thunder and Glory
Includes DVD 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-830-9
$19.95 paper

Evernham
ISBN: 978-1-57243-457-8

$29.95 cloth

Dale Earnhardt:  
Defining Moments...
ISBN: 978-1-60078-573-3

$14.95 paper

Dale Earnhardt: Forever 
in Our Hearts

ISBN: 978-1-57243-495-0
$24.95 cloth

RULES
FOR

NEW YORK
SPORTS FANS

J O E  B E N I G N O
w i T h  J O R d A N  R A A N A N

$14.95  SPORTS/ESSAYS

Are You A True 
New York SportS FaN?
You’ve cheered for your team since you were a kid—even during those lean 
years. You wouldn’t even consider missing a playoff game. You couldn’t 
possibly root for your fantasy team’s players if it meant rooting against 
your own true-life team. And you’d never, ever put money on your own 
team. To many, the rules of being a New York sports fan are more than 
acknowledged, they’re ingrained. But now, WFAN’s Joe Benigno and 
coauthor Jordan Raanan enumerate them all for the first time. The result is 
an entertaining, informative, and amusing guidebook for you, the diehard—
no matter what your combination of Jets, Giants, Mets, Yankees, knicks, 
Nets, Islanders, Devils and rangers. 

®

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM

Joe BeNIGNo is the midday host, along with Evan Roberts, on WFAN in New York 
and is a regular panelist on SportsNet New York’s Daily News Live.

JorDaN raaNaN has been a Philly-based sportswriter for nearly a decade, though 
he remains loyal to his favorite New York teams.

rule #30: WheTher You’re  
Cheering or Booing, Be louD

rule #33: BE paSSIoNate

rule #13: ChooSE YouR JERSEY CAREFullY
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J
oe DiMaggio and Wilt Chamberlain were

larger-than-life sports heroes with too many

accomplishments to list. But if you ask most

sports fans what they most associate with either

one of them, the answer is most likely a number.

Not DiMaggio’s grace or Chamberlain’s height,

but 56 and 100—numbers that every sports fan

instantly recognizes.

Sports and numbers are inseparable. They show

who’s winning, who’s losing, who’s great, and

who isn’t. And some numbers, such as 56 and 100,

tell fans even more, like which players are truly

remarkable. These are the numbers you’ll find in

Numbelievable!

This book includes the most significant and reso-

nant numbers in the history of sports. Records,

scores, official times, and even jersey numbers

highlight the intriguing list. Many you’ll recog-

nize: 2,632; 3:59.4; and 61. Many you won’t: 86-1;

1:59.4; and 11. Either way you’ll discover some-

thing you may not have known in the highly

entertaining yet informative descriptions of each

number’s significance.

In addition, Dick Vitale—who’s witnessed his

share of significant sports history and the num-

bers that define it—provides, in his inimitable

style, some big-picture analysis that puts the

numbers into historical context. 

Numbelievable! is a must-have reference source

for avid and casual fans alike and a fascinating

introduction for the simply curious. It does much

more than give answers—it delivers the stories

behind these numbers and reminds you why they

are special. Whether it’s the Master-ful arrival of

Tiger or Oklahoma’s remarkable winning streak,

they’re all here.

NUMBELIEVABLE!
THE DRAMATIC STORIES BEHIND THE 

MOST MEMORABLE NUMBERS
IN SPORTS HISTORY

SPECIAL COMMENTARY BY

DICK VITALE
MICHAEL X. FERRARO AND JOHN VENEZIANO

N
othing shapes the way we think about sports and athletes

more than numbers. And that’s why sports fans are drawn to

them, especially those that signify something special or out

of the ordinary. Numbelievable! showcases the most extraordinary

numbers in all of sports, making it a compelling and highly enter-

taining look at the numbers that sports fans cherish the most.

“The crème de la crème can step it up and post incredible statis-

tics in the pursuit of winning. They find a way to get to the win-

ner’s circle, to give that extra little push to do the extraordinary.

...Many of these were record-breaking performances. Some of

them shattered marks that existed for years and years, and a few

of them topped numbers that were considered unreachable until

special athletes had other thoughts.”

—DICK VITALE

$26.95

ISBN 978-1-57243-990-0

TRIUMPH
B O O K S

CHICAGO TRIUMPH

SPORTS/GENERAL

NUMBELIEVABLE!
VEN

EZIAN
O

FERRARO

01234567891011121314
151617181920212223242

5262728293031323334353
637383940414

243444546

“This Book Is Awesome, Baby . . . It’s Numbelievable!”

—DICK VITALE

01234567891011121314
151617181920212223242

5262728293031323334353
637383940414
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637383940414 $26.95 

JOHN VENEZIANO is the editor of the
Official Super Bowl Magazine and Official Pro
Bowl Magazine published for the NFL.

MICHAEL X. FERRARO is a TV writer-
producer whose credits include Skating with
Celebrities and Guinness World Records:
Primetime.

DICK VITALE, college basketball’s top 
analyst and ambassador for more than 25 years,
joined ESPN during its inaugural 1979-80 season
following a successful college and pro coaching
career. 

       

The All-Time  
Biggest Sports Jerks
ISBN: 978-1-60078-178-0

$14.95 paper

Not Till the Fat Lady  
Sings: Boston

ISBN: 978-1-57243-892-7
$27.95 cloth

Not Till the Fat Lady  
Sings: Detroit

ISBN: 978-1-57243-894-1
$27.95 cloth

Made to Be Broken
Includes DVD 

ISBN: 978-1-57243-857-6
$29.95 cloth

Numbelievable
ISBN: 978-1-57243-990-0

$26.95 cloth

Rules for New York  
Sports Fans

ISBN: 978-1-60078-309-8
$14.95 paper
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The Highs and Lows of a Radio Bad Boy

$14.95  SPORTS/ESSAYS
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YOu’re WrONG
AND YOu’re uGLY

S I D  r O S e N B e r G
WITH PAuL SCHWArTZ |  FOREWORD BY ArTIe LANGe
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Anyone who has heard Rosenberg’s contributions to Imus in the Morning, The 
Howard Stern Show, or his own freewheeling programs knows exactly what to 
expect: flat-out unpredictability. He is an equal-opportunity offender—athletes, 
coaches, entertainers, and fellow media personalities have all felt the sting of his 
barbs. In You’re Wrong and You’re Ugly, he recounts all his infamous on-air antics, 
plus the stuff listeners never got to hear when the microphones were turned off, 
including harrowing details of his struggles with personal demons. He’s loud. 
He’s crude. But most of all, he’s hilarious.

F E AT U R I N G  C O M M E N TA R Y  F R O M :

Tiki Barber  •  Joe Benigno  •  Mark Chernoff  •  Gary Dell’Abate

Mike Francesa  •  Artie Lange  •  Jim Nantz  •  Bernard McGuirk  

Jackie “the Jokeman” Martling  •  Phil Mushnick  •  Lesley Visser

Pat riley  •  Chris russo  •  Steve Schirripa  •  And Many More…

How is it possible that Sid has written a book when he’s never read a book?  
Starting with this one. Which I won’t read either.”

    —Don Imus

There are people who have led way less interesting lives who have  
written a book. I’d rather read Sid’s book than, like, Paris Hilton’s Twitter.”

               —Artie Lange, Howard Stern sidekick  
        and best-selling author of Too Fat to Fish

“

“

I like Sid…always have. There ain’t many of those radio guys that I mess with.  
I didn’t know white boys could be that f—ed up. All kidding aside, I’m very  
proud of him. I lived that struggle, and let me tell ya, it ain’t easy.”

               —Lawrence Taylor, New York Giants  
         Hall of Fame linebacker 

“

RADIO’S SHARPEST TONGUE

uNCeNSOreD 
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$14.95    SPORTS/ESSAY

I’ve known Chet Coppock for 27 years and I’m still waiting for him 
to make his first intelligent statement! I do know this ‘fat guy’ will 
make you mad and make you laugh. Chester is a guy who dares to be  
different.”
    —Hawk Harrelson

In my 33 years of coaching, I’ve never met a sports journalist any more 
informed or thorough than Chet Coppock.”
    
    —Dave wannsteDt

If you want someone to ‘give you a wrap’—in the words of this book’s 
author—on the Chicago sports scene, I can’t think of a better observer 
to do it than Chet Coppock. He gives it to you straight and pulls no 
punches on what he’s seen and heard over the years.”

    —len kasper

Broadcasting legend Chet Coppock has delivered 
the ultimate guiDe to the best and worst people, 
places, and moments in Chicago sports. Boasting 
an amazing cast of characters—Ditka, Brickhouse,  
Jordan, and many more—this rollicking journey reveals 
the truths that every fan should know. You might not 
always agree with Coppock, but his insight and wit are 
sure to keep you entertained.

“

“

“

®

FAT 
GUYS 
Shouldn’t

BE
 DANCIN’ 

at
Halftime

www.triumphbooks.com
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  An iRREvEREnt ROMp 
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FAT GUYS Shouldn’t
BE DANCIN’ at Halftime

C H E T  C O P P O C K

e

The Official GUiDe 
TO THE TOUGHEST SPORT ON EARTH 

JEFFREY JOHNSTONE  |  KEiTH RYaN CaRTwRigHT  |  FOREWORD BY TY MURRaY

THiS iS nOT a rOdEO. 
They don’t rope calves or chase barrels. 
This is bull riding, and the first rule is to 
just stay alive. It’s one man, one bull, and 
eight precious seconds.

THiS bOOk iS yOUr TickET TO 
THE acTiOn. All of the blood, sweat, 
and dirt is here in a full-color collection of 
breathtaking, action-packed photographs 
from the Professional Bull Riders.

The Pbr is one of the fastest-growing 
sports in history, boasting multimillion-
dollar purses for its athletes and more 
than 100 million television viewers in 70 
countries across the globe. That’s no small 
feat when you consider that less than two 
decades ago the Pbr was nothing more 
than a dream shared by 20 cowboys.

Longtime fans of the sport will get a behind-
the-chutes look at their favorite riders and 
bulls. All the greats are here, from Adriano 
Moraes, Justin McBride, and Chris Shivers 
to Little Yellow Jacket and Mossy Oak 
Mudslinger.

Newcomers will get a clear and concise 
introduction to the sport—its origins, the 
rules of competition, and what it takes to 
become a champion—and an overview of 
the Western way of life.

This collection of lavish photographs is a 
visual treat for anyone interested in THE 
wOrld’S TOUGHEST SPOrT.

$29.95

Jeffrey JOhnsTOne is editor 

in chief of the Professional Bull Riders. 

In addition to the occasional book, he is 

responsible for the content and publication 

of Pro Bull Rider magazine; 8 Seconds, 

the PBR’s official regular-season souvenir 

program; and the PBR World Finals souvenir 

program. He graduated with a B.A. in English 

from Whitman College in 1990 and received 

a J.D. from the University of Notre Dame in 

1999. Johnstone lives in Colorado Springs, 

Colorado.

KeiTh ryan carTwriGhT 
is completing his second full season as 

the senior writer for pbrnow.com. Prior to 

writing about professional bull riding he 

was a television producer, whose top-rated 

programs for CMT featured Academy Award 

winner Kevin Costner and Emmy winner 

Leslie Jordan among others. As a journalist, 

the Wisconsin native has written for a 

variety of publications including espn.com, 

American Cowboy, Country Weekly, and 

The Tennessean. In 1999 Rolex/Golf Digest 

named him among the top five college 

sportswriters in America.

$29.95  SPORTS & RECREATION®

Photos courtesy of Professional Bull Riders

Jacket design by Paul Petrowsky
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   The WildesT Rides, 
    The BiggesT WRecks,

anD thE

 toughest 
      8 seconds in spoRTs

This is pure adrenaline—an eight-second battle of 
wills between a 150-pound man and a one-ton bull. 
It is competition in its rawest form.

What was once a county-fair spectacle is now a 
worldwide phenomenon. Huge crowds fill glitter-
ing state-of-the-art arenas from coast to coast and 
across the globe, and more than 100 million watch 
on television.

This is the PBR.

This is the toughest sport on earth.

®

» DON GulbraNDseN 
®

$14.95  SPORTS/SOCCER  
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After qualifying for its sixth straight World Cup, the U.S. men’s soccer team will travel to South Africa 
brimming with confidence. In 2009 the U.S. finished first in the CONCACAF region and second in 
the prestigious Confederations Cup—in the process beating top-ranked Spain. Are they destined to 
make history on the world stage in 2010?

This all-new book is your must-have companion to watching the 2010 World Cup. It’s packed with 
colorful action photography and all the facts and stats you’ll want at your fingertips as you watch 
every exciting match. Highlights include:

  » bIOs Of all The TOP u.s. Players  

  » PrOfIles Of all 32 WOrlD CuP TeaMs   

  » reCaP Of CONCaCaf QualIfyING 

   » u.s. hIGhlIGhTs aND sTars frOM The PasT

CaN The uNITeD sTaTes WIN 
The 2010 WOrlD CuP?

T E A M  P R O F I L E S   •   P L A Y E R  B I O S   •   Q U A L I F Y I N G  H I G H L I G H T S 

» aMerICa’s QuesT            for  WOrlD CuP 2010aMerICa’s QuesT for WOrlD CuP 2010

USA SOCCER

A Voice in Our 
Wilderness

ISBN: 978-1-57243-614-5
$19.95 cloth

The Best of 
Frank Deford

ISBN: 978-1-57243-436-3
$14.95 paper

Settling The Score
ISBN: 978-1-60078-193-3

$16.95 paper

Fat Guys Shouldn’t Be 
Dancin’ at Halftime 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-269-5

$14.95 paper

You’re Wrong and 
You’re Ugly

ISBN: 978-1-60078-321-0
$14.95 paper

The Maisel Report
ISBN: 978-1-60078-092-9

$24.95 cloth

Hell on Two Wheels 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-525-2

$24.95 cloth

The Urban Cyclist’s 
Survival Guide

ISBN: 978-1-60078-566-5
$14.95 paper

USA Soccer 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-302-9

$14.95 paper

Soccer Skills
ISBN: 978-1-60078-630-3

$12.95 paper

The Open Book
Includes DVD 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-157-5
$34.95 cloth

International Book of 
Tennis Drills 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-829-1
$14.95 paper

50 Great Moments in 
Pittsburgh Sports 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-762-1
$14.95 paper

Dr. Vonda Wright’s 
Guide to THRIVE 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-599-3
$24.95 paper

Throw Like a Girl
ISBN: 978-1-60078-560-3

$14.95 paper

Michael Phelps
ISBN: 978-1-60078-225-1

$14.95 paper

The Most Glorious 
Crown

ISBN: 978-1-60078-208-4
$19.95 paper

Professional Bull 
Riding

ISBN: 978-1-60078-301-2
$29.95 cloth

Lacrosse Fundamentals
ISBN: 978-1-60078-693-8

$16.95 paper

Ready, Set, Play!
ISBN: 978-1-60078-395-1

$19.95 cloth
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Chicago White Sox
978-1-60078-203-9

Cincinnati Reds
978-1-60078-077-6 

Cleveland Indians
978-1-60078-047-9

Detroit Tigers
978-1-60078-052-3

Minnesota Twins
978-1-60078-076-9

Philadelphia Phillies
978-1-60078-164-3

Pittsburgh Pirates
978-1-57243-982-5

D E N V E R  B R O N C O S

ADRIAN DATER > FOREWORD BY JIM TURNER
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and great—times and bring a knowing smile about  

the other times, when you proved to yourself just how 

loyal you are. For everyone else, this warts-and-all 

portrait of the Broncos will provide countless goose 

bumps and laughs.

ADRIAN DATER has been a sportswriter  

with The Denver Post since 1991. The author of 

the best-selling Blood Feud: Detroit Red Wings 

vs. Colorado Avalanche: The Inside Story of Pro 

Sports’ Nastiest and Best Rivalry of Its Era, 

Dater has also written for publications ranging  

from Sports Illustrated to ESPN The Magazine.  

A native of Barre, Vermont, Dater resides in  

Thornton, Colorado, with his wife, Heidi, and son  

Thomas Alan Michael.

FronT CoVer pHoTo: MArC seroTA
BACk CoVer pHoTo: Ap/WiDe WorlD pHoTos 

CoVer Design By pAul peTroWsky

A re you ready for the real story of the Denver 
Broncos? As one of the NFL’s greatest fran-

chises, the Broncos have a long history of legends 
and goats, great comebacks and colossal failures, 
NFL championships and heartbreaking losses. The 
Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Denver Broncos is 
a must for every fan who wants an unflinching look 
at the greatest—and worst—players, coaches, and 
moments in Broncos history! 

There were some tough times, to be sure; some bad  
football at times, with plenty of frustration. But, man, 
there were some unbelievably great times, too.“

   —JIm TURNER, from the foreword

And I really feel, whether it was right or wrong, that I 
got a bad rap… I think I was a product of the situation. 
And I think if you put anybody in that situation, with  
the constant barrage of negativity, you’re going to  
put up a wall.“ 
   —BRIAN GRIEsE

All you wanted was a chance, and I was lucky to play with 
a lot of great players who helped make some of those 
comebacks possible.“ 
   —JohN ElwAy

w
hat fans don’t love to relive the highlights 

of their favorite team? likewise, in a twisted 

sort of way, what fan can really resist a self-

pitying look back at some of the times that tested his 

or her allegiance? After all, those games, seasons, and 

plays made the good times even better.

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Denver Broncos 

presents all the best moments and personalities in the 

history of the Denver Broncos. it also unmasks the bad, 

the regrettably awful, and the ugly. This book sparkles 

with Broncos highlights and lowlights, wonderful and 

wacky memories, legends and goats, the famous and 

infamous—no one is safe, and no moment is spared. 

in 1960 the first ever AFl game winner was a brand  

new team called the Denver Broncos. The victory 

celebrations didn’t last long, however, as the Broncos 

began a 13-year cycle of bad-luck years when winning 

four games in a season became (disappointingly) 

normal. Today, with a passionate fan base, the Broncos 

have become one of the most consistently successful  

franchises in the nFl.

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Denver Broncos 

includes the best and worst Broncos teams and  

players of all time, the most clutch performances and 

performers, the biggest choke jobs and chokers, great 

comebacks and blown leads, plus overrated and  

underrated Broncos players and coaches. There are the 

Broncos you loved for all the right reasons and those 

you couldn’t stand; sublime and embarrassing records; 

and trades, both savvy and savagely bad. let’s not 

forget the brawls, controversies, and all the rivalries 

over the years. This title is loaded with compelling 

photographs, amazing accounts, and so much more.

if you’re a through-thick-and-thin Broncos fan, The 

Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Denver Broncos is 

especially for you. it will remind you of the good— 

(continued on back flap)

(continued from front flap)

THE GOOD, THE BAD, & THE UGLY

&

The Good,
The Bad,
The Ugly
Heart-Pounding, Jaw-Dropping, 
and Gut-Wrenching Moments in Denver Broncos History

DATER

$19.95 

®
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$19.95
ISBN 978-1-57243-975-7 K A N S A S  C I T Y  C H I E F S

BILL ALTHAUS > FOrEWOrD BY LEN DAWSON
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is especially for you. It will remind you of the good—
and great—times and bring a knowing smile about  

the other times, when you proved to yourself just how 

loyal you are. For everyone else, this warts-and-all  

portrait of the Chiefs will provide countless goose 

bumps and laughs.

Bill AlthAus, a member of The Examiner’s 

sports staff in Independence, Missouri, is celebrating 

his 25th year at the Eastern Jackson County newspaper. 

He won the Gordon Docking Award in 2006, honoring 

the longtime sportswriter-columnist as the Media 

Personality of the Year in Kansas City. In 2007 he won 

the Morris Excellence in Journalism Award. He has 

been honored by the Missouri Press Association, the 

Associated Press, and United Press International. 

He and his wife, Stacy, have two sons, Zach and Sean. 

This is Althaus’s sixth book.  

FronT And bACK CovEr pHoTo CourTESy oF 
Ap/WIdE World pHoToS 

CovEr dESIgn by pAul pETroWSKy

Are you ready for the real story of the Kansas  
City Chiefs? As one of the NFL’s greatest 
franchises, the Chiefs have a long history of 

legends and goats, great comebacks and colossal  
failures, NFL championships and heartbreaking losses. 
the Good, the Bad, and the ugly: Kansas City Chiefs 
is a must for every fan who wants an unflinching look  
at the greatest—and worst—players, coaches, and  
moments in Chiefs history! 

You can’t imagine the pressure we faced in the first  
Super Bowl, because we weren’t just playing for each 
other and the great fans in Kansas City. We were playing 
for an entire league.“
   —len DAwson,
         from the foreword

Achieving that goal [amassing for 10,000 rushing yards 
and 5,000 receiving yards] was meaningful because when 
I first came into the league, there was a string of articles 
saying I wouldn’t be very good, I wouldn’t last very long, 
and would only be an average player.“ 
   
   —MArCus Allen

Was it a successful season? It was a good season. It’s 
never acceptable unless you win the championship.“ 
   
   —herM eDwArDs,
        after the 2006 season

w
hat fans don’t love to relive the highlights 

of their favorite team? likewise, in a twisted 

sort of way, what fan can really resist a self-

pitying look back at some of the times that tested his 

or her allegiance? After all, those games, seasons, and 

plays made the good times even better.

the Good, the Bad, and the ugly: Kansas City 

Chiefs presents all the best moments and personalities 

in the history of the Chiefs. It also unmasks the bad, 

the regrettably awful, and the ugly. This book sparkles 

with Chiefs highlights and lowlights, wonderful and 

wacky memories, legends and goats, the famous and 

infamous—no one is safe, and no moment is spared. 

you’ll relive the upset win over Minnesota in Super bowl 

Iv, but also the dolphins’ garo yepremian’s last-second 

field goal on Christmas day to beat the Chiefs in the 

longest nFl game ever played. you’ll celebrate the  

pinpoint passing of the masterful len dawson, but 

you’ll lament the erratic and sometimes depressing 

play of the late-1980s Chiefs.

the Good, the Bad, and the ugly: Kansas City 

Chiefs includes the best and worst Chiefs teams and 

players of all time, the most clutch performances 

and performers, the biggest choke jobs and chokers, 

great comebacks and blown leads, plus overrated and 

underrated Chiefs players and coaches. There are the 

Chiefs you loved for all the right reasons and those you 

couldn’t stand; sublime and embarrassing records; and 

trades, both savvy and savagely bad. let’s not forget 

the brawls, controversies, and all the rivalries over the 

years. This title is loaded with compelling photographs, 

amazing accounts, and so much more.

If you’re a through-thick-and-thin Chiefs fan, the Good, 

the Bad, and the ugly: Kansas City Chiefs  
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“He was there when it happened, so when Paul Wieland goes 
back to the beginning of the Buffalo Sabres in the National 
Hockey League, it’s part of his personal life story.”
   —Scotty Bowman, from the foreword

“I think I remember the crowds in Buffalo most. They were 
amazing in those early years…just amazing. ”
   —Gilbert Perreault

“There’s a time for fun and a time to be serious. If you can’t 
have fun, then life isn’t very much, is it?”
   —Rick “Rico” Martin

“We had a group of young players who were pretty raw 
around the edges, but there was some enormous talent there. 
You could see that given a few years, this was going to be a 
very good team.”
   —Jim Lorentz

ISBN 978-1-60078-095-0

The Best Buffalo Sabres Stories Ever Told

Includes an Exclusive Audio CD 
Featuring interviews with  Buffalo Sabres greats 

SPORTS/HOCKEY

“Then Perreault Said to Rico...”

Paul Wieland joined the 
Buffalo Sabres during the fi rst 
few months of the new franchise 
in 1970 and spent more than 25 
years there as public-relations 
director, communications director, 
and executive producer of television 
sports for the Sabres’ cable television 
network. He also served as the team’s 
practice goalie for many years.

Wieland has worked as a television 
producer and director for ESPN 
and other sports networks and as a 
reporter for two Buffalo newspapers. 
Today he is a professor in the 
Jandoli School of Journalism at St. 
Bonaventure University in upstate 
New York.

Front cover and CD photos courtesy of Getty Images

Jacket design by Preston Pisellini

The story of the Buffalo Sabres is one 
of perseverance against long odds. 
Many thought that Buffalo was too 

small to support an NHL franchise and 
would have to rely on fans from across 
the border, but the city quickly proved 
the naysayers wrong. Supported from the 
beginning by an enthusiastic homegrown 
fan base and initially led by gifted 
management, the expansion team reached 
the pinnacle of the sport—the Stanley 
Cup Finals—in only fi ve seasons.

“Then Perreault Said to Rico…” 
unearths many treasures from the 
Sabres’ early years, colorful stories about 
the players and games that cemented 
Buffalo’s reputation as a great NHL city. 
Learn the inside story of how the Knox 
brothers, Norty and Seymour, convinced 
the NHL to give Buffalo a shot. Follow the 
team’s fi rst coach and general manager, 
Punch Imlach, as he built a Stanley Cup 
contender from scratch. Relive the birth 
of the famed French Connection—Martin, 
Perreault, and Robert—and classic 
contests such as the infamous Fog Game. 
Look back on triumphs such as Danny 
Gare’s 50-goal seasons and tragedies 
such as Tim Horton’s accidental death 
during the 1973–74 campaign. Recall the 
exploits of many other Sabres greats: Jim 
Schoenfeld, Fred Atkins, Craig Ramsay, 
Jim Lorentz, even Taro Tsujimoto, the 
greatest fi ctional player in NHL history.

The key to this timeless collection of 
Sabres tales is author Paul Wieland, 
former longtime public-relations director in 
Buffalo. Wieland was with the team from 
the beginning, and his stories ring with 
authenticity and heart. His insider’s view 
and honest profi les of players, coaches, and 
other personalities will delight true Sabres 
fans and bring to life the people who were 
the franchise’s fi rst heroes. “Then Perreault 
Said to Rico…”  is the perfect way to 
reconnect with the Sabres’ early years, 
which helped cement the team’s place in 
NHL lore, and is the next-best thing to a 
seat behind the glass in the Aud.

$22.95 

$22.95 
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The Ultimate Resource Guide for 

TRUE OKLAHOMA FANS

Most Oklahoma Sooners fans have taken in a game or two in Norman, 
have seen highlights of a young Brian Bosworth, and have heard about 
the legendary Billy Sims. But only real fans know when the Sooner 
Schooner made its first appearance, the best things to eat at the 
State Fair of Texas before an Oklahoma-Texas game, or all the lyrics 
to “Oklahoma.”

100 Things Oklahoma Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die is the 
ultimate resource guide for true fans of Oklahoma Sooners football. 
Whether you’re a die-hard booster from the days of Bud Wilkinson or a 
new supporter of head coach Bob Stoops, these are the 100 things every 
fan needs to know and do in their lifetime. This must-have addition to 
every Sooners fan’s library collects every essential piece of Oklahoma 
knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities, and ranks them all 
from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining and easy-to-follow checklist 
as you progress on your way to fan superstardom.

Steve Richardson, a Dallas-based freelance writer, has 

covered college sports since the late 1970s. In recent years, he has been a 

correspondent for Sports Illustrated and written freelance articles for numerous 

publications, including USA Today. He has been executive director of the

Football Writers Association of America since 1996.

$14.95  SPORTS/FOOTBALL

®
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The Ultimate Resource Guide for  

TRUE NOTRE DAME FANS
The extraordinary history and storied traditions of the University of 
Notre Dame are legendary in college football. Most Notre Dame fans 
know all of the words to the “Notre Dame Victory March” and can recite 
the unforgettable “Win One for the Gipper” speech as well. On game days, 
fans eagerly parade to the Stadium with the Band of the Fighting Irish 
and know the tales of Knute Rockne and the Four Horsemen. Names like 
Rocky Bleier, Joe Montana, and Tim Brown are just as familiar as Ara 
Parseghian, Dan Devine, and Lou Holtz. But even the most die-hard fans 
don’t know everything they should about their beloved Fighting Irish. 

In 100 Things Notre Dame Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die, John 
Heisler has assembled the facts, traditions, achievements, and on-
campus activities sure to educate and entertain true fans. Learn about 
Fathers Hesburgh and Joyce, Frank Leahy, Paul Hornung, Dan “Rudy” 
Ruettiger, and Chris Zorich among many other pivotal figures. Who is 
Sergeant Tim McCarthy? Why did the team wear green jerseys? What is 
“The Shirt?” How many times have Notre Dame players/alumni graced 
the cover of Sports Illustrated? What is the Gug? All of the key events 
are here: the championship seasons; the 1988 Miami game; the Ice 
Bowl; the longest win streak ever; and many more. From taking a stroll 
through Heritage Hall to attending a Friday night pep rally or watching 
the helmet painting, Notre Dame fans will discover all of the unique 
activities that celebrate their team. 

John Heisler  is a native of South Bend, Indiana, and has been following 
Notre Dame football since 1964, when he first started regularly attending Irish games 
in Ara Parseghian’s first year as head coach. Heisler joined the University of Notre 
Dame sports information staff in 1978, was named sports information director in 1988, 
and currently serves as senior associate athletics director for media and broadcast 
relations. 
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The Ultimate Resource for 

TRUE METS FANS
Most New York Mets fans have taken in a game or two at Citi Field, have 
seen highlights of a young Dwight Gooden, and have heard the story 
of the Miracle Mets. But only real fans have followed the team on a 
road trip, know the origin of the Home Run Apple, or understand the 
significance of the numbers 37, 14, 41, and 42.

100 Things Mets Fans Should Know & Do Before They Die is the ultimate 
resource guide for true fans of Mets baseball. Whether you’re a die-
hard booster from the days of Casey Stengel or a new supporter of 
Carlos Beltran, Johan Santana, and Jason Bay, these are the 100 things 
every fan needs to know and do in his or her lifetime. Noted baseball 
author Matthew Silverman has collected every essential piece of Mets 
knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities, and ranks them 
all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining, enlightening, and easy-to-
follow checklist as you progress on your way to fan superstardom.

Matthew Silverman  is the author of several  

books on baseball, including Mets Essential. He was the coauthor of Shea  

Good-Bye with Keith Hernandez and Red Sox by the Numbers with Bill Nowlin. 

He lives with his family in High Falls, New York, and can be contacted at 

metsilverman.com.
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TRUE CARDINALS FANS
Most St. louis Cardinals fans have taken in a game or two at Busch Stadium, 
have seen highlights of a young ozzie Smith, and have heard the story of the 
Gas house Gang. But only real fans have visited “Trinket City,” know the origin of 
the redbird logo, or understand the significance of the number 1.12.

100 Things Cardinals fans Should Know & do Before They die collects every 
essential piece of Cardinals knowledge and trivia, as well as must-do activities, 
and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an entertaining, enlightening, and 
easy-to-follow checklist as you progress on your way to fan superstardom.

even as someone who lives across the state of Missouri, I must admit  that 
Joe Torre is right: baseball in St. louis is sacred. And derrick Goold wonderfully 
writes about all the reasons why, from Alston to the Zamboni Machine, from 
Ankiel’s comeback to hrabosky’s rage, from dizzy’s bravado to Pujols’ power to 
Musial’s class. It’s all here, the beauty of Cardinals baseball in one book.”

   —Joe Posnanski, Sports Illustrated senior  

           writer and author of The Soul of Baseball

derrick Goold, a friend and colleague, has always impressed me with his 
curiosity, inquisitive nature, and relentless yearning for knowledge. he is a 
natural-born explorer who takes great pride and joy in his discoveries, be it 
a compelling baseball statistic or intriguing artifact. In this wonderful book, 
we’re fortunate to have derrick lead us on a fascinating and fulfilling expedition 
through St. louis Cardinals history.”

   —Bernie Miklasz, St. louis Post-dispatch 

          sports columnist

Derrick Goold  is an award-winning reporter and baseball writer who 

has covered the Cardinals for the St. louis Post-dispatch since 2004. A graduate of the 

university of Missouri’s School of Journalism, he has been honored for feature writing 

and investigative reporting while covering baseball, hockey, and college athletics. he 

writes one of the first and most widely read newspaper-based baseball blogs, Bird land, 

and co-hosts a radio show. he lives in St. louis with his wife and son.
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®
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FEW & CHOSEN: BASEBALL LEGENDS RANK THEIR TEAM’S GREATEST PLAYERS

GAME DAY: FULL-COLOR TRIBUTES TO THE GREATEST PLAYERS, TEAMS, AND TRADITIONS IN HISTORY

ISBN 978-1-60078-153-7

Few and Chosen
Defining Mets Greatness Across the Eras

Rusty Staub
with Phil Pepe

Foreword by Keith Hernandez

Since the creation of the franchise in 1962, 
the Mets have risen from Casey Stengel’s 
Amazin’s—the loveable losers in the team’s 

early years—through the years of powerhouse 
pitching squads, including Gil Hodges’  World 
Series–winning club in 1969, to the truly amazing 
’86 championship team and the perennial 
contenders of today. Of the multitude of talented 
men who have passed through Shea Stadium, this 
book culls the best of the best. 

First baseman and first-class slugger Rusty Staub 
has seen them all—and played with or against 
many of them. So who is better qualified to pick 
the five best Mets players at every position, as well 
as the club’s best managers? 

Who would you rather have at catcher: Gary 
“the Kid” Carter or heavy-hitting Mike Piazza? 
And who is the better shortstop—Jose Reyes or 
Bud Harrelson? What about on the mound? Surely 
three-time Cy Young Award winner Tom Seaver 
tops the list of right-handers…or does he? 

Staub breaks down the strengths and weaknesses 
of the Mets’ greatest players. Along the way, he 
shares his personal anecdotes and reflections on the 
men that have made the Metsies the Metsies. Who 
had the potential to be a first-ballot Hall of Fame 
pitcher before he became his own worst enemy? 
Who was the hardest-working utility player? Who 
could well be the best third baseman in the history 
of the game?

Staub’s inside insights make Few and Chosen: 
Defining Mets Greatness Across the Eras an 
indispensable book for any and all New York Mets 
fans, as well as a fitting tribute to a franchise that 
carries its rich tradition with it from Shea Stadium 
to Citi Field.

daniel Joseph (Rusty) staub is many 
things to many people: gourmet chef, restaurateur, 
philanthropist, baseball player, and one of the most 
popular athletes in New York history.

Born in New Orleans, Staub signed with the 
Houston Colt .45s (later the Astros) at the age of 17 
and had a distinguished 23-year major-league career 
with four teams: the Houston Colt .45s/Astros, 
Montreal Expos, Detroit Tigers, and New York Mets, 
with which he served two tours of duty in 1972–75 
and 1981–85. 

He is the founder and chairman of the board of 
the New York Police and Fire Widows and Children’s 
Benefit Fund Foundation, Inc., president of the Rusty 
Staub Foundation, and continues his association with 
the Mets as a club ambassador.

phil pepe has covered sports in New York longer 
than the New York Mets have been in existence. 
Through his work with two newspapers, the New York 
World Telegram & Sun and the New York Daily News, 
he has covered many of the greatest moments in 
Mets history, including their initial season, 1962; their 
pennant clinchings in 1969, 1973, and 1986; and their 
World Series victories in 1969 and 1986.

This is his eighth book in the Few and Chosen 
series.  Other entries in the series are the New 
York Yankees, St. Louis Cardinals, Boston Red Sox, 
Chicago Cubs, Brooklyn and Los Angeles Dodgers, 
New York and San Francisco Giants, and the Negro 
Leagues.

in the middle oF the 1983 season, i got tRaded to the mets. That was a 
tumultuous year for me, getting uprooted in the middle of the year from St. Louis, where I had spent almost 10 years and 
was comfortable, going from a first-place team to a last-place team, not being where I wanted to be. It was not a very good 
time for me. Rusty Staub asked me where I was going to live that season, and said, “If you’re unattached, you need to get 
an apartment in the city. I’ll show you around. I know you’re going to love it.” That’s when our relationship started to 
develop, and it became the great friendship that it is today. 

The thing that impressed me about him as a player was that he was always focused on the game and focused on the 
pitchers. As a teammate, I would take advantage of Rusty’s experience and, because we both hit left-handed, we would 
often talk hitting. You can learn things from other hitters, and I always wanted to get Rusty’s take.

I’m deeply honored that Rusty has chosen me as the No. 1 first baseman in Mets history—especially coming from him 
because I have always respected his opinion. I always made a point over the years to ask Rusty who were the greatest 
players whom he played against, who were the greatest pitchers, the toughest left-handers he faced, the best right-handers. 
Those were all the guys who were on the bubble gum cards I collected when I was a kid. After all, Rusty is 10 years older 
than I am, so he saw players I never did.
 —Keith Hernandez, from his foreword
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Red Sox Triviology 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-623-5

$9.95 paper

Yankees Triviology 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-624-2

$9.95 paper

I Love Georgia/
I Hate Florida

ISBN: 978-1-60078-723-2
$14.95 paper

I Love Alabama/
I Hate Auburn 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-724-9
$14.95 paper

I Love Texas/
I Hate Oklahoma 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-619-8 
$14.95 paper

I Love Oklahoma/
I Hate Texas 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-569-6
$14.95 paper

I Love Michigan/
I Hate Ohio State 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-577-1
$14.95 paper

I Love Ohio State/
I Hate Michigan 

ISBN: 978-1-60078-578-8
$14.95 paper

LOVE/HATE SERIES: A UNIQUE LOOK AT COLLEGE FOOTBALL’S MOST CELBRATED RIVALRIESFLIP
BOOK

TRIVIOLOGY: FASCINATING FACTS FOR EVEN THE MOST DIE-HARD FANS
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For the Love of Israel
ISBN: 978-1-60078-677-8

$16.95 cloth

For the Love of Being Jewish
ISBN: 978-1-60078-403-3

$16.95 cloth

For the Love of Being Irish
ISBN: 978-1-60078-596-2

$16.95 cloth

For the Love of Cats
ISBN: 978-1-60078-581-8

$16.95 cloth

For the Love of Dogs
ISBN: 978-1-60078-371-5

$16.95 cloth

FOR THE LOVE OF . . . : AN A-TO-Z PRIMER FOR FANS OF ALL AGES

I Love Sarah Palin/ 
I Hate Sarah Palin

ISBN: 978-1-60078-629-7
$14.95 paper

Ted Kennedy
ISBN: 978-1-60078-324-1

$14.95 paper

The Rise of  
Barack Obama

ISBN: 978-1-60078-313-5
$14.95 paper

Michelle
ISBN: 978-1-60078-311-1

$14.95 paper

The Inauguration of 
Barack Obama

ISBN: 978-1-60078-284-8
$29.95 cloth

O is for Obama
ISBN: 978-1-60078-319-7

$16.95 cloth
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Justin Bieber:  
Oh Baby!

ISBN: 978-1-60078-539-9
$12.95 paper

Bieber Fever
ISBN: 978-1-60078-634-1

$12.95 paper

Big Book of Bieber
ISBN: 978-1-60078-713-3

$15.95 cloth

Everything Real Justin 
Bieber Fans...

ISBN: 978-1-60078-770-6
$12.95 paper

Big Book of One 
Direction

ISBN: 978-1-60078-793-5
$16.95 cloth

One Direction: What 
Makes You Beautiful
ISBN: 978-1-60078-777-5

$12.95 paper

One Direction:  
Take Me Home

ISBN: 978-1-60078-901-4
$12.95 paper

Real Girls’ Guide  
to Everything

ISBN: 978-1-60078-561-0
$12.95 paper

Glee
ISBN: 978-1-60078-498-9

$14.95 paper

Michael Jackson
ISBN: 978-1-60078-348-7

$14.95 paper

Whitney Houston
ISBN: 978-1-60078-768-3

$14.95 paper

Taylor Swift:  
Secrets of a Songwriter
ISBN: 978-1-60078-429-3

$14.95 paper

Taylor Swift:  
Love Story

ISBN: 978-1-60078-372-2
$14.95 paper

Austin Mahone 
ISBN: 978-1-60078-902-1

$12.95 paper

Royal Romance
ISBN: 978-1-60078-605-1

$14.95 paper

Elizabeth Taylor
ISBN: 978-1-60078-665-5

$14.95 paper

Steve McQueen
ISBN: 978-1-60078-388-3

$25.95 cloth

Elvis: Still Taking  
Care of Business

ISBN: 978-1-60078-149-0
$15.95 paper

100 Things Beatles Fans 
Should Know...

ISBN: 978-1-60078-799-7
$14.95 paper

Juke Box Hero
ISBN: 978-1-60078-759-1

$24.95 cloth
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Production 
Kris Anstrats, Production Manager 
K.Anstrats@triumphbooks.com

Preston Pisellini, Production Coordinator 
P.Pisellini@triumphbooks.com

Andy Hansen, Graphic Designer 
A.Hansen@triumphbooks.com

Rights 
Susan Sewall 
SSewall@ipgbook.com

Operations 
Mark Noble 
MNoble@ipgbook.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION  
ON ALL TRIUMPH BOOKS  

TITLES, PLEASE VISIT

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM

ISBN prefixes:
1-60078
1-57243

1-892049
1-880141

UPC prefix:
0-98245

TRIUMPH BOOKS
Triumph is a leading publisher of all things sports—biographies and autobiographies; official reference and rule books; 
pictorials and gift titles; and instant celebration titles. We also publish a variety of fan guides for music and teen  
performers as well as a range of puzzle and gaming books.

Editorial 
Noah Amstadter, Senior Acquisition Editor 
N.Amstadter@triumphbooks.com

Tom Bast, Make-It-Happen, Acquisition Editor 
Tbast@core.com

Adam Motin, Managing Editor 
A.Motin@triumphbooks.com

Karen O’Brien, Associate Editor 
K.OBrien@triumphbooks.com

Jesse Jordan, Associate Editor 
J.Jordan@triumphbooks.com

Jeff Fedotin, Assistant Editor 
J.Fedotin@triumphbooks.com

Sales & Marketing
Tom Galvin, Marketing Manager 
T.Galvin@triumphbooks.com

Andrea Pelose, Marketing Coordinator 
A.Pelose@triumphbooks.com

 
Bookstores, libraries, and individuals  
wishing to place orders may do so  
through our distributor IPG at:

(800) 888-4741 
Fax (312) 337-1807 
orders@ipgbook.com

Publicity and Promotion 
Proactive, interactive publicity,  
promotion, and marketing programs  
are developed for each and every  
Triumph title.

TRIUMPH BOOKS—THE LEADER IN SPORTS PUBLISHING



PRESENTS ITS ALL-STAR LINEUP FOR FALL

MORE INFORMATION AND OUR COMPLETE
CATALOG OF TITLES AVAILABLE AT:

TRIUMPHBOOKS.COM
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